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Sports

Local News

Sweet charity
Local group to hold
drive for special needs
See page 2

—.1

Calloway cruises
Calloway Middle team
downs MMS 31-6

i

Big splash
Small countries claim
first Olympic medals

See page 4-B

See page 4-B
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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

News In Brief
Wright: CIA agitators hurt
peace process in Nicaragua
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Reagan administration has used the
CIA to foment civil unrest in Nicaragua and in the process has
damaged efforts at a long-term peace accord between the leftist
government and the Contra rebels, House Speaker Jim Wright says.
In a highly unusual disclosure, Wright told reporters Tuesday that
the CIA has employed agents covertly in Nicaragua to organize and
promote anti-government rallies and protests.
Wright, speaking at his regular daily news conference, said Congress has received "clear testimony" that the CIA has sought "to
provoke an overreaction" by the Managua government.
Elaborating later in an interview, the speaker added: "Agents of
our government have assisted in organizing the kinds of antigovernment demonstrations that have been calculated to stimulate
and provoke arrests."
Wright said the CIA had made the admission under questioning
from members of Congress. Presumably, the disclosure would have
come in closed-door oversight sessions of the congressional intelligence committees, most of whose work is classified.
A CIA spokeswoman, Sharon Basso, said, "There isn't anything the
agency would say publicly about that to confirm or deny it. We do
brief Congress, but wouldn't discuss that publicly."
Wright said he opposed the CIA activity as detrimental to regional
peace efforts because it has led to government crackdowns on the opposition and complicated already hostile relations.
"I do not believe it is the proper role of our government to try to
provoke riots ... or dealberately to try to antagonize governing officials into foolish overreactions," he said. "We should be using the
influence of the United States to encourage the peace process, not
discourage it."
But he also said the Sandinista regime was "foolish" to respond to
the protests with crackdowns such as the closing of opposition media
outlets like the newspaper La Prensa and Radio Catolica, a churchrun radio station.
"I've made that unmistakably clear to peoplst in Nicaragua. They
have to demonstrate their commitment to the democratization they
have announced" in earlier peace agreements, he said.
Wright said he did not know which specific anti-government actions were due to CIA-sponsored agitation.
But a spokesman for the Senate Intelligence Committee, David
Holliday, said the panel was confident that 40 people arrested at a July 10 anti-government demonstration at Nandaime, south of
Managua, were not linked to the CIA.
The committee held two days of hearings July 13-14 that included
testimony froth U.S. Ambassador Richard Melton, Who was expelled
along with seven other embassy personnel following the Nandaime
protest.
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Dukakis tells of health plan at WKU
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP 1
- Michael -Dukakis'. campaign
stop at Western Kentucky University had a dual purpose.
There were dozens of uniformed
nurses and nursing students, providing a backdrop when Dukakis
called for mandatory employee
health insurance. And there was a
chance to make at least a gesture
toward the solidly Democratic,
but traditionally conservative,
'
voters of western Kentucky.
Tuesday's trip was Dukakis'
. _fifth to Kentikky as a.candidate.
his third since winning the
Democratic presidential nomination, but his first outside
Louisville.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson "told

me it was important for me to
come to western Kentucky," said
Dukakis.
It was not a. press-the-flesh
stump event, however. The audience inside the university's
750-seat Van Meter Hall
auditorium was by invitation only
and the largest part of the candidate's campus visit was spent inside a communications center,
giving television interviews by
satellite hookup.
But Wilkinson, titular head of
Dukakis' state campaign. said."1.
think he's doing extremely well in
this general area."
Wilkinson also said Dukakis
would have to capture western
Kentucky to carry the state. The

race in Kentucky between
Dukakis and Republican rival
George Bush is "even-Steven,"
Wilkinson said.
Before launching into his
prepared text, Dukakis told the
audience he wanted to help create
jobs in the area. By attacking "the
three deficits - the budget deficit.
the trade deficit and the education
deficit, ... we're going to bring new
hope and new opportunity to
western Kentucky," he said.
Before leaving campus.
Dukakis donned a red and white
WICU cap and struck a pose to the
cheers of a few hundred students
outside the communications
building.
Michael Dukakis

1Cont'd on page 2)

Republicans stall on minimum wage bill
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Senate
Republicans, demanding lower
pay for unskilled workers and
Democratic action on President
Reagan's nominees to the federal
bench, are stalling action on raising the $3.35 minimum wage in
high-stakes parliamentary
maneuvering where the biggest
stake is presidential politics.
"Unless we see progress with
the judges and keep our ability to
amend, we're going to be on the

minimum wage a long time,""-tions by Reagan for federal
Senate GOP Whip Alan Simpson of judgeships are now pending before
the panel and four other nominaWyoming said Tuesday.
Simpson made the comment tions are on the calendar for
following separate-party strategy Senate floor action.
Kennedy's bill would raise the
luncheons -after Democratic
Leader Robert C. Byrd of West minimum wage by 40 cents an
Virginia filed a second cloture mo- hour each of the next three years
tion in as mak days to limit fur- - to $3.75 in January, to $4.15 in
ther debate on the bill by Sen._Ed- 1990 and to $4.55 in 1991.
Vice President George Bush's
ward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.
According to the Senate presidential campaign said TuesJudiciary Committee, 25 nomina- day that Bush likely would not
-

Long-distance call

During a special4y-called
meeting, the Murray Board of
Education-voted to accept a new
insurance policy for its employees
beginning Nov,.. 1, 1988. .
According to Sheila Shaw,
school business officer, the board
had no real choice in the matter.
She said that state government is
changing its i. iisurance from Blue -Cross and Blue Shield to I.C.H. Insurance Company of Louisville
and that school employees would fall under the policy.

WASHINGTON Out of the glare of the presidential campaign, a
bipartisan commission is quietly crafting a proposed solution to the
federal budget deficit that would include cuts in Social Security and
defense spending as well as possible increases in consumption taxes.
WASHINGTON - A study by National Cancer Institute scientists
shows that mammogram examinations every one to two years can
reduce breast cancer deaths by 24 percent among women aged 40 to
49.
WASHINGTON - The Senate is taking final action on plans ttlphase out tariffs between the United States and Canada and end a
variety of other trade barriers.
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operators
Amateur radio operator Bob Johnson,seated, shows Trey Miller how he talks to -other amateur radio
from around the world. The Murray State University Amateur Radio Club is sponsoring classes to help people
earn an amateur license. For more information, contact Bill Call at 762-6897.

City- planners approve neW hoUsing concept
Two new development projects
seeking approval from the Nfurray
Planning Commission Tuesday
night are the first of their kind in
Murray and possibly Western
Kentucky
Following a public hearing, the
commission gave its recommendation for-a conditional use permit

Tonight. mostly clear. Lou
near 60. Very light south wind
Thursday: partly cloudy and
warmer. High near 90
Southwest wind around 10 mph
Extended forecast
The extended forecast calls
.for a chance of rain Friday and
Saturday, becoming fair on
Sunday.

359.2
359.3

(Cont'd on page 2)

By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

INDEX

unveil any specific minimum
wage - proposal until after his
debate this Sunday with
Democratic nominee Michael
Dukakis.
.
"We're exploring a modest increase so long as it's tied to a'subminimum or training wage," said
David Sandor, a Bush campaign
spokesman. "But there's nothing
scheduled for this week."

City school
board OKs
insurance

Elsewhere

SOUTH ROXAAA, III. - A child with AIDS-related symptoms.
whose family fled one community after protests over his admittance
to school, dreads another fight to go to a new school because he fears
"the ugly people are going to be back."
PHILADELPHIA - The decision to close a federal probe into the
fatal 1985 MOVE confrontation without indictments ends the criminal
investigation into the case, but bitterness and civil suits linger.
WOODBURY, N.J. - Officials say the use by some New Jersey law
enforcement authorities of flashy cars seized in drug cases sends a
strong message to drug dealers, but others say the cars should be
sold -

Fiero,tment Chc..ce

to an eight-unit condiminium complex, by North Park Development
Inc., to be located on the south side
of Southwood Drive, north of the
city park.
Engineer Art Travis will take
the commission's recommendation to the Board of Zoning Adjustments on Wednesday in follow-

ing the process of a Planned
Development Project.
Commission chairman Bob
Dunn said that the homes in North
Park will be built like apartments
but the occupants will own the
dwelling and will own one-eighth
f'ont'd on page ?)

Violence, gunfire continues after Haitian coup
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti API1
- Soldiers sacked their commanders and workers struck
state-run companies, ripping
apart a boss's home, in one instance, as Haitians released pentup rage at three, decades of
authoritarian rule..
Violence and sporadic gunfire
continued throughout the oapital
today, four days after 3oldiers toppled the regime of 1.t GenHenri
Namphy
Radio reports said troops were
removing more and more corn-

manders and reprisal killings and
spontaneous street demonstrations were on the rise.
"I'm afraid we're on the eve of
another insurrection." a government official said privately.
Lt. Gen. Prosper Avril, who
declared himself president Sunday after lower-ranking soldiers
staged the coup,' tried to end the
unrest Tuesday by appointing a
new armed forces chief and rannounolng the retirement of eight
generals.
Radio stations said the revolt in

the 7,000-member army spread
because Avril had not fired commanders the soldiers identified
with the corruption and repression
of the governments of Namphy.
eslie Manigat and Jean-Claude
Duvalier.
"We will chase out of the army
all supporters of Namphy.
Manigat and Duvalier," said a
policeman at ,a station in
downtown Port-au-Prince where
soldiers removed their commander. The army runs the police
in Haiti,

II

"We had been with Blue Cross
and Blue Shield for Many years.
However, there was some trouble
a while back between the state and
the company,- Shaw relayed.
"They are now going with I.C.H. •
of Louisville."
Shaw said that school
employees have two options under
the state insurance policy. They
may pay $9 a month with a 3200
deductible for individuals_ or $9 a
month with a $400 deductible for a
family policy. Employees may
also choose to not pay a monthly
sum and settle for a $400 deductible for individuals' and an $800
deductible for a family policy
Superintendent Robert Olin Jeffrey reported to the board that its
plan on asbestos prevention and
removal in the school system is
being prepared. According to state
regulations. each school system
must turn in a plan to the state by
Oct. 12. Jeffrey said the Murray
plan will meet the deadline.
The board discussed the
possibility of having a-social hour
for teachers and employees before
one board meeting each month If
implemented. the 'plan Would
allow the board to hold a meeting
at.eath of the system's schools.
preceded by a gathering with
faculty and staff. The first such
meeting is expected in January.
Jeffrey received approval from
((ont'd on page 2)
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Burglary charged

County men arrested
Two Calloway County men have Apartments. who was also chargbeen arrested after one of them ed in the incident, faces charges of
allegedly entered a residence with first-degree burglary and theft by
a gun Tuesday, identifying himself unlawful taking over $100.
as a military police officer and - The incident reportedly took
drug agent, according to Calloway place at the home of William Henson. on Rt. 5, between 9:30 and
County Deputy Dan Bazzell.
Douglas Lang Edwards. 19. 10:30 a m. Monday. Baz2ell said.
Cotterman allegedly took over
Perry Road. has been charged
with first-degree burglary, carry- $400 from a purse at the residence
ing a concealed weapon, first- while Edwards searched the house
degree wanton engangerment, im- with a gun. Bazzell said.
Both men are lodged in the
personating a public servant and
first-degree criminal trespassing. Calloway County Jail on $10,000
Chris Cotterman. 19, Mur-Cal bonds each.

Search for robbers expands
Grives County Deputy Sheriff
Ronnie Lear said the search for
two men who robbed a 78-year-old
man in Farmington Sunday has
been expanded into Calloway
County.
Two men robbed and hit James
Harry Wilford after they entered
his home at 12:30 a.m. and
demanded money-, according to a
sheriff's report

Wilford resides on Hill Mayfield
Road, about a mile from the
Calloway County line.
Wilford described one of his
assailants as 6 feet tall of medium
build, and the other as short and
young, perhaps a teen-ager.
He told Graves authorities that
both were wearing caps and had
rags covering the lower parts of
their faces.

Planners...

of the land. He said the project is
new to the commission in that it is
dealing with a "zero lot line."
But before the meeting was
over, F T Seargent Land
Surveyors had fallen in line gaining preliminary subdivision plat
approval for a "cluster development" to be located en Johnny
Robertson Road near Kentucky 94.
The 10-unit development will
basically include five duplexes
with a zero lot line and a commons
area. Though the project also
deals with a zero lot line, it will not
have to conform to the process of a
Planned Development Project
because it will be located outside
the city limits. The only control
the commission will have over the
project are subdivision regulations, Dunn said.
The project, under the name
The Crossings, is similar to the
North Park development from the
standpoint that both will have a

The owner of The Crossings is
Kenneth Owens with Wes Shelby
as developer.
Dunn said he expects to see
more of these types of
developments. He said the commission had been expecting such
projects for some time because of
the area's new interest in being a
popular retirement community.
People are coming to the area
looking for something smaller
without the maintenance, he said.
In other business, the commission gave final approval to
Southwest Villa Subdivision, a
43-acre tract of land located south
of Kingswood Subdivision to be
developed by Jimmy Rickman.

mit the administration to consider
a reasonable increase in the
minimum wage that would not bring about the unacceptable
adverse economic effects" of Kennedy's bill, the White House said
in a statement of administration
policy.
The White House listed the
primary adverse effects as fewer
new job opportunities and higher
inflation.
Byrd stopped short of accusing
Republicans of filibustering the
mirth/Wm wage bill, Saying his
cloture petitions were aimed only
at curbing unrelated
amendments.
The cloture motions, if approved
by 60 senators in votes scheduled
for Thursday and Friday, would
effectively require an up-or-down
vote on the minimum wage
package.

2. A "wet" Murray would have an alcohol "industry" that's out of local control.
. Other wet towns have tried to pass "strict'' city -otdinances to control the location and
.appearance of alcohol outlets., But these ordinances have been struck down by the courts.
Strict city brdinances a7re meaningless if they carthot be enforced.
3. A "wet" Murray would make alcohol more available to teenagers than it is now.
,Paducah, RichmonCl';\Bowling Green, Morehead — in fact ,a11,Wet towns — admit they
have serious underage drinking problems. The fact is, tie liquor laws.don't. keep "minors"
from getting alcohol. The-More places there are that Sell it, the more places there are
for minors to get it. Minors cannot be refused admission to bars if there is dancing,there.
And once they get in, they usually get alcohol despite being underage. Bootleggers who
sell to minors now will continue to sell to minors -It happens in other wet towns, and
Murray'will be no different. •

VOTE NO Sept.
27
ct. .0IM

untiwati

Murray Knights of Columbus Grand K.night,Richard Maddox and son
Coleman Maddox show the styles they will be wearing when they pass
out Tootsie Rolls in the 12th annual Knights of Columbus Retarded
Citizens Campaign,set for Friday and Saturday of this week. The candy
is free, but donations will be accepted.

In his speech, Dukakis said 37
million Americans are without
basic health insurance and most
are members of working families.
"We're going to work with- the
nation's employers to provide a
basic level of health insurance to
all of our working people and their
families," he said.
Dukakii— also said—that, if
elected, there would be "basic
medical coverage" for people
uninsured through the workplace;
guaranteed health care for
newborns, and help for people
vulnerable to bankruptcy because

Board...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the board to persue a drainage
problem at the bus lot on Ninth
Street across from the board office. It seems that water drains
from the lot into the yards of surrounding houses. The board is
seeking the best possible way to
solve the problem,

6. A. "wet" Murray would. have the potential for barroom fights and tavern killings.
"Wet" Paducah has them (at least 11 incidents since 1984). "Wet" Hopkinsville has
them at least four tavern killings since 1.986). In addition, taverns are often known as
the place where one can find illegal drugs, gambling, and prostitution. There's no reason
• - to believe - that Murray would be any different. -

Ths:w in the Know

„
10.‘%,
\sous

nylon stocking, apparently used as
a mask, was found in possession of
the men, peeler said.
Murray police acted on information from an informant and
through further investigation
found that the men had been questioned by the Mayfield Police concerning a rape case on Friday
night, Peeler said. They have not
been charged with the rape, he
added.
The three are presently lodged
in the Calloway County Sall:- No
bond has been set, said-Peeler.

(C.ont'd from page 1)

5. A "wet" Murray would not experience an economic boon due to alcohol sales.
The town itseif would receive very little money from the license fees, and 11 of the
regulatory license fee (alcohol tax) would by law go to offset added expenses due to
alcohol sales. Russellville voted wet in '83 but has recently raised its payroll tax from
19,0 to 1 5% to cover the city's revenue shortfall. No economic boon haS taken place
in Morehead since it. voted wet in late '82, either. It 'sounds good, but it just doesn't
haplien

THAT'S NOT WHAT WE WANT!
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Dukakis...

4. A "wet" Murray would not make the town any more attractive to industry than it
•
is now.
Industries don't choose locakons based on alcohol sales. "Dry" Attirrayis record of 5
new industries with 845' new jobs plus four major expansions with 200 new jobs,-all
in the-past 7 years, is a testimony to that.

Increased DUls and Fatalities, Increased Crime,
Increased Availability of Alcohol to Teenagers:

•

Three arrests have been made
in connection with with the Monday night robbery of Mr. Gatti's.
Michael Lee Able, 24,
Louisville; Lonnie_ Henderson, 24,
Chicago; and .Robert Anthony
Carter, 19, Cincinnati, were arrested at a .residence in Mayfield
Tuesday afternoon and charged
with first-degree armed robbery,
according to Murray Police Detective Charles Peeler.
No money was recovered in the
incident, but the gun allegedly used in the robbery along with a

1 A '"Murray would be a "saturated" Murray.
The law would allow Murray to have 13 package liquor licenses, 12 liquor by the drink
licenses (taverns), additional restauraniliquor by-the drink licenses, and an unlimited
number of beer licenses...Cityofficials casinot limit the-number of licenses issued.(Paducah
has 212 licenses; Richmond has 108,' Mqrray would probably have 75-100.1-

7. A "wet" Murray would lead to more drunken driving and an increase in DUI arrests
and alcohol-related fatalities.
It happened in Morehead, Pikeville, Russellville, and Floyd County. There's no reason
to think it wouldn't happen here. DUls increased the year after these four Kentucky communities became "wet" Comparing the statewide 1985 and 1986 Kentucky State Police
statistics, the DUI arrests increased, the alcohol-related accidents increased, and the
alcohol-related fatalities soared 19 percent (from 289 to 343).

WI

Three arrested for Monday
robbery of local restaurant

WHY NOT WET?

).

a

homeowner's association
However, the occupants will own a
dwelling unit and a lot in The
Crossing, and the homeowners
aa,sociation will own the commons
area

Republicans... (Coard from page 1)

Bush's vice presidential running
mate, Sen. Dan Quayle, R-Ind., offered an amendment in the Senate
Labor Committee in July for raising the minimum wage over two
years to $4 an hour and coupling it
with an 80 percenrsubminimum
for new hires.
The minimum wage has been
stuck at $3.35 since 1981, with the
Reagan administration contending for the past three years that
any increase would have to be
coupled with a subminimum
Jane Robertson, 44, 1602 Street failed to stop for a red light standard.
listed in stable condi- - in time, according to_ the_ pnlicP
• The White-HO-use reiterated that
tion at the Murray-Calloway Coun- report.
position.Tuesday, saying its senior
ty Hospital following a two-car
The driver of the south-bound
advisers would recommend that
collision Tuesday morning at the car, Danny E. Cosby, 26, Paducah,
Reagan veto any minimum wage
intersection of 12th and Olive told police that he saw the red
increase that does not include a
streets, according to police and light, but could not get stopped
"training wage at a rate approxhospital reports.
before he struck the Robertson imately four-fifths Of the
Robertson was making a left car.
minimum wage for a specified
turn onto 12th Street from Olive at
period
of time,"
Cosby was apparently uninapproximately 8 a.m. Tuesday,
''The training wage would perwhen a south-bound car on 12th jured, the police report indicated.

Resident stable after wreck

Sweet charity

Wooed from page 1);

"Oh

of the high cost of care for chronic
or catastrophic illness.
Daymon Sanders, a selfemployed contractor, said he was
'kind of impressed" by Dukakis'
speech.
Sanders, 56, of Mammoth Cave
in Edmonson County, said he had
to drop his hospitalization insurance two years ago because he
could no longer afford it and that it
was a major concern of other selfemployed workers.
"Everything got so sky-high and
equipment got sky-high. It was
either buy equipment or buY insurance;
;
" Sanders said. "You
can't eat insurance."
But some were more skeptical.
"I was impressed, if he can
follow through," said Becky
Foster, a registered nurse at T.J.
Samson Community Hospital in
Glasgow.
"I would like io know more
about ... who pays for it," she said.
Ms. Foster said she "would also
like to hear what Bush has to say
about the same issues."

Murray
State
University
College of
Education

Alumni
Homecoming Breakfast
Saturday Morning
October 1st, 8:00 a.m.
Murray Middle School
Come eat, 'visit with old friends and watch the
Homecoming Parade from the front lawn'
For Information/Reservations
Call (502) 762-3817
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Drought effects easing
as prices rise slightly

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Higher costs for food, shelter and gasoline
sent consumer prices up 0.4 percent in August, the government said
today, as the effects of the drought in the Farm Belt began to ease.
The August increase, equivalent to an annual inflation rate of 5.2
percent, was the same as in July. Higher rents and gasoline prices in
large part replaced food as the sharpest spurs to higher prices.
Food and beverage prices were up 0.5 percent last month, compared to 0.6 percent and 0.9 percent gains in June and July,
respectively.
Shelter costs, reflecting higher rates for hotel and motel rooms
were up 0.6 percent, the steepest gain in seven months.
In a separate report, the Commerce Department said today that
housing constructon fell 3.3 percent in August, with a steep drop in
apartment construction more than offsetting a modest gain in singlefamily home building.
The report said new homes and apartments were built at an annual
rate of 1.4.4 million units last month, down 49,000 units from a month
earlier.
The decline followed gains of 1.4 percent in July and 5.2 percent in
June.
Economists had been expecting a drop in August because the
Federal Reserve Board was pushing up interest rates in an effort to
ease inflationary pressures.
The gains earlier in the summer have been attributed to
homebuyers attempting to beat the rise in mortgage rates.
In its price report, the Labor Department said energy prices
jumped 0.9 percent on a 3.0 percent boost in gasoline prices, their
sharpest gain in a year. The report said, however, that gasoline
prices were still slightly below the level of August 1987 and were 26
percent below their peak of March 1981.

First-grader suspended
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LAKELAND, Fla. ( AP) — A
Although the investigation is not
first-grade boy who allegedly pull- complete, initial reports indicated
ed a gun on two female classmates that the boy demanded a sexual
and demanded sex on the way favor from the girls, Duncan said.
home from school probably won't
Crystal Lake Elementary
be allowed to return to his elemen- School Principal W. James Pace
tary school, officials said.
refused to comment.
Don Woods, who supervises
The 7-year-old boy, who told investigators he 'orought the alternative education for the coun.38-caliber handgun from home, ty, cautioned against drawing conwas suspended immediately after -elusions before a hearing is held.
the Sept. 12 incident and awaits a
"Sometimes the stories come
hearing, said Bill Duncan, who is out quite different," he said. "It
in charge of discipline for the Polk might come out that it wasn't as
County school district.
serious as it sounded."
"He did have a weapon there at
the school and he did threaten
some girls with it," Duncan said.
"We know for a fact that he had it
because he admitted that he had
The
South U.S. 641 Water
it."
District in Hazel will be flushing
The child could be suspended for
its pipelines Saturday night from 8
two years and, in any event, he
until midnight, a spokesman said.
probably will not return to his
The water will be discolored in
school, Duncan said.
Hazel,
and residents are reminded
"It's our job to protect the other
not to do any laundry until the
99 percent" of the students, he
lines are cleared.
said.

Line flushing set
for Hazel water

Since 1900; listed in order of total estimated deaths
U.S
Year
1000
1928
1979
1938
1957
1955
1944
1926
1906
1954
1980
1969

Storm
Unnamed
Unnamed
David
Unnamed
Audrey
Diane
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Hazel
Allen
C.arnille

Hardest hit areas
Galveston. Texas
Southern Florida
Canbbeen, Florida to New England
Long Island and New England
Texas to Aiabama
North Carolina to New England
North Caroina to New England
Florida and Alabama
Louisiana and Mississippi
South Carolina to New York
Caribbean and Texas
Mississippi and Louisiana

General to direct
Burma after coup

Total
Dearth* Deaths
6.000 6.000
1.836 6.000
5 1,100
600
600
390
430
184
400
46
389
372
243
350
350
95
347
28
272
256
256

RANGOON, Burma I API —
Saw Maung, the hard-line general

Chicago Tribune Graphic.
Sources World Almanac Informabon Please Almanac and news reports

State below average on ACT
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
larger percentage of students taking a major pre-college exam
could account for a drop in Kentucky's scores this year, state officials said.
State Education Department
spokesman Jim Parks said 2,000
more students — a total of 25,000 —
took the ACT, which Kentucky
public colleges demand, during
the 1987-88 school year than the
previous year. The assumption, he
said, is that more marginal
students, who might not have planned to attend college in the past,
were tested.
Kentucky seniors scored 18.2 on
the ACT this year, compared to a
national average of 18.8. The Kentucky score was 18.3 last year,
when the national average was
18.7.
So while the national average increased, Kentucky's declined.
"My guess is that what's happening in Kentucky might even be
favorable — in the sense that more
children in the state are considering going to college than before,"
University of Kentucky President
David P. Roselle said.
The American College Testing
Program, which administers the
ACT, reported a smaller increase
in students tested nationwide.
On the other major college entrance exam, the SAT, which is
more commonly required by

private, out-of-state and Ivy
League schools, Kentucky's composite score dropped from 998 to
990. The national average was 904.
Kentucky students consistently
score above the national average
on the SAT. But several education
officials said that is less meaningful than the ACT scores
because only about 10 percent of
the state's seniors take the SAT.
"Essentially the students who are
taking the SAT in Kentucky are
taking it to get into out-of-state
schools — highly selective
schools," Parks said.
Both tests are divided into subject areas.
On the ACT, Kentucky students
dropped in the math and social
portions, while scores rose in
English and remained the same in
natural sciences, according to the
Education Department.
The biggest drop was in social
studies — an area not tested on the
annual Kentucky Essential Skills
Test given elementary and high
school students statewide.
Because that test doesn't include social studies, teachers may
place less emphasis on the subject, Associate Superintendent of
Public Instruction H.M. Snodgrass
suggested.
On the SAT, both verbal and
math scores declined among Kentucky students.

"They said that they were afraid school board, with the matter
that their children might suffer at subsequently referred to a committee of school officials and
school," he said.
Crutchfield has two sons in the parents for resolution.
Crutchfield and Finley contendTrigg County schools. One is in
elementary school and the other is ed the policy failed to address the
in middle school.
situation adequately and asked the
Randolph and school board at- school board to revamp it.
torney C.A. "Woody" Woodall III
Their proposal called for
declined cOmment on the lawsuit.
teachers
to issue a warning —
"Since it is pending litigation,
we'll wait and let the court com- similar to the rating advisory
ment on whether it's a well- system used for motion pictures —
founded suit or whether it is not," prior to questionable assignments
so that students would not have to
Woodall said.
be offended before they had the opLast fall, Crutcluicld and a colleague, Jackie H. Finley, portunity to file a complaint.
The citizens group also adchallenged a school board policy
vocated that the school system's
governing the procedure for
handling parental concerns over "Controversial Book Committee"
offensive language in textbooks be restructured to allow parents a
and supplemental school greater voice in decisions, and
that parents and other community
materials.
The existing policy stipulates leaders be given an active role in
the selection of library and supthat parents or students bring
plemental classroom books.
their complaints initially to the
school principal, who along with . At a December meeting, the
the teacher, have the option of school board decided to retain its
making an alternate assignment existing policy when it opted to
in place of the objectionable forego an official vote on the promaterial.
posal submitted by Crutchfield
If the dispute isn't settled at that and Finley.
level, the policy allows for a forCrutchfield's lawsuit seeks an
mal complaint to be filed with the injunction that would order the

school board to incorporate his
group's proposal into the policy on
controversial books and
materials.
In addition, he is asking that the
defendants reimburse him and
Finley $200 for expenses incurred
in pursuing the matter and that
Randolph and the school board
pay their own legal expenses and
court costs.
Crutchfield said his group is not
advocating censorship or the
removal of any books from Trigg
schools — only the protection for
those students who are offended
by what they view as immoral
books and mature subject matter.
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-Ws a peasant army ... Their attitude is that they have to follow
who seized power in a weekend
orders. They trust their officers "
coup, was named prime minister
State-run Radio Rangoon said
today by the new military. Saw Maung was chosen prime
dominated government and prominister by the nine-member
democracy activists were
government, or State Law and
reported going underground.
Order Restoration Council. which
In the heart of Rangoon, troops
he named on Tuesday and in which
conducted house-to-house searhe holds the posts of defense and
ches following a rocket attack on foreign minister.
Iwo key government buildings
Only Minister of Health Pe
Tuesday and the killing of 59 peo- Them was a civilian, and at least
ple by the army, residents and of- six ministers were among the 18
ficials said.
senior officers who mounted SunBy independent estimates, more day's coup with Saw Maung. The
than 200 people have been killed
broadcast also said local militar,:
since Saw Maung, the armed leaders will serve as top governforces commander, seized power ment officials in their areas.
Sunday to quell a nationwide
It is widely believed that
uprising against 26 years of longtime leader Ne Win, who had
repressive, one-party rule.
ruled since a 1962 military coup One Western diplomat in but stepped down in July, remains
Bangkok, quoting dispatches from the power behind Burma's
Rangoon, placed the number kill- government.
ed at about 400. The official death
Demonstrators kept off the
toll was 82.
streets Tuesday for the first time
The diplomat said students, who since Aug. 8, but it was not clear if
spearheaded the uprising, were they did so for fear of the army or
going underground and might because opposition leaders urged
resort to guerrilla tactics against them to to avoid further
the 186,000-member military.
bloodshed.
"They (the troops) seem to have
Radio Rangoon reported five
subdued the protesters pretty separate incidents Tuesday in
much," said the diplomat, who which security forces killed 59
spoke on condition of anonymity. people, including looters. and in-.
lured several others.

JESUS IS THE CENTER
OF MY FAITH!
Come and Ask Us Why
We Are Catholics!
Wednesday Evenings 7:30 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church
401 N. 12th St.

Murray, KY

,i• Homeplace Family Restaurant
it• 10-0z. Club Steak

Good
Thurs.-Sat
Sept. 22 24

$

*Includes choice of potato
tossed salad and Texas toast

495

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Boneless Fish or Catfish Steaks

$495
'Every Thurs, Fri. & Sot.

759-1864
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Worst hurricanes to hit the U.S.

Group sues Trigg schools over book policy
CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — The leader
of a citizens group has filed a
lawsuit as "a,last resort" to try
and change a Trigg County school
policy on controversial books and
other questionable classroom
materials.
Trigg schools Superintendent
John Randolph and the county
Board of Education are named as
defendants in the-latasuit filed by
Richard Crutchfield.
Crutchfield contends the book
that started the controversy —
Stephen King's novel, "Cujo" — is
in violation of a Kentucky school
law and the board's stated
philosophy and objectives because
it contains violence, profanity and
references to infidelity.
Trigg Circuit Clerk Patricia
Wallace said Tuesday that a hearing date had not been set. The suit
was filed Sept. 12.
"This (lawsuit) is a last resort,"
Crutchfield said. "We've exhausted everything that we can do
with the school board."
Crutchfield, the only plaintiff
listed in the lawsuit, said he filed it
as an individual because some
parents told him they were reluctant to have their names published
in connection with the matter.
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12 oz. Coke

Glass

for the road
with a 12 pack
purchase

With Premium
Fill-Up

Coke 12 Pack

Super Fill

18 gal
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KENLAKE STATE
PARK

001

12 oz. Cans

'49
'

'49
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FRIDAY
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H
All You Can Eat

ink
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$4.95

COW

r. 1

2
59

plus tax

(reg. 3.29)

(reg. 69)

Coke 2 Liter

Wilson Hot Dogs
Hot & Delicious

CA

Hwy 94 East
Aurora KY
474.2211

.32

plus tax

161

Cod Fish
•Baked In Lemon Butter or Fried
•Delicious Salad Bar
•French Fried Potatoes
•Fruit Cobbler
•Clam Chowder
•Beverage

32 oz. Fountain
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x
0
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441
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3for

.89 ,rk* , ' .99
Plus tax

(reg. 1.89)

,

plus tax
(reg. .59 ea.)

OFFERS GOOD THRU SEPTEMBER 26, 1988
411 N. 12th Street, Murray, KY
NO COUPONS NECESSARY
thaters

Cash or Credit — Same Low Price
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PERSPECTIVE
Anti-Americanism relived
As Tom Berenger and Debra
Winger arrive at the Montana
Patrick
campsite, they come upon a
remarkable scene: robed and
Buctiana
hooded Klansmen line the hillside ,
behind them stand uniformed
Nazis at attention beneath
Syndicated
swastika-emblazoned flags;
aaturanist
before them stand three giant burrung crosses, and all are singing a
full-throated rendition of "AmazCold-hearted ex-lover Johri
ing Grace."
Heard, who heads the FBI unit, is
Nsaza
Ch
zisi•
tm
i_sGt_ia
e in
.Am
ca.aRThsa.ci_ aitsa
iin
t_g
yenriy
convinced, however, and sends
sim
s the
message director Costa-Gavras her back, where she is quickly
sends in"Betrayed," the latestin- - bedded by Berenger who shows his
his cinematic assaults on love by taking her on a night
"hunt."
America.
"You'll like this," he mumbles,
"Religions generally are
as
she is lead to the edge of the
racist," the self-professed "San
woods. The hunted turns out to be
tean Marxist" explain to an indulgent Washignton post, a terrified black man, who is given
a 10-shot pistol and a ,30-second
"because they accept just one
head start. and is then chased
truthfulness and reject the other
down
by farmers and vicious dogs
ones."
Theological idiocies aside, Out of regard for Katie, the boys
invite her to finish off the woundCosta-Gavras concedes his film is
political. " ( A Ill movies are, he ed, bleeding black man.
As New York Times reviewer
says, even Esther Williams films.
Janet
Maslin writes, however, the
Indeed, especially those,
film simply doesn't work. It is not
"Because the image of the United
credible that the morning after he
States is so extraordinary. It's
paradise." To Costa-Gavras, makes love for the first time to
this girl, Berenger would invite
however, America is hell, a counher along on a lynching. It is not
try whose lovely face masks a
credible that this caring young
racist, evil heart. As the Reagan
era recedes, anti-Americanism, woman would return to live with
and love the psychotic who led the
the theme of America succeeding
"hunt."
C-o s•t-a=-G-11-M •Ss" s.-11T1 heartland, returns to Hollywood.
Americanism this time carries
The United Artists film (produchim to the edge of comedy.
ed by Irwin Winkler, written by
Simmons mother, for example,
Joe Eszterhas ) is about FBI
a
Betty Crocker. "bakes the
living
undercover agent Cathy Weaver
best
white
cake in the whole white
(Debra Winger), who poses as
world." The sermons in the little
farm combine operator Katie
Protestant church are reduced to
Phillips, to investigate a white
absurd
parodie. And one learns
supremacist group responsible for
that the supremacists' next
the, murder of a Jewish talk show
murder target may be Jesse
host in Chicago.(Based on the 1984
Jcakson, Teddy Kennedy, Howard
killing of Denver's Alan Berg, this
Metzenbaum (What, exactly,
incident is the "fact" from which
would
be the point? ),. the mayor of
the film proceeds into the fever
Detroit, or perhaps a
swamps of anti-Americanism.)
The target of Cathy's investiga- "linebacker" for the Miami
Dolphins.
tion is Gary Simmons (Berenger
By film's end, everyone and
a widowed farmer with two living
everything,
Cathy alone excepted
children, who was a near Medal of
any maybe Simmons's surviving
Honor winner in Vietnam.
daughter), is exposed as corrupt.
On her first visit, Cathy cannot
the church, middle America, the
believe this handsome, decent
FBI, the U.S. government, etc.
man with whom she does the twoThe movie backfires. One walks
steps to -The Yellow Rose of
out, not thinking one has been
Texas," could be behind the
shown the true evil heart of
Chicago killing. Watching, as Simmons emerges from a barn, America, but wondering about the
diseased mind that contains so
almost in tears, unable to put his
twisted and absurd an image of
old horse out of its misery, she
this country. To use the verreturns to Chicago persuaded of
nacular. one walks away from
his innocence.
"Betrayed" thinking Cost-Gavras
must be one sick dude.
The man hates our coutnry. Early in the decade, he gave the wcttld
"Missing," a film based on the
story of an American missing in
the 1973 Chilean coup against
Marxist ' president Salvador
Allende. Cost-Gavras suggested
'Barn
U.S. diplomatic complicity in the
murder. Earlier, with "State of
Siege," he depicted the execution
NEW CROP APPLES of an American AID official, Dan
Mitrione, by Uruguayan ter-,
Jonathan and Red
rorists, as an act of justice against
& Golden Delicious
a torturer whose just punishment
was preceded by a scrupulously
lb
fair (if secret) trial conducted by
idealistic young urban guerrillas
3 lb. Bag Red Delicious
What is at the core of the man's
anti-Americanism? -Born in
99C
Greece, now a Parisian, his
Vine-Ripened Tomatoes
homeland was saved from
69e lb
Stalinism by U.S. diplomats and
officials like Dan Mitrione, whose
Lettuce
ea 55e
memory he smeared; and his
adopted country, France, was sav2 for $1.00
ed from Nazism by American
Celery
stalk 55e
farm boys like those he paints as
Homegrown
xenophobic racists and antiSemites in "Betrayed."
Yellow or Zucchini
Never do a man a favor he will
Squash
never forgive you, is an old adage
59e lb
Surely, it is true of peoples as well.
In Costa-Gavras' slanderous
Fresh Blue Lake
films, we Americans reap the
Green Beans
"gratitude" of the Marxist
Eurotrash whom our fathers and
99C lb
rescued from precisely the
uncles
Cukes & Bell Peppers
kind of evil they now cynically lay
4 For $1.00
upon us.
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It's time to open the GOP's closet

As a new-born, flag-waving,
Pledge-of-Allegiance Republican,
I'm shocked by the political
bumbling of Sen. Orrin Hatch, RUtah.
A few days ago, Hatch made a
speech in which he said that the
Democratic Party is the "party of
homosexuals."
I assume he meant that as an insult, and I'm sure many
Democrats took it that way. But it
wasn't a very smart thing,for Sen.
Hatch to say.
,
Apparently Hatch has forgot
that homosexuals have the right to
vote. And if this is a close election,
as the polls say it will be, every
vote will help our heroes, George
Bush and Dan Quayle.
So why is Sen. Hatch trying to
persuade gays to vote for
Democrats?
What he should do is point out
the past and present involvement
of homosexuals in Republican
politics, including the very conservative wing.
If he did that, gays might think:
"Goodness, I can be a Republican
without being considered a
political pervert."
I'm surprised that Sen. Hatch
has so quickly forgot about Carl
Channel, a gay patriot who was
one of the big illegal fundraisers
for the contras.
To get contributions from
wealth right-wingers, gay-patriot
Channel formed something called
the National Endowment for the
Preservation of Liberty. And he
staffed it with many of his fellow

could have fogot him, slice both
were bright young conservatives
on Capitol Hill for several years.
However, Bauman is no longer
there. He had the misfortune to be
nabbed by a cop one night while
making romantic overtures to a
16-year-old male hooker.

gay patriots.
Unfortunately. Channel was indicted in the Iran-Contra scandal
and pleaded guilty last year.
And the embarrassing tact
came out that some of the money
his outfit raised didn't go to the
contras. It went, instead, to
boyfriends of some of the gay
patriots.

When it came out that Bauman
regularly sought the affections of
handsome lads, he decided to
retire from public life. However,
he later wrote a book in which he
said that when it came to such activities, he wasn't the only congressman on the prowl.
It's also a surprise that Hatch
has so quickly forgot another conservative hero, Terry Dolan.
Dolan was the founder of the National Conservative Political Action Committee, which became a
powerhouse of fundraising and
liberal wrecking.

But the fact remains, Channel
was one of the unsung conservative heroes of the Iran-Contra
affair.
He pioneered the strategy of
So I would think that Hatch targeting
liberal members of Conwould be proud that an entire gaggress, then pouring huge sums into
gle of gays raised millions of
blistering TV ads that portrayed
dollars for one of the conserthem as simpering political
vatives' favorite causes. (I'm
weaklings.
referring to the contras, not the
And it was effective. For examboyfriends of gay fund-raisers.)
ple, the ferocious Dolan was inSen. Hatch also seems to have
strumental in Dan Quayle's upset
forgot about Bob Bauman, who us- win
over Sen. Birch Bayh in
ed to be a congressman from
Indiana.
Maryland.
Hatch must remember Dolan.
In his political prime, Bauman
Why, only .two years ago Hatch
was considered one of the outstanwas eloquent in talking about htiai
ding conservatives in Washington,
Dolan
had helped shape the
and one of the Republican Party's
modern
conservative, movement.
most ferocious liberal bashers.
Sad
to
say, though, Hatch made
I can't understand how Hatch that
statement at Dolir's funeral.

Dolan has succembed to AIDS, apparently brought on by his
homosexual activities.
And Hatch surely knew a
Republican congressman from
Connecticut named Stewart
McKinney. McKinney died last
year of AIDS. A doctor said he
might have picked it up from a
blood transfusion, but Washington
insiders said he was gay.
And it would be impossible for
Hatch not to remember Roy Cohn.
one of the legendary conservatives
of modern times.
Although attorney Cohn never
held public office, he had enormous influence. As a young
lawyer, he was one of the brains
behind Sen. Joe McCarthy's
relentless hunt for commies in our
government. Although McCarthy
and Cohn didn't find many commies, they destroyed the reputations of a lot of liberals they
disliked.
In later years, Cohn was a chum
of many of the nation's richest and
most powerful conservatives.
He was also chummy with many
young men that one of his aides
regularly recruited for him. And
as a . recent best-selling book
revealed, Cohn was spreading the
AIDS virus right up to his own
death.
So I think Hatch is selling our
fine party short when he says that
the party of gay choice is the
;Democrats.
You ought to take a look around
Washington, Senator. Republicans
have closets, too, you know.

Looking back
Ten years ago
Galen (Tripp ) Thurman has
been named as executive director
of Murray-Calloway County
.Senior Citizens Program Inc.
The city of Murray's new sanitation truck was put into operation
yesterday, according to Jerry
Wallace, sanitation department.
superintendent.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan McKee!, Aug.
29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Vance, Sept. 7; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Stone, Sept. 12; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David Poynor,
Sept. 19.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper of
Jackson, Tenn., will speak at
Sugar Creek Baptist Church on
Sept. 24.
Twenty years ago
Salem Baptist Church will have
open house at its new building on
Sept. 22, according to the Rev. Bill

Knight, pastor. The old building
was destroyed by fire on Nov. 9,
1967.
Mary Jane Littleton, alternate
delegate from Kentucky to Na--:
tional Democratic Convention,
Chicago, Ill., gave highlights of
the convention.- at a meeting of
Business and Professional
Women's Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Officers of Calloway County
Teen 4-H Club are Judy Kelso,
Kathy Stubblefield, Ellen Watson,
Cordelia Williams, Jeanne Jarrett, Jayne Scott and Lyn Dunn.
Thirty years ago
Work will begin Sept. 22 on a
section of North Fourth Street,
located just South of Calloway
County Lumber Co. by Kentucky
Highway. DepartMent. The soil
under the street has been washed
away and the pavement is in
danger of caving in, officials said.

A nursery school, sponsored by
Home Economics Department of
Murray State University, will
open in East Hall on the campus
Lowell Palmer, chairman of
ASCS office here, will speak about
"Soil Bank Program for 1959" at
Kirksey High School on Sept. 22.
Forty years ago
An REA contract was let on
Sept. 15 to construct electrical
lines in Center Ridge and Hazel
areas, according to Paul Gholson,
executive secretary of Murray
Chamber of Commerce. Lt. Thomas Ross Sammons, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Sammons,
has been assigned to immediate
combat service.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Johnson, Sept.
17; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Artelle
Halton, Sept. 18; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Sugene Allen and a girl to

Mr. and Mrs. William champion,
Sept. 20.
John McIvor, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W.G. Nash, is a cadet at
Sewanee Military Academy.
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Letters To The Editor

Difference between shoe store, bar pointed out
Dear Editor:
I read with a great deal of interest your report of the meeting
of the Murray Planning Commission headlines "Planners view
role in sales of beverages as any
other". Especially interesting was
a quote an attorney for the Kentucky Alcoholic Beverages Control Board in Frankfort, in which

she said "The fact that it is
alcoholic beverages is not different from any other business."
She also compared it to a license
for a shoe store.
I would like to point out some of
the differences between a bar and
a shoe store. The customer enters
the shoe store, and while waiting
to make a selection, is, not enter-
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tamed by "topless" or "bottomless" dancers. When the shoes
are purchased, it is safe for the
customer to drive a car, wearing
the product of the shoe store.
When the customer reaches home,
the shoes do not make him, or her,
kick the dog, abuse their spouse
and children.
With the zoning for
businesses in residential zones
that has been practiced in the
past, the nice quiet neighborhood
shoe store might become a noisy
bar, since any spot zoned for
business could be licensed for
alcohol.

Some may think that nude dancing could be banned by a city ordinance against it - not so! Not
too long ago, some of the residents
of Christian county tried it, only to
have it overturned by the judge.
The time to stop it is before it
starts. Carroll County is now trying to stop the sale of alcohol, but
are probably fighting a losing battle - it is easier to stop before it
starts. Please go to the polls on
Sept. 27 and vote "NO".
Sincerely,
Lilly Williams
307 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071

WRITE A LETTER - Letters to the editor are welcomed and en
couraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's ad
dress and phone number must be inch:Wed for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor: The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Pier l's 10th Anniversary Sale Continues
Selected Merchandise Throughout The Store
Reduced

25 75%
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Off .

•
Frames * Terra Cotta * Vases & Planters * Cushions * Live Plants
* Silk Fruits & VegetabJes * Seashells * Glassware * Dried Ftowers * Candles * Flatware
CLOSE-OUT ON PIER l's STAINED RATTAN SETTEES AND CHAIRS
NOW

40% OFF REG. PRICES

PLUS...Every Item On Our Sidewalk Reduced Up To 75%!
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APtacelbDiscover
Bel Air Center
Murray
Open: 9:00-8:00 M-F
9:00-5:00 Sat
1:00-5:00 Sun
Sale Prices Good
Thru Oct. 1, 1988
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Letters To The Editor
A

Local wet-dry iwie similar to past area problems
Dear Editor:
The present wet/dry hoopla in
Murray, KY that is also affecting
people in surrounding Calloway
County conjures up memories in
this former LBL resident of a
similiar controversy long ago. The
controversy in Murray is basically
the same as the one„we faced for
many years in the LBL, only the
people and methods of dealing
with this age-old problem are
different.
The methods are different in
that we had no wet/dry votes in
the LBL. Practically everyone in
the LBL kept their mouth shut
about this very sensitive issue, except in church, for fear that if they
opened it, their mouth might be

closed.
The people are different in that
today preachers have a "Dr." connotation attached to their title in
many instances, signifying they
have gone to school many years
studying their profession in a formal setting. The LBL preachers of
those bygone days were usually
emotional, self-learned brethern
who could paint the terrors of Hell
in such vivid colors and compelling terms, and call upon moonshiners and drinkers to repent
with a vigor, earnestness and
discription that puts today's more
learned brethern to shame. An
LBL preacher in those days, utilizing his powers to the fullest, could
picture Hell frequently and vividly. and in many church meetings

occured much weeping and
ecstacy — depending on which
side of the wet/dry issue you
stood. Such appeals included
lengthy discriptions of the horrors
of Hell, and laid somewhat less
stress on the glories of Heaven and
contained many admonitions for
moonshiners and drinkers to repent. At frequent intervals they
were punctuated by shouted
"amens" and "yes Lords" and
"glories" from members of the
congregation.
The intensity of the emotional
strain produced by such church
meetings was shown by the convulsive and involuntary actions of
the people most affected; it was
obvious they had been affected by

Writer says dry campaign misleading
To the Editor:
wish to continue to prohobit liquor or a non-believer, the legal sale of
In the last few weeks much has here. Many individuals, like alcohol is one issue that should be
been written about the upcoming myself, have minors still at home, decided in the affirmative for the
wet-dry election. The drys believe yet feel that the w:‘.y to deal with following reason. We who live in the
themselves morally and ethically alcohol in modern America is not late twentieth century appear to
correct in their various adver- to stick one's head in the sand and
have our options of choice cirtisements and letters to this pretend that alcoholism or drunk
cumscribed in so many ways.
newspaper. In nearly all their let- driving will go away by preventing Local, state and federal governters the drys either explicitly or im- liquor sales. The way to teach our
ment agencies are always demanplicitly accuse the wets of wanting young people a responsible attitude
ding more of us, and their ability to
to lead our fine city to rack and ruin toward liquor is to be judicious with touch our lives seems ever more
by Introducingthe legal sale of --ifitlioltienot, as the drys would
powerful. Modern technology,from
alcohol within the city. By pro- have us believe, to pretend it does the telephone to the computer,
claiming their side to be that of the not exist and should not exist. In allows governments, interest
"upright" and virtuous the drys modern America our young people groups, corporations, and other inthey imply that those who support will be confronted with alcohol stitutions to probe our private lives
the wet side must, by definition, be wherever they go to live and raise in more and more detail.
immoral. The drys wish to paint their own families. Let's prepare
The possibility of offering some
those who want the sale of alcohol them for the real world of adults by small degree of choice, of being
legalized as the merchants of evil, letting them know that grown-ups able to buy alcohol or not, thus apthe mercenaries of the devil. The can be level-headed, modern and
pears in this larger context to grant
drys, in believing their position the resonable on the liquor sales issue. us more liberty. Any clear-thinking
• only correct view, wish once again Just because we are a small town adult in America today should
to deny the choice to purchase li- in a relatively calm area of the favor greater liberty. This is the
quor in Murray to_those who may United States is no reason to deny cause that so many veterans and
wish to do so.
our children the example of a city others have paid such a high price
Let me say clearly that I think with legal and controlled sales of for. Let's not deny ourselves what
the tone of the dry campaign is alcohol. Hundreds of.cities across we have so dearly won.
wrong-headed and misleading. -this great nation have already done
Yours sincerely,
Those who wish to have legal sales so.
Terry W. Strieter
of alcohol in Murray are just as
Furthermore, whether one is
202 N. 13th St.
moral and virtuous as those who liberal or conservative, a believer
Murray, KY 42071

a "spirit" of one sort or another
As a young muleskinner
employed at a sawmill for $3.00 a
day and discribed as "quick" by
some of my elders, I was usually
aware of what kind of "spirit" was
affecting me at these meetings.
Also, I was usually aware of what
kind of "spirit" was affecting the
other people present. Most people
living in the LBL during those
days became con-wise quite early
in life; I'm not so sure of this attribute in some of the people involved in the present issue.
Sometimes there was more than
verbal friction between wet/dry
elements in the LBL, ending in a

lifestyles and voice support for
many different causes and entertain ouselves in a multitude of
ways, and still we respect one
another.
We should therefore expect that
when alcohol sales are legal in
Murray, our lives will continue in
much the same way. None of us
approves of taverns on every corner, litte:ed streets or drunks in
the gutters. We know that laws are
strict and that our legal system
will continue to enforce those
laws. We must allow the same
freedom of choice in this issue that
we support in so many others, for
we really know that our friends

and neighbors will not suddenly
become the mindless, degenerate
monsters that some fanatics imply. Murray will continue to be the
same attractive place, full of fine
people; and we will undoubtedly
feel good that, once again, we
allowed change, and we benefited
from it, as we move forward with
the times.
I trust my friends, neighbors
and co-workers to use their
freedom of choice wisely. I intend
to vote "Yes" on September 27.
Sincerely yours,
Judy Harrington
1713 Plainview Drive
Murray, Ky. 42071

Dear Editor:
On September 27, we will be
voting on the issue of legalized
sale of alcohol in Murray. It is my
understanding that whether or not
the consumption of alcohol is
moral will not be on the ballot. We
cannot legislate morality.
This issue before us is a very
practical one. The "wets" seem to
feel that the sale of alcohol will improve our town. Their ads _implicate money and convenienee as
motivators. The "drys" seem to
feel that the sale of alcohol will
make our town less safe and will

Dear Editor:
This letter is directed toward the
"Concerned Citizens of Murray."
Every time the issue of legalizing
the sale of alcohol in Murray comes
up, hoards of so called "concerned
citizens" come out of the woodwork and claim they love Murray
like it is, and if the city voted "wet"
there would be drunks and sleezy
bars and garbage everywhere.
They quote the Bible and are concerned about teenagers. I would
like to ask a question of these people. Where are you between the
wet-dry elections? If you are really so concerned, you should be doing something about the problems
I alcohol & drug) that exist all the

time, not just once every three
years. Sure you want Murray to
stay the way it is,"out of sight- out
of mind", right? If alcohol were
legalized, we would be forced to
deal with the problems that already
exist, but are ignored.
How many of you write or talk to
your city council or mayor and demand that something be done
(really done) about the problems of
alcohol and drugs.
You say you are concerned about
minors, but I don't believe most of
you realize the problem we already
have with teens and alcohol in this
town. P believe this is because
there is no control!
So, where will you be after the

Wet-dry vote factor in growing up process
Dear Editor:
I would like to offer the following reflection of the upcoming
wet/dry vote in our community.
We have raised four children to
adulthood. In that process they
each experimented with and explored the use of alcohol as a great
number of young people do.
Two of these young people passed through this experience in a
"wet" community and two grew
up when conditions were dry. This
was in another state. The two that
experienced the "wet" community learned that there was acceptable and unacceptable behavior
associated with drinking. They
learned that drunkenness was not
an admirable behavior.
The other two learned their
drinking behavior "at the lake",

the place were young people went
to drink in that community. The
code of behavior was "Let's get
drunk". To get drunk was seen as
the thing to do.
Whichever way the vote goes on
the 27th we will not be able to stop
this part of growing up. As young
people come of age and independence they will most probably experiment with alcohol,
tobacco and other things perceived as belonging to the adult world.
However, our experience has
taught us that in a "wet" corn:Triunity young people have a better
chance Of adult influence in that
experimenting process
Barbara Ahlenius
1302 Vine
Murray, Ky 42971-2328

election? If Murray stays as it is,
will you sigh with relief and pat
your own back because "God's"
side won? Will you forget for
another three years, or will you do
something about the drinking, driving, littering and the illegal sale
that will continue?
It has been said that a vote of
"yes" means supporting driving
and drinking. How ridiculous! I intend voting "yes", and I certainly
do not support drinking & driving.
If you want to apply that kind of
logic, then let me say those of you
who look the other way at drinking
and illegal sale of alcohol are saying "that's fine as long as I don't
have to see bars and liquor stores."
Frankly, I am looking forward to
restaurants serving alcohol. The
issue here is not whether I can go
to three-star restaurants in a dry
area, but whether I can have the
choice of either beer or tea with a
meal.
If you are concerned about Murray, ask the leaders of our community to do something about the
alcohol that is already illegally consumed here. The point here is simple: if Murray is dry, then it should
be dry everywhere, not in certain
places, and ignored in others
because it is hidden.
The so railed "dry" status of
Murray has obviously failed. I
believe it is time we tried the controlled sale of alcohol. Above all,
VOTE.
Sincerely,
Laura Swain
904 N. 18th Street
'Murray, KY 42071

not? Will they still be your
neighbors? As a person who grew
up surrounded by this issue from
infancy to adulthood, I'll say in a
lot of cases they probably won't
be, and that's a shame. History
does repeat itself and the more
things change the more they stay
the same. How little progress we
seem to have _made on this age-old
problem. How little the pro and
con people seem to have changed
in their attitudes. And so it goes.
Clent Colson
P.O. Box 61
Almo, KY 42020

introduce a sleeze factor that is
currently not Manifest.
I applaud the dry league for
advertisements that include factual information accompanied by
footnotes to indicate their sources.
Anyone interested in checking on
the validity of their facts could
verify them. The wet league has
implied many things in their ads
but have seldom substantiated
their claims with hard evidence.
We will not, as a town, come to
consensus on the morality of
alcohol use. The democratic process, however, will enable us to

choose whether or not to sell
alcohol in our town.
I do not think alcohol consumption is morally wrong, however, I
want Murray to stay dry for very
practical reason. I believe it will
remain a better place to live. I do
not judge my friends and
neighbors who have looked at the
facts and come to different conclusions. Hopefully, they will 'not
judge me.
Sincerely,
Becky Fairbanks
216 Woodlawn.
Murray, Ky 42071

SKIN MITT
AINAITEIS‘
There's wall-to-wall action on Mr. Gatti's Big Screen. Catch the excitement
of college and prQe.games on Saturday, Sunday and Monday night. -And
remember Mr. Gatti pis the place td partypefore and after your football games

ofetetetefe
COME IN & REGISTER TO WIN
A SUPER TRIP TO SUPER BOWL XXIII!
(
-GRAND PRIZES!

•

Appearance of citizens between votes question
ed
,

neighbors if they are on the winning side of this issue and you are

Legislating morality not the question

Reader tired of attitudes in letters
Dear Editor:
Wanting to quietly cast my vote
on September 27, I have refrained
from writing a letter to the
newspaper. But I have grown
weary of t14 absurd claims which
grow more and more extreme as
the date draws near.
When we moved to Murray in
1980, we wondered what life would
be like in the smallest town we had
ever lived in. Would people be
small-minded and intolerant of
different ideas and lifestyles? On
the contrary, we found one of the
most hospitable and tolerant areas
we had ever lived in. In Murray,
we exhibit a, great variety of

rather direct solution. The LBL
people, even when religious, were
not docile, and did not consider
seriously the direction to "turn the
other cheek". The present overt
manifestations of this issue,
whether pro or con, are not too different. They are obviously less
physically pronouriced7 but I'm
not sure if they are not more
devious.
In spite of the difficuties in
growing up in the LBL. I learned
quite early that religion and
alcohol will probably always be
present in our society. Regardless
of how you feel about the wet/dry
issue. how will you feel about your

•4 Fantastic Trips For 2 to Super Bowl XXIII in Miami
HUNDREDS OF OTHER PRIZES
•InclUding 10 Big Screen Televisions
•50 VCRs
•500 Pigskin Party Headquarters Caps
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Party for 6 includes 3 large pizzas, 2 pitchers of soft drink and reserved seating.
1 winner per month, per location in September and October.
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Community events listed

Darby Brooke Harper born

telane Blair Darnell born

Wednesday, Sept. 21

Mr. and Mrs. Marc Darnell of Rt. 3, Murray, are the paretitt of a
Mr. and Mrs. Dewayrie Harper of F-11 Coach Estates, Murray, are the
daughter, Stefane Blair, weighing six pounds eight ounces, measuring
parents of a daughter, Darby Brooke, weighing eight pounds nine
1934 inches, born on Thursday, Sept. 15, at Murray-Calloway County
ounces, measuring 21 inches, born Friday, Sept. 9, at Murray-Calloway
Hospital. The mother is the former Shaun Baker. They have another
County Hospital. They have one son, Kyle Logan. Grandparents are
daughter, Brytani, 54, and one son, Seth, 2. Grandparents are Jim and o Ronnie and Sue Sills. Rabon and Joyce Harper and Claudene Darnell, all
Jan Baker, Murray, Mrs. Glenda Wilder, Harrodsburg, and Raymond
of Murray. Great-grandparents are Woodrow and Etta Harper and
Darnell, Murray. Great-grandparents are Brent and Kathryn Langston
Buton Johnston, Murray, and Opal Kemp, Paris, Tenn.
of Murray.

Life House plans banquet

Brittany Jill Garland born
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Garlarut 412 South Eighth St., Murray, are the
parents of -a daughter, Brittany Jill, weighing seven pounds 11 ounces,
measuring 20 inches born on Monday, Sept. 5, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Teresa Dick, is a bookkeeper
at Randy Thornton Co. The father is a.painting contractor. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Garland and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Dick, all of Murray.

Jeremiah Taylor Hussung born
The Rev. and Mrs. Steve Hussung, Rt. 1, Olivet Parsonage, Oak
Grove, Ky. 42262, are the parents of a son, Jeremiah Taylor, weighing
six pounds 11 ounces, measuring 19 inches, born on Thursday, Sept. 8, at
Jenny Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville. The mother is the former Lisa
Goode. The father is pastor of Olivet Baptist Church. They have two
other sons, Joshua Steven and Joseph Edward. Grandparents are Dr.
and Mrs. Karl Hussung of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Norris Goode Jr. of
Crofton. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Myrtle Lester, Trigg County,
Mrs. Lenore Hussung, Louisville, and Mrs. Irene Goode, Crofton.

Rolling
Back
the Prices!

Life House, Crisis Pregnancy Center at 1506 Chestnut St.. Murray, will
have its annual fund-raising banquet on Monday, Oct. 24, at 6 p.m. at the
• University Church of Christ at Highway 641 North Ind Highway 121
Bypass. John Dale will be the featured speaker. This is a fund-raising
banquet for the interdenominational ministry of Life House Crisis
Pregnancy Center, said Phil Kilby, director. Life House is in need of
baby beds to be used at the center. Also volunteers are needed for the
banquet and other duties at the center. For information call the center
at 753-0700.
(Cont'd on page 7A)

Golf tourney winners announced
The first Blood River Baptist
Associational Golf Tournament
was held Saturday, Sept. 10, at
Miller Memorial Golf Course in
Calloway County.
Jimmy Crick and Stanley
Anderson from West Fork Baptist
Church and Chuck Ward and
Dwain McIntosh from Memorial
Baptist Church was the first place
team.
Second place team was composed of Aldon English and Dennis
Monroe from Bethel Baptist
Church and Ron Welch and Gene

Welch from Benton First Baptist
Church.
Phillip Powell, Monte Finch,
Fred Stalls and Buel Stalls,from
Memoria,1 Baptist church was the
third place team.
The longes‘ drive was by Gene
Welch of Marshall County and the
nearest to the pin was by Freddie
Algood of Calloway County.
Sam Castleberry of New Zion
Baptist Church got a hole in one,
according to Terry M. Sills, director of missions for the association.
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% Off Storewide

Thursday, Friday & Saturday

Is Your Picture in the Window?
The 60's yearbooks are displayed in DorMae's window]
If your picture is shown you will receive an additional

5% off!!
Dixieland
Shopping :
Center

Magazine Club will meet at 1:30
Events at Memorial Baptist
.„ Church will include business
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Youth Handbells at 5:30
p.m.; business meeting,
Children's Choirs and Klaymata
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Beginner's Sign Language Class at 7:30
p.m.; Sanctuary choir at 7:45 p.m.

With Dazzling
Eyebrows!
Eliminate Tweezing
Forever
With Permanent
Hair Removal by

Events at First -United
Methodist Church will include Bible Study at 9:30 a.m.; Bell Choir
at 6 p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.

ELECTROLYSIS
Pat Mullins, PCE
For Free Consultation Or Appointment

Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at home of Carole Inman.

Fried Chicke

Inn, with Millie Graves as hostess.
Colts and Fillies 4-H Horse Club
will have a wiener roast at
pavilion by old courthouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park at
6:30 p.m. For information call
489-2181 or 753-0573.
---Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center.
For information call 753-3381.
---The Sunshine Center, a Christian child development program,
will have open house from 7 to 9
p.m.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on courtsquare at Murray from 9
to 11:30 a.m. and'l to 3 p.m. Blood
pressure checks, pulse and
diabetes screenings, and colon
cancer kits will be offered.
--Life House will have prayer
time from .12 noon to 1-30 p.m. at
Critis Pregnancy Center, 1506
Chestnut St.
---Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Man and
Broach Streets. For information
call 753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at Senior Citizens' Center,
Golf Course Road, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or 753-7663.
--RA Jamboree will start at 6 p.m.
at building of Blood River Baptist
Association, Hardin.
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Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and Auxiliary
will meet at 7 p.m. at American
Legion Hall.
---Golden Age Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. in social hall of First
United Methodist Church.

"Makioka Sisters:: a 1983
Japanese film, will be shown at
7:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Theatre, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
(Cont'd on page 84)

The New Murray Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant

Th(
day,
Count

p.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday

Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:50 p.m.; Supper Dinne at 5:30
p.m.; Adult Study Class at 6:20
Zeta Department of Murray
p.m.; Bazaar Workshop at 6:30
Woman's
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
p.m.; Chancel Choir practice at
at
club
house.
7:30 p.m.
------ Low
Impact
Aerobics Class will
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
meet at 9 a.m. at Calloway Public
Church will include Bible Study in
Library.
Parish Center at 1 p.m. and RCIA
--in Gleason Hall at 7:40 p.m.
Adult Children of Alcoholics
---Grove Baptist Support Group will meet at 12 noon
Events at
Church will include Bible Study, =In Counseling and Testing Center,
RAs, GAs and Mission Friends at 7 Ordway Hall, Murray State
University. For information call
p.m.
762-6851.
---Thursday,Sept. 22
Single Connection will meet at 7
A meeting of 1979 class.of Murp.m. in third floor classroom,
ray High School to plan a 10-year
Educational Building, First
reunion will be at 6:30 p.m. at Mr.
United Methodist Church. For inGatti's. For information call
formation call Carol at 753-2596,
759-1666 or 762-3180.
Brenda at 753-2513 or Jim at
---A general meeting of all WMU 492-8733.
groups of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will be for Week of.Prayer
for State Missions program at 7
p.m. at church.
---Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary meeting in Parish Center at
9:45 a.m. and "Mother's Day Out"
meeting in Gleason Hall at 7 p.m.

Call 753-8856

C

Friends of W,A.T.C.H., a support group for Work Activities
Training Center for the Handicapped, will meet at 5:15 p.m. at the
center at 702 Main St.
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Thursday, Sept. 22
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
a.m. and Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.
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Humane Society will meet
aim

The Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursday, Sept. 22,
at 7-p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. All
members and interested persons are invited and urged to attend, a
society spokesman said.
•

NARFE Chapter will meet
hurch
It at 9
10:45

The Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday, Sept. 23, at 11:30 a.m. for a luncheon meeting at Sirloin Stockade. All members and any retired federal
employees or those planning to retire soon are invited to attend, a
chapter member said
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The RA Jamboree of Blood River Baptist Association will be Thur4
day, Sept. 22, at the associational building on Highway 80 across from
Country Crossroads at Hardin. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. with the

program to start at 7 p.m."AURA leaders and their RAs are urged to attend," said the Rev. Terry M. Sills, director of MiSSiOlIS for the
association.

Murray High Class will meet
The 1979 class of Murray High School will meet Thursday, Sept. 22, at
6:30 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's on Chestnut Street. This will be to begin plans
for a 10-year reunion in 1989. Each one attending is asked to bring addresses of 8armer classmates. For more information call Davit!
Stephenson, 759-1666 or 762.3180.

Singles to meet Thursday
The Single Connection will meet Thursday, Sept. 22, at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom of Educational Building, First United Methodist
Church. "Valuing Others" will be the subject for the discussion.
Weekend activities are planned at this meeting and persons not attending should check to see if anything has been planned. This is a group
which provides fellowship, social events, personal growth and accep-

s will
'ublic

or her own bicycle or tricycle as
none will be made available. Each
bicycle must be safety checked by
members of the Optimist Club. A
participant may share a bicycle
with another participant.
Anyone riding or having their
bicycle outside the designated
area when not participting in an
event will be disqualified and askto leave the rodeo area. When
not participating in an event,
bicycles will be parked.
Each participant must have a
parent and/or -guardian sign a
release as printed below before
entering Rodeo Grounds. Each

one should complete this form and
bring it with you to the rodeo.

t at 7
porn,

Not If You Haven't Got the AQUA CRYSTAL
"A simple and economical answer to pool and SPA
maintenance and winterizing problems."
*Pays for itself in reduced chemical costs
eNo installation costs
•30 day money back guarantee
Distributed by

MURRAY HOT TUBS
Murray,
Ky.
8 a.m.-8 p.m. M-F

Wholesale & Retati Osstrrbutor For Regency Spas

UNCOVER BIG SAVINGS
ON DEL MAR WINDOW
COVERINGS.
Come to the first fashion
show designed mist itw win
clows The Del Mar' Fall
Fashion Show
Youll chsco‘er all the exat
ing new ways you can gne
wiit home a brighter outlook
And transform all ouur MOMS
into beautiful liying space
Save now on select
Del Mae Sottlight- Pleated
Shades, N.lertical Blinds and
Mini Blinds. Hundreds of new
tastrion options await your
close inspecti
•ison.
But hurry The shoo.'
starting And tour vnndows
.AILRTICAL BLINDS
___-unt wan

BICYCLE RODEO APPLICATION

JJ 1"1"
1.----"h,„2
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AGE
ADDRESS

14-rolf

•

PHONE
SCHOOL

u• in-2596,
n at

bled
iliary
rican
et at
First

rrayill be
um 9
Blood
and
colon

raye r
mat
1506

(502)753-3492

First place winners, 9 to 19, are
eligible for state competition.

NAME.
miles
noon
nter,
3tate
call

You've Seen It All! Or Have You?

1 1 5 So. 13th St.

Bicycle Rodeo scheduled Saturday at center
A Bicycle Rodeo, sponsored by
K.Mart, Murray Optimist Club
and Calloway County 4-H Club,
will be Saturday, Sept. 24, from 9
to 11:30 a.m. at A. Carman Expo
Center, College Farm Road,
Murray.
This will be bicycle events for
all ges and tricyle events for 6 and.
under. All participants will be
eligible to enter a drawing for a
bicycle and other prizes to be
given by K-Mart with the prize
drawing at 12 noon. Participants
must be present at drawing to be
eligible for prizes.
Each participant must bring his

lance for single adults or all ages, whether never married, separated,
divorced or widowed For more information call Carol at 753-2596. Brenda at 753-2513 or Jim At 492-8733

Parent and/or Guardian:
Sign below if you agree for your child to attend the Bicycle Rodeo.
By signing below you agree for your child to have emergency treatment if needed. The 4-H staff, volunteer leaders, University of Kentucky, MSU or their employees, or Optimist Club will not be liable
for accidental injury.
Signed
(Parent or Guardian)
FAMILY PHYSICIAN
PHONE
*Fill out application form and bring it and 25( registration withyote

DELJMAR.
WINDOW

Monte McMican, operations assistant manager of K-Mart, shows the
bicycle to be given away at Bicycle Rodeo at A. Carmen Expo Center
Saturday to Arlie Scott, left, treasurer of Calloway County 4-H Council.

MURRAY
TODAY

COVERINGS

OUR BEST TO YOU -

Terry's Paint
& Decorating
Center
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Copyright 0ICat Del Na,Window Coven nits

ENFORCEMENT
is the answer

llison

hotogfaphy

meet
)hn's
and
ation
297. -

at 8
nter,
)r in3399,

Increased enforcement programs keep the drunks off the road
D-.1A, arrests go up.
Accidents involving drunken drivers- 6i) down.

P.m.
ptist

Heightened f3lcohol traffic enforcement programs have decreased alcohol-related
accidents by over 30% in Lexington and Lbuisville. Frankfort State police officials report the stron_g deterrent effect: "The thrept or posstbitity of getting caught
'causes 'people to adjust their drinking habits

1983
'n at
nter
•sity.

NOT DENIAL

ill be
land
to

)iray
i. at

The way to improve public safety on the roads IS
not to deny that a problem .exists - or to deny

Summer's Over!
Now I'm going to Allison Photography
for my fall portrait

responsible citizens the legal right to purchase
and consume alcohol
Its to tighten the enforcement of the alcohol
control and D.U.I. laws
Taxes on the legal sale of alcohol

Call Today For Your Appointment
At Our Environmental Location.
"Special Prices Now Until ChriStinas"
607 So. 4th St.
Murray

753-8809

Harry Allison
Cindy Chrisman Veacti

will provide the funds to do this

119TE WET
Committee For A Progressive Murray
Ed Hudgins Treasurer

0-

.

4
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((td from page 6.4)

Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

f DA,.4.
o
t
t
1

5-PIECE PLACE ETTING C

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
———
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Murray High School Tigers will
play a football game with Fulton
County Pilots at 7:30 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium.

NO COUPONS REQUIRED
NO STAMPS REQUIRED

MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD
DRESSING

Miracle
Whip

HI-DRI

Mark Preston
will be guest
for Need Line
Golf Tournament

TWO LITER PLASTIC

PRIDE OF KENTUCKY
GRADE 'A' LARGE

691

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

EGGS

12 PK. CANS

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

DOZ.

GREEN
GIANT

GOLDEN ROD IDEAL
HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG

BUNS

4111W

49

ORANGE
JUICE

15 OZ.

KELLEY'S

PAPER TOWELS
OR NAPKINS (140C1(

CHILI WITH BEANS
da TAMALES
[

KIBBLES & BITS

BI-RITE PURE

DOG FOOD

VEGETABLE Oil.

isoz.rr

79

25 LB. BONUS BAG

$999

48 OZ. $ 1- 99

MINUTE MAID,
SPRITE, TAB,
MELLO YELLO,
DIET COKE, CAFFEINE FREE OR
COCA COLA

NEW! MARTHA WHITE!

SNOWDRIFT

MARGARINE

••,. •

PURE VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

RINE
MARGA
LB. QTRS.
1

3 LB. CAN

1

TOR$
8I-RITE TAGLESS

ARMOUR
120Z. $

29

RONCO

SALTINE CRACKERS .1

LB

594

7 OZ.

3/$1

KRAFT

BEEF STEW
COLA
HI-DRY PAPER

GRAPE JELLY....320Z. $

29

•vabsios.
•

ag!.

MEAT BOLE

12 PK. 12 OZ. CANS

TOWELS

DEL-MONTE YELLOW

CA

CORN

24 OZ. $ 1 39

THI

2 LITER

69`
59c

GREEN BEANS16 oz. 2/$1°9

$0

DEL-MONTE

PEAS
MIX OR MATCH

DAIRY
e

RiBEYE STE

RIELFOOT BY n-

DEL-MONTE CUT

SHASTA

MAC. & CHEESE

G QUAR1

148.D•A. CHOICI

TWO LITER '1.39

KELLY'S

TREET

1

Mktimmes
ICKEN

99

VISTA
100 CT. 794

(Ear

OARKAY

GA YMONT

YOGURT

SI

PINTO BEANS, RED
BEANS, BLACKEYE PEAS,
- OR GREAT NORTHERN
BEANS

1 39

[ DECORATED MARDI GRAS

FRE

.1

64 OZ. PLASTIC JUG

63.19

TEA BAGS

1 LB. BOX
WITH
SHOPPEF

C

NEW!

$ 1 09 gri

cond Annual WSJP/,Kenlake State
Park Need Line Charity Golf Tour-

Qtai

12 OZ.

12 OZ. PKG.

Mark Preston, singer/actor,
will be a special guest at the Se- -

su
KRISPY

ORANGE JUICE

EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

CRUSH FLAVORS,
7-UP, MT. DEW,
DR. PEPPER, DIET
PEPSI, CAFFEINE
FREE OR PEPSI
COLA

LIMIT RIGHT,:
RESERVED

[
\--.0k------- -----"
-

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH 515.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE

OPEN

Ilr-ta TIM

QT. JAR99

WATCH. (work, activities
training center for the handicapped) will begin its annual fundraising auction at 6 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fairgrounds, Highway 121 North
(Coldwater Road).
————
Murray Education Association
will have school wide potluck picnic from 5 to 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park.
————

With $50.0(
Cash Regis
Tapes

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVT
FOOD STAMPS

CITRUS HILL

PAPER TOWELS

-911.
YOUR I
OPER

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

KRAFT

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 4 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For information call 753-TEEN.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
WKMS Fall Friendship Festival
will begin today.

$

Impressions by Daniele combines the beautiful
glaze of finis chino with the durability of genuine
ston•wor• for a look you II treasure for years to
come Each grocirtulty cliregned piece it iPisporir
enough for formal entertatning yet practical
enough for everyday. You II love the simply charming patterns. And you'll love the convenienc• of
genuine stoneware It go•s safely from freezer to
oven to ?obits and into the dishwasher and
microwave Our exclusive plan makes it easy for
you to envoy the •I•gance of Impressions on your
table I

Oseesofrise 4 Partanu
Coomery Dux. If,. lAtsi
Pobies41 %ere w Riverside

0,

Calloway County High School
Lakers will play a football game
with Union County Braves at
Laker Stadium.
————
Games will be played at Murray
Moose Lodge This is for members
only.

nament on Saturday. Sept. 24.
Play for the 18-hole six-man
team event will start at 8 a.m. at
Kenlake State Park. The entry fee
of $30 will play for tees, cart and a
lunch at the hotel.
Preston is attending the tournament as a service for Need Line.
He has turned a paid performance
on Friday night to be here for the
tournament.
The singer;actor was a former
member of the singing group,
"The Lettermen." He has • performed at several clubs in Las
Vegas. Reno and take Tahoe.
With several appearances on the
television series,"Vega" as well
as being the photo double and
stand-in for the show's star,
Robert Erich. Preston went on to
do guest appearances on several
network special
Pyllis Diller re 'ers to Preston as
'my protege' and says "he has one
of the strongest, mot beautiful
voices i have ever heard."
Preston will meet with the Need
Line board on Friday, Sept. 23. at
12 noon at Pagliai's.
For more information concerning the golf tournament call
753-2400 or 474-2211.

AF

STON

ItIPRESSIORS

Friday, Sept. 23

LAST
FLC
CARD

>ffix=

BAKERY

COUNTRY CROCK

MARGARINE

99
3 LB. BOWL

Mark Preston

NO I ICE
Wo. I1.ui ii WIlete.Cnoltivv,iriGravel Alla Dirt.
K &K STUMP REMOVAL
:.010v removed
2 I Deep) Free F ..tooriatr,
Treated Cross Ties
v
43b 4343 Bob
35 4319 13(0 '

WHITE
BREAD

16 OZ

69c.

KRAFT

PARMESAN
CHEESE

OZ.

$259

KRAFT

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE
64 OZ. $ 1 99

CREME
HORNS

EA. 45

I
SHAVED
PASTRAN

SHAVED
CORN BEI

TROPICAL

POPS OR

BLUEBERRY

GREAT AMERICAN

COFFEE
CAKES

POPS

$209

AMOUR
B BY SW
C EESE
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OUR TAPE SAVER PLAN IS EASY AS 1, 2, 3...

PORTED

ARE

'LACE ETTING ONLY

1M
7-7 _,IM.11.

9

ear .10

your 5-pc
setting
3.COLLECT place

2.SAVE

each week.

with us
This exclusive otter
SHOP
1.
is only one of the many values you'll find

With $50.00 in
Cash Register
Tapes

in our stores_

YOUR LOCALLY OWNED AND
OPERATED SUPERMARKET

'T
T
IPS

,-

OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M. DAILY
LIMIT RIGFTS
ESERVED

BEL AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY. KY.

PRICES GOOD WED., 9/21/88
THRU TUES., 9/27/88

•
SUNSHINE

KRISPY KRACKERS

ITUCK Y
ARGE

(in the pattern of your choice) for only
$2.99 when you have accumulated
$50.00 in special cash register tapes. Or,
purchase your place setting pieces
separately, without tapes: Dinner Plates
are only $1.99 each, Cups. 99C, Saucers
and Soup/Cereal Bowls: 79C each and
Salad Plates- 894 each Either way it's
still a bargain over department store price:

your special cash
register tapes in the
convenient tape saver envelopes we
have provided

AVIC-beao.

FAMILY PACK

SLICED

/

ARMOUR

KRAFT

VIENNA SAUSAGE

VELVETTA & SHELLS

SLAB
BACON

111111111#•

49

1 LB. BOX
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD
ilimmommiummammomommomoolr

79!

79

FREE

12 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

osimINEW111119111701:4%epf:4;

WILSON CORN KING

SPARE
RIBS

tED
PEAS,
iERN

TIP
STEAK

TIP
ROAST

FRANKS
12 OZ. PKGS.

$229
99u! 2/99'
G4ICKEN

ON COR CHICKEN

LIG QUARTERS...LB. 49c

FRIED STEAK

GROUND TURKEY...$ 1 59 FRYER THIGHS....LB. 591

1 49

'419

.LB.

CHICKEN NIBBLERS LB$259

RiELFOOT BY THE PIECE

HAPPY HOME

ALL MEAT BOLOGNA.. LB. $1 39

CORN DOGS ..PKG.

$

"BONUS PAK" U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LOUIS RICH 1 LB. PKG.

ON COR

1 39

BREAKFAST SAUSAGE .$189 RIBEYE STEAK.
FRYER BREAST . . LB. $ 1 59 GROUND BEEF...
DINNER
FRANKS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

89

WHOLE
RIBEYE

SMOKED
PICNIC

12-14 LB. AVG.

$399
SLICED FREE

LB.

•

1 09
1 09
1 09

$20000

3 LB.

[

LAST WEEK'S NAME:
PLO ROBINSON
CARD NOT PUNCHED

99Co

FIELD

BOLOGNA
1 LB. PKG.

$ 1 29

49

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

•

PRODUCE
$PLES19 GRAPEFRUrr
AP
WHITE

NEW CROP GOLD DELICIOUS

THIS WEEK WIN

LB.

DINNER
FRANKS

REELFOOT OLD FASHION

89!

CASH POT

LB. $4
"

"BONUS PAK"

"BONUS PAK" FRESH

LID,

LO,
CAFOR
.A
:ANS

st

GRAPES
SPIASTVREADMI..Lc
SHAVED

79!
$499

e44 '
341
0040
4

•g droki• ..,

KIWI FRUIT

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday. Sept.
19, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Clayton baby boy, parents, Jennifer-and-Gary,-Ett,.-2,--Box -2X-E,Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Danny N. Butler and David R.
Butler, Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs. Cheryl
Roberts and baby girl, Box 368.
Calvert City:
Mrs. Connie D. Dicus and baby
girl, Rt. 4, Box 267B, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Amy Knight and baby girl.
206 North 13th St.. Murray;
Jackie W. Lay, 302 South 16th
St., Murray; Larry T. Wyatt, Rt.
" 1, Box 175, Almo; Claude J.
Butler. Rt. 3, Benton;
Ms. Reta Ann Winters, Rt. 3.
Box 20, Paris, Tenn.; James H.
Paschall, Rt. 4, Box 153, Murray;
Rex Humphrey. Rt. 3, Benton;
Mrs. Freda N. Burton, Rt. _41 Box 81, Murray; Taz Youngblood,
Box 27, New Concord; Thurman
Albin, Rt. 7. Box 173, Mayfield;
Mrs. Amy Wilson, Rt. 2, Hazel.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murry-Calloway
COunty Hospital for Tuesday.
Sept. 20, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Morgan baby girl, parents.
Melva and Ernest. Rt. 5, Box 29A,
Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Kimberly Armon, 1005
Oaks Rd., Paducah; Paul Reed
Rt. 1,, Box 252, Mayfield; Bert
Jones, Rt. 8, Box 285, Murray;
Mrs. Vida Evans and baby girl.
Rt. 2, Box 42, Puyrear. Tenn.;
Mrs. Cathy Willie and baby boy,
Rt. 6, Mayfield; Miss Cheryl Disney, Box 463,
Galatia, Ill.; Mrs. Sandra
Childress, Rt. 1, Dexter; William
Clayton Adams. Jr., 1506 Hermitage Pl., Murray;
Miss Brooke Barker, Rt. 2, Box
186A, Buchanan, Tenn.; Glen
Casey, Rt. 1. Dukedom, Tenn:s
Tracy Cleaver, 962 Tierra Linda
Dr., Apt. 9, Frankfort;
Sam Muskgrow, 1608 Main, Apt.
3, Murray; Eduward Ken Adams.
Rt. 2. Box 306. Murray: Jason Carson, Rt. 1, Box 240, Kirksey;
Mrs. Frances Alley, Box 68, Springville, Tenn.; Mitchell Korando.
Rt. 2, Box 53, Ava, Ill.; Mrs.
Evelene Koss, Rt. 3, Murray.

'LL79

2/894

Italian
Village
Pizza

•

494
TURNIPS
59P
CUCUMBERS ....3/11
CARROTS
PURPLE-TOP

FRESH

pi

...when you think
of pizza...
--- COUPON'-

1 LB. BAG

NECTARINES....L.. 794

19

BANANAS

*w*itiiL'Ir 4 t

CALIFORNIA

NUTRITIOUS

CHIQUITA PREMIUM

il1
0-ja;47

BARTLETT

PEARS

New babies and
dismissals at
hospital listed

_

44T:ZIV illr -

SEEDLESS WHITE

Many senior citizens want and
need to work. Many employers are
looking for skilled, reliable, parttime employees. The two groups
fit together, perfectly
To help them find each other
the Purchase Area Development
District, the West Kentucky
Private Industry Council and the
Department for Employment Services are continuing the Senior
Employment Program
senior Employment has initiated "Job Clubs" in all eight
Purchase counties.
The clubs present educational
programs, keep members inform
ed about training and job opportunities and serve as a support
group. Members meet twice each
month, must be 55 or older and
r
must meet federal eligibility
'
guidelines.
For more information on how to
getinvolved in a job club, contact
your local Senior Citizen Center at
St. John's Episcopal Church, Main
and Broach Streets, or call
753-0929.

EA.

BAG

NEM%

job Clubs' set
up in the area
for the seniors

"BONUS PAK" FRESH

LOUIS RICH 1 LB. PKG.
LB.

$239

•

•

utS.CLA. CHOICE
RiBEYE STEAK..

U.S.D.A. CHOICE SIRLOIN

CHOICE SIRLOIN

FRESH FROZEN

PAGE 9A

EA.

1 LARGE
16" PIZZA
EXTRA CHEESE
plus 2 topplrut of your choice on
each pizza

5
$"
Due In or
10 11.8M
Pick t p Onti
ntral Shopping Center
753 9600 75

S.

ram
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Newspaper reports bridges experiencing trouble
PITTSBURGH (AP
—
Maintenance problems that cast
doubt on the safety of the nation's

,

railroad track also afflict bridges
throughout the rail system, The
Pittsburgh Press reported.

OPENING ,
September 21

First Wave
Styling And Tanning Salon
-- -:-.: —

HAIR DESIGN
• COLOR
. -4 • PERMS
• WAXING
• FACIAL
4
A-,40
=3.
‘
lik\.- .-.
"Ills...,...-• NAIL CARE
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When it comes to bridges, too
Compared to tughway bridges,
many railroads are operating on railroad bridges "are subjected to
theiaw of chance. They're cour- considerably greater stresses and
ting disaster," says Lehigh thus demand as much, if not more,
University civil engineering pro- scrutiny as highway bridges,"
fessor John Fisher.
said Fisher, who also directs an
Highway bridges are inspected engineering research center for
regularly under the National the National Science Foundation.
Bridge Inspection Program, but
The Press said Tuesday it exthe safety of the nation's 85,000 amined 80 bridges from Florida to
railroad bridges is left exclusively Vermont and reviewed 1,100 pages
to railroads.
of bridge inspection reports and
Federal Railroad Administra- internal memos from Amtrak,
tion head John Riley said the agen- Conrail, CSX, Boston & Maine,
cy considered several times set- Norfolk & Southern, Pittsburgh &
ting railroad bridge standards but Buffalo and Seminole Gulf.
concluded the bridges were not an
The railroads said repairs might
urgent priority.
be needed but insisted that each of
The lack of government regula- their bridges was safe.
tion "stands out as a ... weak point
"If the question is, does Conrail
in the system," said U.S. Rep. have any unsafe bridges, the
Thomas Luken, D-Ohio, chairman answer is, no, none that I know
of the House transportation of," said Richard Hasselman,
subcommittee.
Conrail's senior vice president of

Customer Services Tailored
to the individual's Needs

You haven't eaten catfish until you've eaten ours

Shrimp & Frog Legs
Hours:
Thursday, Friday & Saturday 4-10 p.m.
Sunday Noon - 8 p.m.

753-2636

We always have a
Special Sunday Dinner

Owner & Stylist: Paulette Morris Crouch
Hwy. 94 East

Pond-Raised, Grain Fed Catfish

5 Miles from Kenlake

County Line Place
121 N. to Mayfield Calloway-Graves Co. Line

WAL-MART
PHA
RMA
CY
Great

operations. 'Could Conrail spend
the Delaware River at
$50 million working on its bridges? Philadelphia; has been cited in
The answer is. easily."
Conrail inspection reports since
''Railroad bridges were very
1979 for defects. Corrosion has
well built, maybe even overbuilt, frozen the roller bearings that norwhen they were constructed 80 or
mally allow the bridge to expand
90 years ago, but as these struc- and contract with temperature
tures age, the need grows for en- changes. Rust is widespread and
suring constant inspection and
in some cases has eaten through
adequate maintenance," said
girders and plates, and the large
John Lauber of the National concrete pier closest to
Transportation Safety Board.
Philadelphia was misaligned.
Among the problems The Press sinking and listing, forcing
cited were severe cracks on at engineers to use wooden wedges to
least 92 of the 189 concrete piers level the bridge deck.
holding Amtrak's 4,900-foot bridge
"The wooden shims took care of
over the Gunpowder River at the problems of the pier and apChase, Md., and cracked and
parently any movement now is
crumbling concrete and rusted
virtually undetectable. We know
steel components on dozens of the there was a problem and we will
104 piers on Amtrak's 2,750-foot
make sure it's carefully
high-speed bridge over the Bush
monitored for any movement or
River near Perryman, Md.
other problems," said Ellis.
Inspection reports als express
The value of regular
concern about the condition of
maintenance is evident on CSX
Amtrack bridges over the Sus- and Conrail bridges of the same
quehanna River at Havre de age and design that share piers
Grace, Md., and its wooden bridge crossing the Scioto River in Colover marshland at Seacaucus, umbus, Ohio.
N.J.
While the CSX bridge is free of
The Press said that after it ques- rust and other deterioration,
tioned Amtrak about the bridges, serious rusting of major comthe railroad sent senior engineers ponents on the Conrail bridge was
to inspect all four structures.
noted in a 1970 inspection report,
"Some conditions were found the newspaper said. The condition
that warrant attention, but we became so serious by 1985 that
have reconfirmed that the bridges Conrail's district engineer ordered
are safe to use," said John Cunn- weekly inspections instead of aningham, Amtrak's assistant chief nual inspections.
engineer.
"It bears continuing
The bridges near Perryman and surveillance, but we don't feel it's Seacaucus will be listed this year unsafe to the point it should be
for major repairs, and the other taken out of service," Hasselman
two will be listed next year or as said.
soon as funds are available, CunnConrail has a long-range plan to
ingham said.
_use the CSX bridge, he said.
"We have only a certain amount
"Too many railroads are run toof funds budgeted for major day by businessmen who don't
bridge repair and maintenance have the technical knowledge of
and we allocate those funds on a -their predecessors and safety
priority basis where we address sometimes takes a back seat to
the most serious conditions first," profits," Fisher said.
said Gene Ellis, Amtrak's chief
"Too many railroads have cut
engineer.
their engineering and bridge inElsewhere, The Press said that spection staffs. There has got to be
Conrail's 89-year-old Delair someone to stand up and say this is
bridge, which carries freight getting dangerous and something
trains and will soon carry Am- has to be done now. If not, they're .
trak's "Gambler's Express" over inviting disaster."

DR.GOTT

Savings on
Our Wide Selection
ofItems For Your
Personal Needs!

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Simple treatment
for bacteria growth
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

L
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I work in a nursing home and bathe elderly patients. I
have three patients who have very
deep, inverted navels which give off
the worst odor. I've used cotton swabs
with oil to no avail. The doctor just
says, "Do the best you can, but I'm
afraid to go too deep. What can you
suggest?
DEAR READER: Areas of skin that
are warm, moist and dark encourage
the growth of yeasts and bacteria.
Deep navels, deep wrinkles and skin
under pendulous breasts are such areas. Alcohol, Betadine or — if indicated by appropriate culturing methods
— anti-fungus compounds will help
the odor, irritation and itching of navel infection.
I've found that alcohol is doubly
useful because in addition to killing
microorganisms, it also dries out the
skin that cannot be reached with a
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towel or cotton swab. Thus, as the alcohol evaporates, it takes with it
moisture that encourages infection.
After bathing your patients, roll them
onto their backs, put about a half-capful of alcohol into the navel, wait a
few minutes, then let the excess alcohol run out. The rest will dry quickly
and, I hope, solve your problem. For
more information, I arm sending you a
copy of my Health Report "What You
Should Know About Nursing Homes."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 and their name and address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT. In a recent column you wrote that plastic implants
will not help damaged vocal cords. I
would like to point out that, in related
cases, the injection of Teflon paste
into a paralyzed vocal cord may increase the rigidity, bring it back to
the midline and allow it to function in
a more normal capacity.
DEAR READER: You are correct.
The use of Teflon paste can be a useful measure in restoring speech to patients whose vocal cords have been
weakened by nerve injury. I had interpreted the original reader's question
to mean a plastic prosthesis, not a
Teflon injection.
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOSSY wOLFF Washington university student serves internship at Murray State
Prayer of the modern American:
Dear God, I pray for patience. And I
want it right now''
— Oren Arnold.
Many declarers will find the play
of today's slwn more disheartening
than the bidding. They don't have
the patience to make sure the horse
is in front of the cart.
The impatient ones win dummy's
heart jack and quickly lead a club to
the ace. When West discards, the
pace slows down considerably, but
there's no escape. East must get
two tricks, sending the slam one
down. Isn't it natural for South to
lead his best suit first?
It may be natural, but it's not
very wise. A better plan is to find
out how many club tricks he will
need before he plays the suit. If he
needs five, he must play the ace and
king, hoping to drop the queen. If he
needs only four ....
At trick two, South should try the
spade finesse. If it loses, South tries
for all five club tricks. When it wins,
South can cinch the slam via careful
play.
South plays a diamond to dummy
and leads a low club past East, putting in the eight if East plays low. If
East plays the nine, South wins and
leads a low one to dummy's jack,
cinching four club winners with a finesse against East's 10.
What if West has all foqr clubs?
South wins his ace and leads toward
dummy's jack, and once again he
loses only one club trick.

21A6
NORTH
•J 7 2
•KQJ
•AKQ
•J 7 5 4
WEST
EAST
•10 8 6 3
•K 9 5 4
✓ 10 9 8 7 4
32
•J 9 5 3
•7 6 4
•- - •Q 10 9 6
SOUTH
• Q
•A 6 5
•10 8 2
•A K 8 3 2
Vulnerable. Both
Dealer: South
The bidding
South
I NT

West
Pass

North
6 NT

East
All pass

Opening lead Heart 10
BID WITH THE ACES
9 2I-B

South holds.
•K 9 5 4
•3 2
•7 6 4
•Q 10 9 6
North
2 NT

South
9

ANSWER: Three clubs, Stayman. If
opener bids spades, raise to game. If
he does not, bid three no-trump.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
1.2363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, 1.914, United Feature Syndicate

Attorney General looking
at_use_a_confiscated_autos
WOODBURY, N.J. (AP) —
Some New Jersey law enforcement authorities drive flashy,
pricey vehicles seized in drug
cases, but the state attorney
general doesn't think prosecutors
should be behind the wheels of
Porsches or Mercedes.
Attorney General Cary Edwards
is reviewing regulations on the use
of confiscated vehicles and may
revise them, spokesman John
Hagerty said Tuesday.
''The attorney general's position
is that these vehicles should be
sold as quickly as possible," said
Hagerty. In the interim, if they
need to utilize them for investigative purposes — fine."
For the past two months,
Gloucester County Prosecutor
Richard E. Hickey III has been
driving a gray 1984 Porsche 928
seized in a drug case.
"With seized vehicles, the actual cost to the taxpayer is greatly
reduced from going out and buying one," said Hickey.
Burlington County Prosecutor
Stephen G.G. Raymond said seizing vehicles sends a strong
message to drug dealers.
"It's a real deterrent to the
criminals themselves when they
get their cars taken away from
them," Raymond said. "It's nice
when you have the criminals
financing a portion of what we
do."._
_
Raymond" this year traded in a
confiscated Datsun 280Z he'd been
driving for a county vehicle, but
about 10 seized vehicles remain in
use, mainly in undercover work by
the county's narcotics unit, he
said.

"You can't buy drugs out of a
cop car," Raymond said.
Hickey and Raymond said most
of the flashy confiscated cars are
sold at county auctions.
"In most cases, when we deal
with the more expensive vehicles
... we'll sell those because with the
dollars jwought from the sales, we
can end up buying two cars,"
Hickey said. "The maintenance on
some of these vehicles is so darn
expensive that we don't want to
keep them."
Hickey's county has not yet been'
granted title to the Porsche, and
the car may not be sold until next
year, he said. "We couldn't sell it
right now if we wanted to."
It can take up to a year for a
court to grant a prosecutor's motion to forfeit a seized car.

students living in her hall.
Previously she worked as an
assistant hall director and a resident assistant, supervising and advising students on one floor of a
hall.
"The experience of the internship at Murray State will be very
valuable to me," she said.
'Whenever I go into a situation ex-

houstg‘work."
Returning to Pacific Lutheran
University in late August, Miss
Carlson began work as a residence
hall director, in charge of hiring
student staffers, budgeting and
programming, and counseling the

pecting to get one thing out of it.
God always has something better
in store for me. Many challenges
I've faced so far, on the internship
and in my residence halls, have
required demands of time. commitment and discipline.
"Expanding on my skills in
these areas can't help but benefit
me In the future "
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Blitz, who drives a 1988 countypurchased Chevy Caprice, said he
does not oppose the use of seized
vehicles by other prosecutors.
But, he said, "If the car is some
exotic, foreign car, if it's a car
that's just not adaptable for law
enforcement, we sell it and use the.
proceeds for the purchase of a different cat or for some other
authorized use."

connection with the slayingsat the
Yablonski home in Clarksville,
Washington County.
Judge Edward Carney of Erie
County, where Prater was tried
due to publicity in Washington
County, said Prater's three life
sentences in state convictions for
first-degree murder were to be
served concurrently with the life
sentence he received in federal
court on a charge of violating
Yablonski's civil rights.

Wig in on meetings, working with
other students and making real
decisions — getting a 'feel' for

AND

"To let a car like that sit for a
year or better.is going to lessen the
value of that car," said Hickey.
"This vehicle costs the county $75
— the filing fee for the forfeiture."
In Atlantic County — which includes Atlantic City — a handful of
vans, Jeeps and several
Oldsmobiles seized in drug cases
are being used by undercover
detectives, said Prosecutor Jeffrey S. Blitz.

Former UMW leader transferred
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A
former United Mine Workers official serving three concurrent life
sentences in the murders of UMW
presidential candidate Joseph
"Jock" Yablonski, his wife and
daughter is back in Pennsylvania.
William J. Prater, 69, of
LaFollette, Tenn., was transferred Tuesday from a federal,prison
in Lexington, Ky., to a state prison
in Pittsburgh.
Prater was sentenced in 1973 to

Getting a different picture of
university residence halls meant a
2,000-mile trip for Shelly Carlson
of Gresham, Ore.
Miss Carlson, a senior at Pacific
Lutheran University in Tacoma,
Wash., spent more than two months at Murray State University as
an intern in the Housing office,
which coordinates the administration and operation of the campus'
10 residence halls
During her stay she worked with
the physical inventory of several
buildings, planned training sessions for staff workshops and
evaluated Murray State's housing
policies.
As a participant in the Association of College and University
Housing Officers-International
ACUHO-I) Housing Internship
program, Miss Carlson competed
in a nationwide application process to become one of 39 students
placed at 26 different universities,
including the University of
Florida, Cornell University and
the University of North CarolinaChapel Hill.
"I decided to become an
ACUHO-I intern to focus more attention on university housing work
as a career," she explained. "In
areas like administrative operations and financial managment, I
needed to gain more hands-on
experience."
"We've worked with ACUHO-I
to set up this internship program
because it provides a unique way
to .train and encourage prospective housing officers," said Paula
Hulick, director of houseing at
Murray State. "These students
are -made a part of the team, sit-
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Experts say tobacco sales improving

Lasttime this offer available before Christmas!
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HAVE HRISTMAS PORTRAITS TAKEN NOW'

RALEIGH, N.C. IAP - Fluecured tobacco sales have improved from a year ago, and average
prices have been climbing since
Labor Day ith high* quality
tobacco on the warehouse floors,
officials say.
"".'e're just about ... at the ...
peak of the marketing season in all
markets except the Old and Middle Belts," said B C Langston, a
supervisor at the federal-state
Market News Service. "Probably,
by next week, they may be just
about at their most desirable point
in the season."
The higher prices have also eased the fears of farmers about
lower prices earlier in the season.
"Early on, you always hav
some discontent." said Carl W.
,Sofley, the state's tobacco administrator. "Everybody, naturally. thinks their tobacco is a little
better than it sometimes is."
For the market week that ended
Thursday, he said, average prices
were $176.03 per hundred pounds
on Georgia and Florida markets;
$172.94 in South Carolina and on
the Border North Carolina Belt;
$172.16 in Eastern North Carolina
• markets and $158.89 on the Old and
Middle Belts.
Those prices sound good but

better quality, higher: stalk tobacco reached the market.
Generally, the five-state fluecured market appears to be in bet.
ter shape now than it was at the
this same time last year, Langston
said.
For the first 30 selling days of
this season, 491.2 million pounds of
leaf have been sold at an average
price of $154 51 per hundred.
Stabilization has purchased about
11.5 million pounds or 2.3 percent
of that.
Last year, after the first 30 days,
439.3 million pounds had been sold
at an average price of 155.03 per
hundred. Stabilization had purchased 16.5 million pounds or

people should remember that the
typical North Carolina farmer
needs an average price. across his
entire crop, of about $1.65 per
pound or $165 per hundred pounds.
said W. A. Allen 111, a Farmville
grower and warehouseman.
"If he can take home $1.60 to
$1.65, he can make his payments,"
Allen said in an interview with the
News and Observer of Raleigh
"He can't afford, however, to go
out and replace his equipment."
Most farmers won't be sure just
what their crops averaged until
everything in their fields has been
harvested and sold, he said. There
are about two to three weeks left in
the market season.
Last month, some growers expressed dissatisfaction with prices
they got for lower stalk, lower
quality tobacco.„
Part of the problem, Langston
said, was that opening market
prices were pushed up by a large
amount of carry-over - last
year's leftover leaf. After that was
sld and lower stalk tobacco reached the I warehouses, prices fell, he
said.
Some grades brought $4 per hundred less than they brought last
year. That problem seems to have
corrected itself, Langston said, as

about 3.8 percent of that.
Stabilization refers to the FlueCured Tobacco Cooperative
Stabilization Corp., a cooperative
that serves 60,000 growers in five
southern states. When tobacco
does not bring a price equal to or
above the government support
phce, a farmer can sell it to the
Stabilization program.
A general rule of thumb for the
success of the crop is the less leaf
put in Stabilization, the better.
When high amounts of tobacco go
to the cooperative, stockpiles rise,
surpluses mount and usually quota
- the government mandated
amount a farmer can grow - and
price will fall.
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Wilkinson to visft Japan

'tog lee

PRESENT THIS COUPON AT ,TIME OF SITTING

FRANKFORT, Ky. IAPt Gov. Wallace Wilkinson will visit
Japan in November, his first official trip overseas since taking office, according to an announcement on Tuesday.
Word of Wilkinson's trip was included in a news release announcing that Finance Secretary L.

fall J(ick

PAINT SALE

Rogers Wells Jr. and Economic
Development Secretary Gene
Royalty will be traveling to Japan
this week to meet with banking
and manufacturing pfficials.
The release said the two will
also be laying the groundwork for
a visit by Wilkinson that has been
scheduled for November.
Wilkinson and his aides were out
of the Capitol on Tuesday attending a cabinet retreat in southern
Kentucky and could not be reached for comment.
Former Commerce Secretary
William Lomicka visited Japan
before he resigned.
The administration of Gov. Martha Layne Collins was remarkably
successful in attracting Japanese
investment to Ker4ucky, notably
the $1 billion Toyota Motor Corp.
complex in Scott County.
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COAT

11.99

Mr. smith or_lieraes a nightspot, well-known to the
younger generation as the place to met friends,
•:•:?
"hang out", have abe,er, dance, etc. Older-Teens
frequently come to Smith's nightspot.(PO city ordinance can keep the 18-20 year olds out since
dancing is an activity there.)

2.
Although Mr.- Smith tries to watch carefully, the
teenagers manage to drink alcoholic bebverages
there, having an oldep friend to buy it for them,
or else using false identification cards they obtained by mail. 244.010. Retail sole to cert•in per.
•on• prohibited --Affirmative defers,
Ill prosecutlee for belling lea minor.No retail license* shali sell, gyve tier rit
gainer any oloohotw beverages or procure
br permit any alcoholic beverages to be
told, giro away or delivered ta
il A minor except that in any prosecutor, for selling reoholic beverages to •
minor It is mn strirenrive defense that the
sale was induced I,. the use of false.
fraudulent. or rtered itientification nor.
,
,tiver documents and that the appearance and Charoctiir of the purchaser ware
mph th•t his age could not have been
ascertained by any other means •nd that
the pincher, appesoince and charactef
ge
indwstai strongly that he ea. of leer.
I., purchase alcohol., beverages Such •voir
dance
,may he introduced either on motilelion orr the <Nage or as • defense to the
charge itself

0.1

3.
One night the teenagers are arrested for DUI, and
they tell the police they've been drinking at Smith's
place. The alcohol administrator is sent to investigate,
and issues citations for selling alcohol to minors. The
state. ABC Board is notified, and a hearing is,
scheduled.

Smith is found guilty and the penalty is set: Since
this is Smith's second offense in less than six months,
he is fined '100 and his license is suspended for 10
days with the option to pay an additional '175 fine
•-in lieu of five days of the suspension,. (On his first
offense, he was simply .fined '1001
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I The above is based on actual cases listed in the Richmond Register (3-10-8
the Morehead News(12 22.87/
& 1-19-881, the Russellville News-Democrat (6-4-87) arid the RussPlIville-Logan Court', Leader (6-1-87'
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Will a "wet" Murray solve the teenage alcohol
problem? No.
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How does making alcohol more available solve any
alcohol problem?

Those in the Know

VOTE NO Sept. 27
to The Dry League, P Q Box 10/, Murray, Ary
Dry League - Concerned C,tizens of Murray
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Central Center 753-6604
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U.S. chamber supporting Scott's election bid

•

By Abigail
Van Buren

Satisfied Customer Puts Stamp •
Of Approval on Postal Service
ur

es
JSt

9e
Fief

ind

DEAR ABBY: I wish people
would quit knocking the U.S. Postal
Service. We have the best service
and the cheapest rates of any
country in the free world.
It costs the equivalent of 46.5
cents to mail a letter in Japan.
(They have us beat in many ways —
but not in this!) It costs 38.3 cents
to mail a letter in France. And in the
United Kingdom, it costs 31.9 cents
to mail a letter.
The U.S. Postal Service delivers
Monday through Saturday to any
place in the United States, whether
it's a remote spot in Alaska or an
apartment in New York City, for the
same price.
Also, when a letter isn't delivered,
it's usually the fault of the sender
who has used an incorrect address,
wrong ZIP code or insufficient
postage.
VICKI DUKE,
LAKE CHARLES, LA.
DEAR VICKI: Three cheers
for the red, white and blue. You
can lick our automobiles, but
you can't lick our postage
stamps! Now, let's hear it from
a carrier:

•••••••

•:•:•7.•

•

••••
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DEAR ABBY: I've been a mail
carrier for a year, and aftei hearing
so many complaints about the
Postal Service, I would like to air a
few of my own to the public:
— Why isn't your house number
clearly visible on your mailbox or
on your house?
— Why is your mailbox hidden
behind bushes and fences?
— Why do you park in front of
your mailbox when your driveway
is empty?
— Why is your dog out roaming
the streets?
— When you moved, why didn't
you file a change of address with
the post office, and also seltid
individual change of address cards
to your utility and credit card
companies, your magazine subscriptions, banks, etc.?
— Why do you send mail with
incorrect addresses (i.e., incomplete
street numbers, no apartment/suite
numbers, misspelled names, etc.)?
— If you're tired of getting the
previous tenant's mail, why isn't
your name on the mailbox so that
the carrier knows who lives there?
Normally, a regular carrier has
memorized several hundred names
of residents and businesses on his
route, However, a new carrier, or
even an experienced carrier unfamiliar with a route, cannot be
expected to know all these names.
Unlike the regulars, we substitute
carriers take much longer to sort
out, route and deliver the mail. We
do not always have the time to
check carefully the forwarding lists
to see who has moved. Supervisors
constantly pressure us to work
faster and carry more mail than we
can handle,in order to avoid having
to pay us overtime. We cannot
perform 100 percent under such
stress.I am not passing the buck. The
Postal Service needs to improve.
However, before people criticize the
postal employees, they should ma,ke
sure that they haven't contributed
to the problem. Thank you.
CALIFORNIA CARRIER
•••

DEAR ABBY: Maybe this is why

some folks haven't been getting
their mail: A postal inspector in
Pensacola, Fla., used a front-end
loader to remove the last five tons
of undelivered mail found piled at
the home of a rural mail carrier.
An estimated 500,000 pieces of
mail up to 3 years old were discovered.
MAGNOLIA, KENTUCKY

DEAR MAGNOLIA: Now I
suppose a lot of folks will be
saying, "Your check was in
THAT mail."

PIKEVILLE Ky. (AP) — The
U.S. Chamber of Commerce has
thrown its weight behind
Republican Will T. Scott in his bid
to unseat U.S. Rep. Chris Perkins
in Kentucky's 7th District.
Audrey Hudson, Scott's campaign press secretary, announced
the endorsement Tuesday. She
said Scott would attend a luncheon
in Washington on Thursday to formally accept the group's backing.
"Through this endorsement and
the friendships I am making with
the leadership of the U.S.
Chamber, I feel that I will be in a
position to work to bring good jobs
home to the 7th," Scott said.
Ms. Hudson distributed a letter
to reporters that Scott received
from Richard L. Lesher, president
of the U.S. Chamber. Lesher wrote
that the endorsement stemmed
from a survey of chamber
members in eastern Kentucky.
"You are in a close race,"
Lesher wrote. "There is a
philosophical difference between

you and your opponent on business
issues and your candidacy has the
support of the business
community.
Lesher saki he urged all

This

Special

Large Bar7B-Oue
Sandwich & French Fries

$219
Special Good Sept. 19-24

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

Drug, alcohol abuse a student problem
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Dear Editor
Kertucky Is experiencing a pro
t.efr, which, if unchecked.
threatens to underrnuw Use social
!Ann,. of our people and to stop our
,Auldrer, from acMevutg their
,,itimate potential This problem.
17.g ar,d alcohol abuse has been
•In the past rather
sowamodi ally with Little or no
ess There "...as been an em
pnasis on ed...cauon scare tactics,
tougher laws. but nothing has
stemmed the tide Perhaps the
prOblem has been one of too many
illbjeuged programs with the ern-SNP an the wrong part of the

Suppose we approach .the problem as one grounded in the
earliest years of a clulds life If
we can agree that the problem
begins in the frustraton of an
unhappy home, the wrong
messages communicated over the
airways or the anxieties experienced by living in a nuclear,
unsettled world, then we nught
consider a different approach in
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The nation has become obsessed
thu issue of drug abuse

parents that alcohol is a drug
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runie and Alcohol
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Wool Pant Coats
in solid, stripes &
tweeds. Junior &
Misses size.

Plaids, stripes & solids.
Junior &Misses sizes.

CORDUROY
JUMPERS
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New styles of Jumpers
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"Season's Best Selling"

There are more risks to owning a home than losing it to fire
or storm Shelter's Homeowners policy provides coverages
for these risks, including coverage for the home, other structures, personal property, additional living expenses, medical
payments, personal liability, and damage to property of
others Ask us about a Homeowners policy tor your home.

?#
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FASHION
SWEATERS

201 N. 5th St., Murray
759-1033

1

, •
'

19.88

Reg. To 96.99
Our Chambray & Acid
Costs in stadium lengths,
lined & unlined styles.
Junior & Misses sizes.

"
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59.00

Licensed in KY and TN

2
0
/
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CHAMBRAY &
ACID COATS

Harold "Jack" Romaine

Reg. To 34.99

JIl

Ii.

Great new sty!es in
stripes, appliques &
solids. S.M.L.
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Traveltime

Kentucky people have become
drug prohardened to new
grams in the past. what we have
prescribed tended to be quick fixes
and riot long•term solutions We
must change the mind-set
Because our political offices last
four years new programs must be
started, show results immediate
ly . or be cancelled
fruit
One program that will Deal
and show results. if given enough
time would be to place an elementary counselor in every school.
In approximately 150 out of 900
elementary schools progressive
communities are meeting the
challenge with the best, new bope
for our children Elementary
counselors are working with our
young people at the time we have
the best chance of success—before
they experience the problem
Elementary counselors can
work with all children to help
develop positive attitudes about
themselves They can begin the in
'errializing process which takes

Liquor sold to underage
drivers is hard to trace
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Alcohol causes death

Weeks

w

1084 following the death of his
father, U.S. Rep. Carl D. Perkins.
The elder Perkins had held the 7th
District seat for the Democrats
since 1949.
we.

Alleged rape charges dropped in Frankfort
Mekel Blackwell, 18, Richard
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Charges were dropped Tuesday Renix, 18, and James Price, 19, all
against five Kentucky State of Memphis, Tenn.; Bobby Jones,
University students who were ac- 18, of Bamberg, S.C. and Myles
cused of raping a fellow student in Hendricks of Fort Knox had all
pleaded innocent to the charges
a dormitory room.
Franklin District Judge Joyce and postea bond. The bond will
Albro said she could not find pro- now le refunded.
bable cause to believe that sexual
All but Hendricks was a
acts between the prosecuting
member of the KSU football team.
witness and the five students were
The four had been suspended penthe result of forcible compulsion.
ding the outcome of the legal
Albro heard testimony from
proceedings.
Frankfort Detective Danny Conway and another resident'-of- —Franklin Commonwealth's AtYoung Hall during a nearly three- torney Morris Burton still has the
option of taking the case to the.
hour hearing on Tuesday.
The 20-year-old KSU student Franklin County grand jury and+
who alleged the rape did not ap- asking for indictments against the
five.
pear in court.

businesses in eastern Kentucky to
support Scott's candidacy.
Scott resigned as a Pike Circuit
judge in February to run against
Perkins. who was first elected in

88

Central Shopping Center, Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8 Sun. 1-5
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Drake Hospital
receives help
from Medicare
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with what they found.
" he said.
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6 Bars Plus 2 Bars
Free
Pack of 8
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GET ONE

KODAK
SUPRALIFE
ALKALINE BATTERIES
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GIANT
CANNED VEGETABLES
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•Size 'C'
•Size 'D'
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Green Beans 8 oz.
•Niblets Corn 7 oz.
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REFILL BOTTLE
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Automatic Coffee
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EQUAL
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100 Packets
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lb. pkg.
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GET ONE

FREE! FREE!
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SHAVING
CREAM
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FREE!
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Good Only At Jim Adorns !OA
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1/4" Lean & Trim Meats
Fresh Cut Fryer

Fresh Cut Fryer 1-At

Thighs or
Drumsticks

eg Qtrs.Nyl

Northern

Crisco

Tissue I
Shortening Bathroom
4 roll pkg.
$ 1 99
ti)
E.!
99C
3 lb. can
Limit
Limit 1
oRmatti
Pam Fry
Hunts 27 oz. jar
$
Pan Spray401 199
Manwich Sandwichs1 79
-

Sunshine 16 oz.

Honey Grahams
McCormich, Taco, Spaghetti,
and Chili (1.5 oz. pkg.)

9c
lb.

Seasoning Mix
Field "Lite' Smoked

Louis Rich Breast of

Sausage
Mama

Turkey.6 oz. pkg. $ 1 99

lb.$ 1

99

Rosa Combo

Butterball Boneless Turkey

Pizza.24...2/ $449

Breast .

lb.$

1"

Kraft 7. oz. box

169
39

Macaroni Dinner2

99'

Lipton 100 Ct. Size

Tea Bags

$249

12 pk. 12 oz. cons
Ragu (Plain, Meat or Mushroom)

Spaghetti Sauce R.C. Colas or
Diet-Rite
$1 79
32 oz. jar

Houser Valley
12 oz. pkg.

Kraft Reg. or Lite 32 oz. jar
.
L1

Bacon

Martha White

Dairy. Freshness

Mayonnaise

Sealtest 8 oz. crtn.

Limit 1

Meal
IGA Cooked

5 lb. bac.

Hormel 15 oz. can
IGA Wafer

Ham Slices

Chili

Lunch Meat

lb. pkg.
2.5 oz.

With Beans

°/
"
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,
iipM09011111r11

3/1
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Freshness Proud Quality
Grapes
Bud Broccoli

•

99c
79c

Kraft lb pkg

Parkay

2/$1

Prairie Forms

IGA lb. box

Crackers Orange Juice
$ 1 49
gal.

10th & Chestnut

ADAMS

Thompson White Seedless
Red or Golden Delicious

Sour Cream 69

85'

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables

Apples

59

lb

794

Bunch

1 39

3 lb. bag
•

1 49

Sno-White

Bartlett

Pears

ib.79c

1%,0'

"

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities and Correct Printing Errors

Mushrooms
lox. pkg.99C

HOMETOWN P
Prices Good Wednesday, September 21 thru Tuesday, September 27
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LEASE SPECIALS

WKU president urges changes in formula

'09 Covell•r
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. tAP
— Western Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith says
he thinks the formula used to
recommend appropriation to the
state's eight univefl.
needs
some adjustments.
But, speaking before the state
Council on Higher Education.
Meredith said he supports the
idea.
Meredith spoke at a public hearmg Tuesday at Western Kentucky

University on the formula, which
state law req._ es be reviewed
peri
ys
•'I strong y-,f
formula or
funding mechan m"to determine
appropriations, the university
president said. "A formula mostly
keeps politics out, and it mostly
treats institutions in a fair
manner.''
Kenneth Walker, the council's
deputy executive director for
finance, said information and sug-

Business facts
Outstanding auto loans

gestions offered at th hearings will
be considered by the council in
making any changes in the formula Any changes are expected
to be implemented by April,
Walker said,
The formula consists of more
than 20 components, including
number of students, square feet of
space, levels of instruction,
research and services.
Meredith suggested that the
council take steps to simplify its
public presentation of the formula.
He said many people now
believe the formula is so complex
they have no hope of understanding it. And many people in that

1987 market share by type of lenders
In percent of Mai

category, he said, are the state
legislators who have the final say
in determining how much of. the
state's budget'goes to the state
universities.
Meredith also suggested im
plementation of some means ot
keeping up with growth.
He said the formula works for
determining how much money
should go to schools where enrollment is static or has grown little
but not for Western, where enrollment has increased dramaticall
over the past several years.
The hearing at Western was the
fifth of eight scheduled around the
state.
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LADIES DAY

Palmer Hopkins

Church of Christ
7th and Poplar
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Palmer Hopkins, 41, former
resident of Calloway County, died
Tuesday afternoon at his
residence at Daytona Beach, Fla.
Born July 30, 1947, in Calloway.
County, he was the son of Willie
Lovett Hopkins and Cloys Hopkins
who died June 28, 1986.
He also was preceded in death
by two brothers, Hal Vernon
Hopkins and Charles Lovett
Hopkins.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs.
Willie L. Hopkins, Murray; four

sisters, Mrs. Mildred Brandon and
husband, Marshall, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Ila Brown and husband,
Tommy, Murray, Mrs. Fay
Shelton and husband, Ronnie,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Joan
McDougal and husband. Mike,
Dallas, Texas; one brother, John
D. Hopkins and wife, Cathy, Murray; several nieces and nephews
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9:00 a.m. — 12:30 p.m.
BRUNCH and REGISTRATION
9:00-9:30 a.m.
er-'4tYsVt'r-,Ver-2f-,
Ifr:25?§25-4:*

Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Who Sits In The Throne Of Your Heart?
Matt 24 .16

Mrs. Maxine Witty Osborne Mielke
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Graveside services for Mrs.
Maxine Witty Osborne Mielke,
formerly of Calloway_ County,
were Tuesday, Sept. 13, in Chino,
Calif.
Mrs. Mielke, 6-1-; died Sept. 7 in
Chino.
She was preceded in death by
her first husband, Don Osborne,
and her second husband, Ed
Mielke. She was the daughter of

Hog market
Fedentl Man Market Sews Service September 31.
ISIMX kentuck) Purehase Ares Hog Market Report
Include.5 Buying Stations Receipts. VI 765, Est.
450 Barrows it Gilts .75 higher, Sows steady•1.50
Meter.
I'S It DM 250 lb.
$30.25 30.75
ES 1-2 NO 220 lbs.
$31.15-83.38
Is 3.3 320-250 lb,
525.75-311.25
- ES 3-4 250270 Ms
$37.75-36.75
Sows
ES 1-2 Main lbs.
$116.410-141.53
IL 5 1-3 300-400 lbs.
$27.30•311.50
S 1-3 4041500 lbs.
311.50-23.50
US 1-3 5(10 and up
323.0031 00
2.3
L'S
300 .500
$311.50 27.5(1
Roars *26.0020.00

the late Plomer Witty and Rupert
and Opal Phillips.
Mrs; Mielke is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Donna Cook and
husband, Greg, and Mrs. Mary
Smith and husband, Lee; three
sons, Eddie Osborne and wife,
Barbara, Jerry Dean Osborne,
and Frankie Osborne and wife,
Angela; and eight grandchildren,
all of Chino.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Mary Lou Doran, Lennon,
Mich., and Mrs. Oretha Gammon.
Murray; three brothers, James
Ronald Phillips, Hardin, John T.
Phillips, Murray, and Joe Pat
Phillips, Kirksey; several local
nieces and nephews.

Denying Self
Taking Up The Cross
• Following Jesus

Judy Vamer
Jan Wood
Janie Parker

Out In the Highways and Byways Who Sits Upon
The Throne

WHEN...
When Fm Happy and Things Are Going Well? ... Vary
Beth Hays,When My Feelings Have
Been Hurt? ... Cath.mne Moseley. When There Are NOS'S
To Wipe.Diapers To Change, and
Floors To Mop? ... Dana' 'Da.,zzell, When I'm Angry? ...
Carolyn Fitzgerald When No One
Understands Me?... Karerale.When I've Been Wrong?
...Jan Mayes,When Crisis Comes?
Sona KnIght When I Am At Work? ... Frances Beord
When 1Am Grieving' Ann HayS.
When I Am Called Upon?
Shirley Littletor. When I'm In My Neighborhood?
... Carol Sims
Who s There

We hope that you will Come and help this be a very special
day... one in
which we will all be edified and uplifted and drawn closer to our Creator
and to each other.
• A nursery Will be provided for children 5 and under
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(Soon to. become G:endale Road Church of Christ)

September 24, 1988
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At BONANZA, we
always give you a lot
more for a lot less.
Our Freshtastiks
Food Bar offers
you salads, soups.
deli salads, fruits,
vegetables and even
dessert AND IT'S FREE WITH
EVERY ENTREE. Or a meal by itself ...
There are so many delicious options on the
Freshtastiks Food Bar, you may never choose the same
thing twice. And that's just another reason people think of
BONANZA as their first choice.
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
FRESHTASTIKS'FOOD BAR
Please Accept these Coupons And Visit
FOR LUNCH
Our New Bonanza Restaurant in Draffenville, KY

Rib Eye Dinner
Oster ,ncludes. entree potato pO1 ^9
hot Dreads and ail y01.1 Ca,eat
our fabulous F•eshrastk s Forw Bar
Coupon good
pal -r4
Bcran/a Restre,r4.!,,

Choice of Chicken
Monterey, Barbeque, Honey-Lemon

2 FOR $8.99

Jtfer mcludes entree potatc
not breads and all you can f'
fabulous Freshlastikir Food Ei A'
Coupon good only at partocipat., ,
Bonanza %staurants

$59995
All 3 Pieces!
Sofa, Loveseat & Chair
covered in 100% Antron Nylon
floral fabric exactly as shown.

OW

Coupon expires 10,2/88

FREE DELIVERY

BANK FINANCING

Thurman's
FURNITURE
St6c41-<• Ch4.-d-on *Sec...pod •Sairad
Hwy. 68 Drafienville
4

208 Main

Murray, Ky.
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Beane accepted by Mississippi architecture school
The state School of Architecture
in Mississippi has accepted Kenneth M. Beane into their 3 1/2 —
year "accelerated studies" program for graduate professional
students. Mississippi State School

of Architecture was. favorably
compared with Illinois Institute of
Technology in Chicago, Cooper
Union of New York, Princeton,
and Harvard Universities, by Architecture, the professional jour-

nal of the American Institute of
Architects.
Beane applied for admission
and passed all prerequisites and
reviews by the admissions panel
and was placed ahead of his enter-

trig class, as well as being the first
admission acceptance of '89.
Beane will be attending
coursework in the school of Architecture, as well as coursework
under adjuct architectural faculty
in Law, City Planning, and
Engineering.

State EP program expecting good results
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state Department of Environmental Protection is predicting good
results from its new innovative enforcement program.
"You're going to see them coming," said Don Harker, director of
the department's Division of
Waste Management for the past
five months."We've got completely new enforcement procedures in
place. ... I think we're seeing fairly rapidly the effects of these
changes."
On Sept. 9, for example, Natural
Resources Secretary Carl Bradley
signed seven orders imposing
penalties proposed by the waste
division.
One of the orders, fining Ballard
County S3,500 for violations at its
landfill, apparently illustrates the
department's attempt to find new
solutions for environmental
problems.
The department agreed to waive
the fine if the county collects garbage from 95 percent of its
households under a new
mandatory-collection ordinance.
That example could be followed
in many counties with solid-waste
collection and disposal problems,
Harker and Environmental Protection Commissioner Jim Comm
said.
Corum said the waste division is
already taking advantage of ideas
that are part of a -proposed
department-wide enforcement
policy that he expects Bradley to
approve in a few weeks.
He said the changes began when
he and enforcement officials of the
department's three divisions —
waste, air and water — met at
Natural Bridge State Resort Park

about three months ago to exchange ideas.
"It seemed to be mutually
beneficial for all concerned, as far
as some clever ideas in an attempt
toward standardization," Corum
said.

The 3 1/2 — year program
allows students architects who
already possess a pre-architecture
or other bachelor's degree to complete a standard 6-year program
in architecture in 3 1/2 years, with
the last year being completed on
the Jackson campus in the Architectural Research and
Development Complex.
Following graduation, a 2-3 year
internship and residency in an architect's office is prerequisite to

hundreds of cases.
Harker said the division now
keeps up-to-date computer
records of all its enforcement actions, which makes its employees
more accountable.
The collection system, which
Harker prefers to call "universal"
instead of "mandatory," has been
tried in only a few counties
because of public opposition or officials' fear of opposition.

He said Monday that the divisions may begin to work together
on multiple enforcement problems, with "more creative use of
the leverage" coordination would
bring.
Flor example, Comm said, the
department may give a county or
city a break in solving a waste problem if it will also take steps to
solve a water problem.
He said the Ballard County case,
though it involved only waste problems, is an example of that approach. The waste division had
charged the county with 77 violations at its landfill since January
1987. The county agreed to close
the landfill, pass a mandatory.
collection ordinance and send its
waste to another county.
Harker said the waste division
has changed its policy for negotiations with violators to resemble
the procedures used by the other
at,
two divisions.
He said that if a violator doesn't
negotiate in good faith or accept
the division's offer to settle a case,
the matter is referred to lawyers
for the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
for possible court action.
Harker said the previous policy,
which did not have such
guidelines, created long delays in
resolving cases. Several of the
Sept. 9 orders dealt with cases
more than a year old, and Harker
said the division has a backlog of

sitting for the state's 4-day professional architectural registration
exam.
Beane is an affiliate member of
the American Institute of Architect's student branch, AIAS.
Beane has attended Murray
State University part-time over
six nonconsecutive years, earning
a bachelor's of science from the
College of Science, while working
in retarl, management, and industry full-time.
Kenneth and his wife, Anna, who
holds a bachelor's in science, are
independent consultants. They
have two children: Nathan. 5 1/2
years, and Andrea, 5 months. Kenneth is the younger son of Halford
and Nadine Beane of Murray.

Kenneth M. Beane

FIRM and TIGHTEN
TISSUE AT ANY AGE
No...we are not an exercise salon!
The Body Designer has developed a unit that exercises your body for you! You don't sweat...you
don't disrobe...you don't even muss your hair. You
can come on your lunch hour and go back to work
without showering.
You simply relax on our unit for a half-hour, or
hour, if you have the time. The Unit does the work
while all you do is enjoy yourself.
This is passive exercise so the physically limited
are able to attend. No strain on your heart or other
muscles. No physical limitations (heart problems,
high blood pressure. back pain, arthritis, etc.) prevent you from using our unit. In fact your increase
circulation will undoubtedly be beneficial for these
problems.
Call today to make your appointment for a complimentary first session.
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'FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
MURRAY KENTUCKY
"First Loves Murray" is an exciting community ministry emphasis sponsored by First Baptist Church. It is an opportunity
for First Baptist members to express love and appreciation to
their community (city and county t in the name of Christ and
the church. The purpose of this emphasis is to create awareness
that the church in the heart of the community has a heart foii—
the people of the community.

LAUNCH SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M.
Recognition of MR.' Students
Sermon: First Loves Murray
Mark 12:28-34
Dinner on Ground,Special Program at 12:30-1:15 P.M.
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115 So. 13th St.

Hrs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

753-3492

(Live on WSJP)

COME JOIN US - 203 S. Fourth St. - 753-1854
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623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
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Oldham rules Warrs dismissal of DUI cases wrong
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP )

- A special judge has ruled that
'Hardin County's trial commissioner improperly dismissed or
set aside 36 cases of drunken driving since January.
Judge Richard Oldham, a
retired Jefferson Circuit Court
judge, ruled Tuesday that trial
commissioner Phillip Wart acted
improperly by dismissing or
amending the charges without
proper notice to Hardin County At-

torney Steve Bland, as required
under the Kentucky Rules of
Criminal Procedure. He ordered
the cases retried.
Oldham strongly criticized the
Local court system for letting
defense attorneys privately argue
motions.
"A deplorable situation has
been disclosed here." Oldham
said before he issued his ruling.
"One of the first things that a
lawyer learns is that counsel does

not discuss cases with the judge'
out of open court and (without )
both sides present. That's basic in
our system of jurispruderite."
Bland had asked Hardin District
Judge Robert Hubbard to hold a
hearing on the cases, but Hubbard
disqualified himself because he
had appointed Wart in March 1987.
The state Administrative Office
of the Courts then appointed
Oldham to rule on the case.
Bland said Warf should not have

Alen considered the cases once he
examined court documents and
saw that there was no indication
that the prosecution had been
notified. "We were entitled to
know about these cases before
they were ruled on," he said.
Bland also had argued that Wart
did not have the authority to make
such decisions under rules issued
by the state Supreme Court.
Oldham said that as trial commissioner, Wart is empowered to
act as a judge in most matters
when Hubbard is absent and has
the authority to make decisions on
such cases — but not without the
other side present.
Hubbard declined to comment
on the practice or on Oldham's
ruling.
The defense attorney in all but
two of the cases in question Tuesday was Roger Rigney, an
Elizabethtown attorney who also
is president of the county bar
association. The defense attorney
in the other two cases was

Artists, Crafters & Farmers
You Are Invited To Display And Sell Your Wares At

Paris Oktoberfest
Holy Cross Church
1210 East Wood Street

Paris, Tenn. 38242
(901) 642-4681

ASHLAND, Ky. (API —
Ashland Oil Inc.'s efforts to improve education, specifically by
trying to lower the high school
dropout rate, will be honored at a
White House ceremony later this
month.
The company is to receive a
Presidential Citation for Private
Sector Initiatives in a Sept. 29
ceremony.
"We're just delighted to see that
our efforts are being recognized at
this level," Ashland Oil
spokeswoman Margaret Thomson
said.
The award is for advertising and

$25.00 booth fee (tables not furnished)

PARIS OKTOBERFEST
Name
Address
Phone (
Type of Booth

Arguing that motions had been
filed privately before the court by
"almost every other attorney in
this town," Rigney entered into
the court record a stack of nine
cases he said had been handled
similarly by other attorneys.
(Bland later said his office would
investigate them.)

Thursday,

public relations campaigns in
Kentucky and West Virginia. The
campaigns are intended to prevent students from dropping out of
school.
The television, radio, and print
advertisements expose the problems associated with dropping
out and describe the benefits of
earning a high school diploma.
The ad campaign, which began
in August 1987, already has been
credited with helping reduce Kentucky schools' dropout rate.
In August, Tony Collins, director of pupil attendance in the state
Department of Education, said the
ads were a factor in a 32 percent

Your Child's
SAFETY
Is Important To
WAL-MART!
A,, Wal-Mart Toys Must Pass
The Consumer Product
Safety Commission
Toy Safety Standards,

SAVE 22%
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decrease in the dropout rate in
Kentucky schools between the 1983
and 1987 school terms.
"It's good business," Ms. Thomson said, explaining the company's reason for targeting the
dropout rate. "Education is the
foundation of economic
development."
The campaign was released nationwide in August as publicservice announcements from the
Council of State Governfnents in
Lexington and the Advertising
Council in New York. Ashland Oil
donated the materials and services for the ads but removed its
name from the ads.
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Despite Oldham's admonitions,
Bland said he does not believe that
a great number of cases were
disposed of improperly. "I believe
that our bar as a whole does not
practice that type of law," he said.
Wart, who said he was pleased
that Oldham ruled that he did have
the authority to act on the cases,
nevertheless said, 'Perhaps the
procedure we've had for nine
years needs to be corrected."

Throughout the hearing,
Oldham repeatedly expressed
disbelief that the practice had
occurred.
"The fact that a practice has existed for a long time has nothing to

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

No
,
SW*
, Dough

do with the propriety of it,"
Oldham said in his ruling.
After the hearing, Rigney said
he was disappointed with the ruling and said he may appeal. "My
clients are entitled to rely — and I
am entitled to rely — on the past
practices of this court," he said.
Rigney said that questions remain on fines and court costs that
were paid by his clients, along
with licenses that were revoked.
Bland said his office would look
at each case before deciding how
to proceed.

Ashland Oil to be honored in Washington D.C.

Saturday, September 24, 1988 11 A.M. - 11 P.M.
s

Rigney's law partner, G. William
Bailey Jr.
Rigney contended the practice
of asking a judge or trial commissioner to rule on motions the way
Wart did has been "a common
practice in the county for several
years."
"I think the county attorney's office has been aware of that practice and has given its tacit approval," he said.
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FOR THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 22, 1988
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
This is not a satisfactory day for
you socially. You may find yourself
having to spend time with people that
you don't really like..
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Business is very much on your
mind today, but you may not accomplish as much as you'd like. Be sure to
give quality time to family members
tonight.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You could waste too much time on
the phone now. Don't waste valuable
time with small talk. Social life picks
up for you in the coming weeks.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Either you or a close tie tends to be
extravagant with money today. It's
not the best day for business negotiations. Major changes are occuring at
home in the coming month.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Guard against early morning temperament. Cooperate with and be
considerate of close ties now. Someone you deal with today is very
sensitive.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Though you're a stickler for duty,
you may find that distractions today
interfere with what needs to be done.
You'll be doing some extra shopping
soon.
I„IBRA
(Sept 23 to Oct.22)
eit5
You could spend money foolishly
today in the pursuit of pleasure. You
may be placing too much importance
on a superficial concern. Know your
priorities.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Insisting on your own way now will
cause problems with other family
members. Don't te so one-sided in
your thinking. Entertaining for business reasons is not favored.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Try not to put your foot in your
mouth in talks • with others. An
embarrassing situation could arise
now through your lack of tact and
diplomacy.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Something that appeals to you now
could be way beyond your budget
Try not to be extravagant today. In
general, money dealings with others
aren't favored now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Your patience may be tested in a
career situation. You may be neglectful of a loved one's feelings. Be more
thoughtful. ,
PISCES
wisse
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
slaw
You probably won't get the time for
yourself that you'd like 'right now.
Guard against an inclination to let
things slide. You may have escapist
tendencies.
IF BORN TODAY you are idealistic
yet practical. Somewhat nervous and
temperamental, you need periods by
yourself to recharge your energies.
Both the arts and sciences are likely
to .appeal to you. Capable of original
work in your field, you are visionary
in outlook. Architecture, engineering,
music, arid writing are some of the
fields from which you'll derive fulfillment. Never allow yourself to get into
a rut. Always dare to he the progressive person that you are.
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Classk, Diet
or Sprite
12 Pk. Can Products
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Sour
Cream
or Dip

79

S.'.

FOOD STORE

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps
Prairie Farms

Coke

Runny Round Top

Classic-DietMello-Yello
2 Liter Products

ott 99c

Bread
16 oz.

MI

2%
wfot 4
'Milk

Nabisco Premium

saltine
Crackers

Gallon

.111.••
...now.
•

2.89c
a, 99s
79s

Salad Dressing
Fancy Tomato Ketchup
Barbecue Sauce

32 oz.

28 oz.

Peanut Butter

.18

99s

02. $1 19

'1 29

TAV Bacon

200z.

TAV Sliced Turkey Ham
Meat Bologna

16 oz.

16 oz

-Beef Bologna

$1 89
$119

16 oz $119

9C
Asst. Creme Cookies

2 lb. $1

29

'1 79

'1 19

Cheese Loaf

21b $299

Nabisco Oreo Cookies

20 oz.

Cream Cheese

Nabisco Chips Ahoy Cookies

18 oz. $219

Borden American Cheese Singles 12 oz

Turkey Franks

12 oz

Beef Wieners

16 oz

Spiced Luncheon Meat

oz

69s
'1 39

Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage

16 oz $1 79

994

Savory Bacon

16 oz

'1 19

Ball Park Meat Wieners

18 oz $1

TAV Sliced Ham

16 oz

12 oz

Pickle Loaf

89

3 lb

16 oz

$11
16 oz

40**

16 oz.

Tub Margarine Spread

Sunshine Hi Ho Crackers

596

Ma

89t
79

$279

Chicken Noodle Soup
Soup

10 oz

'1
J

Chunky Beef Soup

,90. 99s

Tamales

,50.69s

Thick Bologna

1 6 oz $1 19

Combo Pack

16 oz $1 19

Hillshire Smoked Sausage

16 oz $1 99

Meat Wieners

12 oz

69s
•

Martha White Self-Rising

Corn
Meal

COIN MIK MIX

000
0
60

99c
996

Raisins

15 oz

Vegetable Oil

48 oz $1 89

140i

Cranberry
Dill
Juice
Pickles
Cocktail
.0..

Whole Kernel or
Cream Style

Corn
164 oz.

Slices. 32 oz.

5 lb. bag

Sweetned Condensed Milk

Paramount

89C
Salad Olives

too. 891
89s

Apple Juice

64 oz

$1 09

Hominy

Lemon Juice

32 oz

89s

Blackeye Peas

15 oz.

356

Vegetable Juice

46 oz

796

Lima Beans

150z.

/456

16 oz

$1 29

Chili Beans

is.. 33

Gal

$229

Baked Beans

180. 49*

Squeeze Mustard

19 oz

$1 19

Spicy Brown Mustard

.0. 694

194

Sweet Relish

22 oz

99s

Orange Juice

Whole Dill Pickles

32 oz

994

Apple Cider

Iodized Salt

26 oz

Flake Coconut

14 0. 99(

33C

29

Fromm
*olden Delicious

Bananas
00
my. •

Apples

.29c

Orange
Juice
12

99C

•
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Suriname, Costa Rica added
to list of Olympic medalists
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USA 800-meter relay team sets record
By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
SEOUL, South Korea — Gold. silver and bronze
hang from Matt Biondi's neck and four more Olympic medals are within his giant reach, but the gold
that got away by a hundredth of a second belongs,
strangely enough, to a swimmer from Suriname.
Parity has arrived at the Games, scattering
medals Wednesday to athletes barely known and nations most unexpected.
Suriname? Yes, that South American jewel with
one Olympic-sized pool on the coast north of Brazil
has its first medal. matching the feat of tiny Costa
Rica.
The longtime superpowers of sport — the Soviets,
Americans and East Germans — still top the medal
list, but they're finding they can't win as easily as
they used to.
China is making a big splash in diving and swimming, and Bulgaria's bulging weightlifters are leading
a brigade of medalists in several sports.
American athletes did themselves proud on the
fifth day of the Games, highlighted by a world record
and gold medal in the men's 800-meter freestyle
_relay and a 102-87 rout of the Brazil basketball team
that upset them in the Pan Am Games last year.
The water polo team beat top-ranked Yugoslavia
7-6, scoring a goal with five seconds left. Boxer
Michael Carbajal used his "little hands of stone" to
pound out a split decision over Korean Oh Kwangsoo. And Dave Wharton swam to a silver in the 400
medley behind world-record setter Tamas Darnyi of
Hungary.
•

.

Biondi, trying to become the first seven-medal
winner since Mark Spitz won all golds in 1972,
became this year's first triple-medalist when he anchored the relay and secured the record in 7 minutes,
12.51 seconds.
"I definitely was tired of losing," said Biondi, third
in the 200 freestyle Monday and second in the 100 butterfly in his first race Wednesday. In the last 25
meters of the relay, he said, "I didn't want to be
anywhere but on top of the awards stand with my
teammates."
The U.S. team trailed East Germany by about a
meter after the first three laps by Troy Dalbey, Matt
Cetlinski and Doug Giertsen, but Biondi made up the
difference in the first of his four 50-meter laps, then
pulled away. East Germany finished second and
West Germany third.
If Biondi needed any extra motivation, he got it
from his heartbreaking loss in the 100 fly to Anthony
Nesty, the first swimmer from Suriname ever to
make an Olympic final.
Nesty, eight inches shorter than the 6-7 Biondi,
reached the wall a hundredth of a second sooner in
53.00 seconds and stood a head taller on the victory
stand as his nation's flag, with a bright yellow star,
was raised at the Olympics for the first time.
The U.S. men's basketball team overcame Oscar
Schmidt's 31 points in beating Brazil and improved
its Olympic record to 3-0, with two games against
China and Egypt before the medal round next week.
In water polo, Jim Bergeson's goal with five
seconds left in the game lifted the U.S. team to victory over Yugoslavia..

Local football

Haskins guides Lakers to 31-6 win
Calloway County Middle School recovered from a
lackluster first half to bury crosstown rival Murray
Middle School 31-6 in middle school football action
Tuesday evening at Murray's Ty Holland Stadium'.
The Lakers' Billy Haskins rushed for 162 yards, including a 28-yard run that broke a 6-6 tie on the first
half's final play, to lead his team to its third win in
* four tries. Haskins carried for 74 yards on the series
that put the Lakers up.12-6 at the intermission including the score which was a result of a busted play.
Haskins, who also threw for 39 yards, had a 30-yard
scoring run called back on a penalty earlier in the
drive, but spotted Jason Carroll for a 10-yarcrpassing
play to set up the game-breaking score.
The Lakers had scored on their first drive of the
game as Matt Dennis found the end zone on a sevenyard run. Murray came back on its next drive,
however, on an 18-yard touchdown pass frOm Todd
Thomas to B.J.- Calhoun on a fourth-and-six
situation.
Calloway increased its halftime advantage with a
one-yard score by Jeremy Grogan. After intercepting a Murray pass, Dennis added his second
touchdown with 26-yard tun.

Haskins converted the only extra point of the contest to give Calloway a 25-6 lead.
That lead was increased to the final margin after
Chad Young thwarted a Murray drive with the
Lakers' second interception of the half. Young
returned the ball 28 yards and, two plays later,
Haskins scored from 30 yards out.
CCMS head coach Pete O'Rourke credited
assisants James Pigg, Bill Cowan, J.L. Burnett and
Mickey Garrison for making the needed halftime adjustments for Calloway's defensive surge in the final
two periods. He was equally pleased with his team's
efforts.
"We did a great job preparing this week and we
came out in the second half and played the kind of
football that Calloway Middle School is capable of
playing," O'Rourke said. "Credit Murray's kids.
They didn't quit in the second half, but we put
together an excellent final two quarters."
Carroll led all receivers with 22 yards. Dennis
caught a 17-yard pass and rushed for 65 more. Young
picked up 33 yards on the ground and Grogan had 27.
Murray statistics were not reported by press time.
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Calloway County Middle
School's defense, led by
Matt Dennis (33), Tony
Bullock (72) and Trent Gibson (79), surrounds Murray
running back Jason Kelly
(above) in Tuesday night's
contest at Ty Holland
Stadium. Calloway quarterback Billy Haskins watched
Jeremy Grogan fight for
yardage (right) as the
Lakers rushed for 287 yards
in a 31-6 win over the
Tigers. Haskins gained 162
of them on the ground including two touchdown
runs, and threw for another
39 in leading his team to the
win. (See related story.)
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Major League Baseball

Boggs sets record with 200th hit; Dodger shutout string continues
By The Associated Press

,Perhaps now the old axiom can be changed to say that life's only certainties are death, taxes and 200 hits every season for Wade Boggs.
Boggs became the first player this century to get 200 hits in six consecutive seasons Tuesday night as the Boston Red Sox trounced the
Toronto Blue Jays 13-2 and maintained their five-game lead over the
Milwaukee Brewers in the American League East. "I Cherished it the first time I, did it, and I cherish it the sixth time.
Now I'll try for a seventh time next year," Boggs said.
Boggs. driving for a fourth consecutive batting title and fifth in six
years with a .363 average, reached base five times: on his 199th, 200th
and 201st hits and his 116th and 117th walks this year.
He got hit No. 200 on a grounder to left in the fourth inning.
In other AL games, it was New York 7, Baltimore 1; Detroit 3,
Cleveland 1; Texas 4, Chicago 1; Milwaukee 6, California 5; Seattle 11,
Kansas City 10; and Oakland 12, Minnesota 3.
The Red Sox victory was only the second in eight decisions since the
end of July for Roger Clemens, 17-11. The two-time Cy Young Award
winner allowed six hits, struck out three and walked one in seven innings.
Yankees 7, Orioles 1
Rick Rhoden pitched a five-hitter and Jack Clark and Ken Phelps hit

consecutive homers during a four-run fifth inning as New York, which
begins a three-game series with Boston on Friday, kept its hopes alive.
The Yankees took a 5-0 lead in the fifth off starter Jose Bautista, 6-15.
Clark hit a three-run homer with two outs and Phelps followed with a
solo shot, his 22nd/
Tigers 3,Indians 1
Chet Lemon hit a two-run homer in the ninth inning that popped into
the left field seats off Dave Clark's glove to lift Detroit over Cleveland.
With one out, Darrell Evans, who earlier hit his 400th career homer,
singled, and Scott Lusader ran for him before Lemon sent his line shot to
left. Clark apparently caught the ball, but it popped into the stands when
he collided with the fence.
Rangers 4, White Sox 1
Bobby Witt threw a five-hitter and Cecil Espy scored the go-ahead run
on a seventh-inning fielder's choice. Witt, 7-10, overcame six walks to
complete his 12th game and break a personal two-game losing streak.
Espy reached on Ozzie Guillen's fielding error leading off the seventh.
He took second on his 30th steal-of the season, moved to third on Steve
Buechele's sacrifice bunt and scored when pinch-hitter Barbaro Garbey
grounded to third.
Brewers 6, Angels 5
Gary Sheffield's run-scoring single with two out in the ninth inning
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helped Milwaukee beat California.
Sheffield singled to center held off Greg Minton, 4-5, to score Rob
Deer, who had singled and advanced on Greg Brock's sacrifice bunt.
Ted Higuera, 14-9, survived eight shaky innings in which he walked
six. Chris Bosio pitched the ninth for his third save.
Athletics 12, Twins 3
Oakland's offense sent Frank Viola to his earliest exit of the season
and their bullpen tied a major-league season record with 60 saves.
Tony Phillips knocked in three runs with a home run and a double, and
Jose Cakseco singled, doubled and stole his 38th base to lead Oakland's
17-hit attack.
Viola, 22-7, allowed six earned runs and nine hits before he was relieved with two outs in the fourth inning.
It was the fikst time this season that Viola failed to last five innings.
The six earned runs were the most he's allowed in a game since 1986.
Mariners 11, Royals 10
Dave Valle singled home the game-Winning run in the eighth inning
and Alvin Davis drove in five runs to lift Seattle over Kansas City.
Mike Schooler, 5-7, the club-record eighth pitcher for Seattle, pitched.
the final 11-3 innings without yielding a hit.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Dodgers6, Astros0
Who says the New York Mets own the best pitching staff in baseball?
Certainly not the Los Angeles Dodgers, who have a pretty fair staff of
their own.
Tim Belcher proved,that point again Tuesday night, blanking the
Houston Astros 6-0 on six hits and extending -the Dodgers' string of
shutouts to three straight. Orel Hershiser blanked the Astros on Monday
night for his fourth straight shutout, and John Tudor beat Cincinnati 2-0
on Sunday.
Los Angeles now leads the major leagues with 23 shutouts, one more
than the Mets. Belcher thinks he knows why.
"The pitching has been contagious, with Tudor,(Tim) Leary, Orel and
myself," said the rookie right-hander, whose 11th victory lowered the
Dodgers' magic number for winning the division crown to four. "It's
mind-boggling when you consider Orel's done it four times in a row and
(Don) Drysdale did it six times"
In other games Tuesday, it was New York 6, Philadelphia 4; Pittsburgh 5, St. Louis 1; Cincinnati 7, San Diego 2; San Francisco 7, Atlanta
4; and Chicago and Montreal split a doubleheader, the Cubs taking the
opener 5-4 in 11 innings and the Expos winning the nightcap 9-1.
The Dodgers pounded Houston starter Bob Forsch, 10-6, for 10 hits and
five runs over the first five innings.
Mets 6, Phillies 4
The Mets kept rolling along toward the NL East title, reducing their
magic number to two.
And, yes, they got another strong pitching performance, this time
from David Cone, 18-3. He allowed only six hits and struck out nine as the
Mets won their sixth straight and 21st in 26 games.
Kevin McReynolds hit two solo homers off Shane Hawley, 7-16.
Pirates 5, Cardinals I
The Pirates aren't conceding anything just yet, however, even though
they trail the Mets by 114 games.
"We're just going out there and playing as well as we can and letting
the chips fall where they may," said R. J. Reynolds, who began a fiverun rally in the eighth inning with a two-run single.
St. Louis starter Scott Terry, 9-4, was the loser. He also collected three
(Osat'd oa page 58)
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Major League Baseball...
(Coard from page 4B)
hits and scored the Cardinals' lone run in the third on a groundout by Ozzie Smith
Cubs 5, Expee4
Expos.,Cubs I
Rick Sutcliffe, 13-13, went all the way and notched a season-high 11
strikeouts in the opener. Jerry Mumphrey won it with a two-out, basesloaded single in the 11th inning.
Tim Burke, 3-5, was the loser for Montreal. Andres Galarraga had tied
the game 4-4 with his 28th homer Tim Wallach also homered for the
Expos.
Randy Johnson, the tallest player in major-league history, made short
work of the Cubs in the second game. The 6-foot-10 left-hander. making
only his stkcond major-league appearance, allowed six hits and struck

MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — The
Murray State University men's
basketball team will face one of its
most dffficult schedules ever in
the 1988-89 season, tackling a total
of eight teams that recorded
20-win seasons last year, the
school said.
The schedule, which includes
two December tournaments, was
announced Tuesday by MSU
athletic director Michael D.
Strickland and head coach Steve
Newton.
"There's no question that if this
Isn't the most challenging
schedule in our program's history,
then it's one of the top three or
four," said Newton, the 1988 Ohio
Valley Conference Coach of the
Year.
Highlighting the schedule are
dates with NCAA Tournament
qualifiers Louisville, Vanderbilt
and Memphis State, and NIT participants Louisiana Tech,
Evansville and Middle Tennessee.
An exhibition game against the
Fort Campbell amateur team will
provide a preview of the squad on
Nov. 19. The regular season begins
at home when the Racers host

Oakland City, Ind., College on
Nov. 26.
The Racers will participate in
the Western Kentucky Tournament on Dec. 2-3, and the
Alabama-Birmingham Classic on
Dec. 16-17.
The Racers begin defense of
their OVC title on Jan. 7 in
Clarksville, Tenn., against Austin
Peay, the only league team to
defeat MSU last season.
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David King
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The complete Murray schedule
Nov 19 — Fort Campbell lexhibitiono
Nov 26 — Oakland City
Nov 28 — at Lamar
Dec 2 — Western Kentucky Tournament vs
Lamar)
Dec 6 — at Louisville
Dec 10 — Texas Wesleyan
Dec 16-17 — Alabarria.Birmtngham Classic
I vs Louisiana Tech,
Dec 19 — at Vanderbilt
Dec 21 — Nicholls State
Dec 11 — Evansville
Jan 2—E Illinois
Jan
— at Austin Peay
Jan 9 — Lamar
Jan 14 — at Morehead State
Jan 16 — at E Kentucky
Jan 29 — Tennessee Tech
Jan 28 — Tennessee St
Jan 30 — Middle Tenn
Feb 4 — Austin Peay
Feb 8 — Memphis St
Feb 11 — at Middle Tenn
Feb 13 — at Tennessee St
Feb 18 — at Tennessee Tech
Feb 20 — at S Illinois
Feb 25 — at E Kentucky
Feb 27 — Morehead St
March 4. 8-9 — OVC Tournament
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SCOREBOARD

out 11 as the Expos rallied for a split
Johnson is 2-0 since being recalled from Indianapolis a week ago
Mike Fitzgerald's two-run homer in the sixth and a three-run blast b)
Tracy Jones in the seventh gave Johnson more than enough support
Giants 7, Bra ves 4
Brett Butler just loves the home of the Braves, much to their chagrin
"I like to come home," Butler said after hitting two doubles and a
home run and driving in three runs in the Giants' victory.
The San Francisco center fielder played for the Braves during part of
the 1981 season and all of 1982 and 1983 and still resides in the Atlanta
suburb of Duluth.
Roger Samuels, 1-2, got credit for his first major-league win with 31-3
innings of one-hit relief.
Reds 7, Padres 2
Paul O'Neill went 4-for-4 and drove in three runs for the Reds. He now
has seven conscutive hits, three shy of the NL record, and he's got an
unusual explanation for his new-found prowess at the plate.
"Ron Oester told me to sleep on the other side of the bed," said O'Neill,
who was hitting .249 entering the game. "I went home and I was
desperate. So I slept on the other side of the bed. The hits have been falling in" ever since.
The slumping _padres got a home run from Randy Ready.

Racers announce fall lineup

WEDNESDAV, SEPTEMBER 21, UM

Murray. KY

901 S. SYCAMORE

753-4961

753-8355

Murray blanks Tornado
Murray High School's soccer team blanked Paducah Tilghman 3-0 in
Paducah Tuesday afternoon.
Tiger striker Michael Fulton headed the ball into the goal from a corner kick by Don Easley for the first score. Craig Schwettman scored
with an assist by Easley. Fulton scored the final goal off an assist by
Ryan Malone.
The Tigers took 24 shots while holding PTHS to six. Tiger goalkeeper
Chris Hays-is credited with two saves. Tilghman goalkeeper Jason Gentry was credited with three.
The Murray record now stands at 9-1.
The Tigers junior varsity team also won 2-0, as Jason Perkins and
Chris Portner scored goals.
The Tigers host Henderson County on Saturday. The junior varsity
squad is scheduled to play at noon with varsity game beginning at 2
p.m., at Ty Holland Field.

Lakers win in overtime;
Calloway County rebounded from a 7-0 loss to Fort Campbell on-Saturday to down Reidland 3-1 in double overtime on Tuesday afternoon.
Mike Bomarito's goal knotted the game at 1-1 to end regulation and the
officials decided two 10-minute periods to settle the outcome.
Mike Bucy assisted Jay Newton, who had assisted Bomarito's regulation score, for the first goal and Bucy scored unassisted to secure the
win. Calloway, 4-3, has claimed four straight wins.
The streaking Lakers will host Marshall County at 4:30 p.m., today at
Cutchin Field on the Murray State University campus.

Duralast
Alternators

Benclix Master Cylinders
For most vehicles $
Store stock only

OFF

Reg. price:
$32.95- $69.95.

WITH
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SECURITY

Soccer

For most vehicles
Store stock only.
Reg. price:
$39.95 -$8995

Staff Report

In other action, the Renegades
moved to 2-0 with a 2-1 win over
the Lasers in boys' under-10
action.
Brian Dennison scored both
goals, with assists by Jeremy
Hunt, while goalie Ross Clark
made 10 saves. Brad Bogard made
the Lasers' only goal off a Ryan
Pickens assist.
In U-14 boys action Tuesday,
defensive execution was the key as
the Silverhawks defeated the
Bush-hogs 1-0, with Scott Earwood
scoring the only goal.
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Quaker State
30HD
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OyO.OIL
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rebole
pebote hrno I cOSO from 901-1115418

Find! Cost

c

AFTER
CASE REBATE

Case Price
948
Mail-1n Rebate -360
rinal Cost
588

STP Oil
Treatment

QT

Havoline

Turn-Stop
Steering
Wheel Lock

SAYE $5

99

10W-30, 10W-40.
20W-50, 30HD

AFTER
CASE REBATE

Case Price
8.88
Mail-1n Rebate -3.00
Final Cost
588

THE BLADE WIPERS1
OR REFILLS.

QT.

15 oz Limit 2

Quaker State
10W-30, 10W-40
Case Price10.68
Mot In Rebate 3.60
Final Cost
7.08

9

.
9

QT

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE

Ce°1"9-9 cr.44
1.11
)Vanuri 111/43
(

into du; Murray _SLI, Univer3ify

Alakilatr tgam.

It a local competitor has a
lower price on Prestone,show
us, and well beat it by 104
Anti-freeze is currently in short
suipply. and pricing is very
nstable.i-lowever we will
raise our price onry when we
receive nev.P.shtorrerts at a
higher r,,ce We'll guarantee
the lowest price in town on
Prestone Advanced Formula

1

aid .
'
rri•3i ?Janda Zande

--Windshield
Washer Solvent
1 gallon. limit 2

79

19

-

Sale Price
Mail-In
Rebate

ire

• hi 111010,
11144 iron

SAVE $3

• 4rxrM

Store stock only.
Limit 2.•
v once mereoile,

Case purchase reau-red or rebate
• - bafo tirri0 I case from 626-123188

Motor DO
Sa
C.av

Lock-Up
Steering
Wheel Lock

Ar fj,

IMO

Premium HD
ArS
uAE30

WB-20

Quaker
State

I-

Havoline

WB 40

Purolator,
Oil Filters

,

-8siswmiram

Keeps wheel
from turnin WB-401

Steven earreli

Reg. price:
$99.99 -$139.99

>

saisaaaawat

Brake to
wheel lock WB-20

you .r. Cordi4

39!

For most vehicles
Store stock only

53 CASH BACK 'V CASH BACK

Chiefs start year with win
The girls' under-14 Chiefs
started the recreation league soccer season off with a 7-1 victory
over the Benton Bullets, an
under-12 boys-girls team, on
Tuesday.
Jill Miller, Carrie Bell and Kim
Johnson had two goals each for the
Chiefs, while Jenny Bell added a
goal. Benton's lone goal was
scored by Kevin Hawkins.
The Chiefs' goalie duo of April
Barksdale and Iris Sewell accounted for four goal saves.

New Radiators

AS LOW AS

Prestone
Advanced
Formula
1 gallon Limit 4

6"

leg once'hawker

.7Lrieisy, S.rt**sier 29, earwig C•Aisr

Sale Price
Mail-In
Rebate_

-25

Final Cost

59
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_
Autolite
Spark Plugs
or
non-resistors
Limit 16
Resistors

AFTER REBATE
590

e treva"fr
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b.r$15i.isch
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MURRAY OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
South 12th St. in Southside Center
753-8971

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171

117..,4 Slat._Athltk,

211,
Ad °Mips 900d Ihru 54wirerribef 25

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS
•
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Joy 22 oz

Maxwell House
13 oz. Can

Liquid
Detergent

•

2 Liter

Coffee

•4

9('
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

THRIF

THRIFTY SAVER

MI

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED'

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE P OUD TO SERVE YOU
From now on. your groceries will be ha
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified e
company through participating in our E
ship Plan). As owners, we'll ghteksou
desire. Our attitude is positive about

250 ‘11111()N s I kNlPs
10 BE G. I \ MAY!

died by a stockholder of Piggly
plays° now owns a part of the
SA/P.(Employee Stock Ownerthe personal service that you
the future of our company.

Value Priced Groceries
Pillsbury 18 oz.
PRIDE
01 ILLINOIS

tA`p;;Lvi,;zirl
c4,

4RoII Pack
Soft N' Gentle

Yellow
Corn

Tissue

9

I

Fasweet 12 oz.
Jumbo Roll

Kelly's 15 oz.

Chill with Beans
Chef Boy•Ar•Dee 15 oz

Pillsbury 16 oz.
Ready To Spread

Beef Ravioli

Frosting

-Ivory 22 oz.

Liquid
15' Off 128 oz.

Pet 12 oz.

Purex Bleach
Bow Wow Chunk or Bite Size

Dog Food

99°
79°
3.59

79°
79°
9.29
2.49

Scot Tow
-120 Ct. Mardi Gras

Napkins..
Convenient Pack

Luvs Diap rs
80 Ct. Natural

Baby Wip

s

Seafood

Bar-B-Que Specials

50 to 60 Count
Headless

We now feature our
own smoked meat — smoked
in our deli each day.

64 oz. Musselman

pple Juic

Smoked

Chicken
Halves -

Pond Raised Fresh Whole

Catfish

lb.

Grouper

Fillets

lb.

2•99
5.29

Stuffed

Crabs

ea.6
9
°

Greer 29 oz.

Piggly Wiggly 100 Ct

Peaches

Tea Bags...,.

20 oz. Dole In Juice

2 Lb. Hungry Jack Extra Light

Pineapple

Pancake Mi

24 oz. Hershey

24 oz. Piggly Wiggly

Bottle Syrup

Pancake Syrup

.99
99°
99°

New Crop Red, Gold, John.

Prairi

Apples

IcE

Prairie
Farms
mu.w.

10 lb. Bag
Medium Yellow 3 Lb. Bag

Onions
Sunkist, Large Juicy

Lemons
Just Peel & Eat

Kiwi Fruit
California Bartletts

Pears

6 Ears Ore Ida

411.00
3/1.00
79°
lb

California Sweet

Prune Plums

Come In Sunday & Buy Any
Dozen Deli Donuts and Get a
FREE Sunday Courier Journal

lb 3
9

When you have a party,
Let Piggly Wiggly plan your meal..
Party. Trays are our specialty.

Mini Cob Corn
Lite N' Lively 8 oz.

Yogurt

6 oz. Piggly Wiggly

311.00
1.39

3 Lb. Prairie Farm Spread

Margarine

Pot Pies

5 lb. Ore Ida Krinkle Kul

Potatoes

2 Pack Piggly Wiggly Del

Pie Shells

Ask abot
Funi
Ency

•
•
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Jil 18 oz.

Mardi Gras

Peanut
Butter

•

Milk

Towels

990

90

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD
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THRIFTY SAVER

1- Roll

Piggly Wiggly
Gallon
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U.S.D.A. Choice
Beef Boneless

89e Chuck

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Roast
11 •29

ib.

Piggly Wiggly
Is Murray's
Birthday Cake
Headquarters!

OUD TO SERVE YOU
died by a stockholder of Piggly
poyee pow owns a part of the
s.J.P.(Employee Stock OwnerLI the personal service that you
I the future of our company.

Fresh Meats
4-R0ll Pack
Soft N' Gentle

U.S.D.A. Choice
Beef Boneless Shoulder Cut

Small & Lean

Tissue

Swiss Steak

Spare Ribs

5

1.19..

790

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

79°
79°
9.29
2.49

rs

Chuck Steak

Quarter Pork Loin Cut Into Chops

1.39
1.89
4.99
2/1.00

Pork Chops

lb.

Extra Lean

Stew Beef

Pork Steak

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

T-Bone Steak

2 oz.

lb.

21/2-31h Pork Loin

End Roast

lb.
Eckrich All Varieties Slender

Sliced Meats

lb.

Lean & Tender Boneless

lb.
Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Sliced Bacon

Field Pro-Leaguers
Regular 12 oz. Pkg.

Wieners

Field 1

1.79
1.39
1.69
99°

Bologna
Sausage

oz

musseiman

Fischer Festival
Fully Cooked Whole

pple Juice

Boneless Ha

0
99
1.99
ra Light

up

•

Wieners

99°
990

.-Lunch Meat.6 oz. pks.

3•2
6 oz. Piggly Wiggly

Pot Pies
5 Lb. Ore Ida Krinkle Kut

Potatoes

4

Sausage Links
Eckrich Ham or Beef

Smorgas Pack...12 oz.

Eckrich Rope Original or Polish

1.99
Pizza
2/5.00
Leg Quarters
49°

Smoke Sausage

1.59
1 •29
1•99

_
44

1.09
3189°
2.99
89°

Fine To Grill Fryer

lb.

Bakery

Kentuckian Gold German

Chocolate, Lemon, Coconut

Bologna

Cream Pies

2.39

German...It's Wonderbar!

Potato Salad

1.19
3.99'
3.99
lb. 4.99

lb.

Domestic Style

Swiss Cheese
Everyone's Favorite

Baby Swiss

lb.

lb.

Kentuckian Gold

Baked Ham

Ask abotit our exciting new
Funk and Wagnalls
Encyclopedias Offer

lb.

Renos Deep Dish
or Microwave

October Fest Specials
4..v4TUCKLIA,

lb.

Baked Fresh Daily

2 Pack Piggly Wiggly Deep Dish

Pie Shells

Pork Steaks

.7921b-.ro„ 3.39
Sausage & Biscuits
69

Ice Cream

Mini Cob Corn

Breakfast Bacon

Swift Brown & Serve 8 oz.

Prairie Farms 4 Ot. Pail

6 Ears Ore Ida

Lean Center Cut

Sizzlean Bacon

Frozen

•••

Piggly Wiggly Sliced Lb. Pkg.

Grogan's Pork Sausage

pkg.

I•

Fresh Meats

Swift All Varieties 12 oz. Pkg. .A

1 lb.1
Grogan's

1.59
2•19
1.89
,,,k9

lb. pkg.
Field "Lite" Turkey or Chicken,
s

lb.

1.1

lb.

lb. pkg.

Field "Lite"

•

64

I. Sliced

Field "Lite" Smoked

Fresh Meats

i es
A

990

French Bread
Wheat, Onion. Raisin
Great With Cream Cheese

Bagels
Kids Just Love'em

Cupcakes
Sourdough

Bread

160z loaf89°
611.49
3/99°
99°

16 oz Ioaf

occittp, mcsious
FREE
Quality Stamps

FREE'
e FREE
Dually stamps. ()arty Stamps

6 pk. Yoplait
Yogurt

Soft
Sundae

10

Lb. Bag

rim

Potatoes af

3 Lb. or More

Ground
Beef

El

FREE
Quality Stamps•
Any 2
Bags of

Brach's
Candy

LI,
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Some UMW officials accuse Trumka of power grab
PIKEVILLE Ky. ( API — A
local United Mine Workers official
has charged that a vote to put the
union's District 30 under
trusteeship was a power grab by
UMW President Richard Trumka.
"This way Trumka could gain
more power, no doubt about it,"
district board member Bob Dotson said. The international put it
more or less as an ultimatum
They were going to take it over or
else."
The 15,000 members of District
30, based in Pikeville, will no
longer elect district officers,
district board members or their
representative to the union's international board. Dotson said. ,
Instead, Trumka will appoint a
trustee to run the district, Dotson
said. The trusteeship does not af-

fect voting for local officers, he
said.
"This is the same thing Jock
Yablonski lost his life for," said
Dotson. referring to the dissident
union leader murdered in 1969
"He fought to get autonomy in the
union. and the district up and
votes to give it back."
Dotson .said he and board
member James May voted
against placing the district under
trusteeship. Bobby Roy Justice,
district president, and board
members Jimmy Newman and
Doug Senters voted for
trusteeship, he said.
May and Justice could not be
reached for comment.
Newman said, "I voted for what
I thought was the best for the
membership of District 30."

Oil refining capacity
On the Gulf Coast
Austin
r`)

Beaumont
Houston•

TEXAS

Lake
tharles
• Baton C
Rouge New

Galveston

Corpus Christi
•

In thousands
of barrels per day
Corpus Christi
Houston-Galveston
Beaumont -Port Arthur

Gulf of Mexico

a

500
1,500
1 100
Lake Charles
500
Baton Rouge-New Orleans _1,500
• •

C.hr.ago Tribune Map
-

Senters said the trusteeship
would improve the district's
operations, but would not
elaborate. He also said the
trusteeship would give more
power to Trumka, which Senters
said was good.
The reasons for the District 30
vote were not clear Tuesday.
J.B. Trout, a former international board representative from
District 30, said trusteeships were
sometimes used "to save a district
so it's financially able to serve its
membership."
Dotson, however, said John
Banovic, UMW international
secretary, told board members
that the district's finances were

Students return to class after rumor panic

By the hundreds, youngsters
returned to classes this week after
missing school when rumors of
planned cult slayings swept into a
western Kentucky county, apparently after the tales were
spawned in the far-off eastern
Kentucky mountains.
Authorities said Tuesday they
weren't sure there was a direct
link between rumors of satanic activities at the two ends of the state,
and the tales could have been fueled solely by news coverage.
But the devil-worship rumors
sparked what a Princeton police
official described as a "mass
panic" Friday among Caldwell
- ----eounty High School students and
their parents.
The county school :strirerinten- -dint, -Joe Clark, said roughly half

Louie's Steak House
(Owner Louie Williams)

Special

Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-1O p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

cessor, W.A. 'Tony" Boyle, did
Dotson said it was mentioned
the same, he said.
crtirtng the meeting that the board
But Arnold Miller, an ally of of District 19, based in Midmurdered dissident Yablonski, in- dlesboro, had recently voted to
creased district autonomy after he place it in trusteeship.
was elected in 1972. With power
Joe Phipps, District 19 presidecentralized, the UMW was dent, and Mike Partin, the
weakened under Miller and his district's international board
successor, Sam Church, Lewis representative, declined
said.
comment.
Lewis said Trumka, who was
elected president in 1982 and
Joe Corcoran, a spokesman for
reelected without opposition in
the union's international office in
1987, might be trying to build his
Washington, D.C., declined compower. He noted that Trumka is
ment on District 30 and District 19.
seeking to merge the UMW with
He said that trusteeship had been
another union, and said that cen- imposed on two other diitricts —
tralizing power might be a step
not in Kentucky — during
toward that.
Trumka's administration.

The

CRO

A family favorite-

8 oz. Chopped Steak
With
Salad Bar

fine. Senters agreed that the
district had no financial problems.
Dotson said Banovic told board
members that putting the district
under trusteeship would make it
stronger.
Ron Lewis, a labor history professor at West Virginia University, said the UMW had longstanding conflicts between those who
wanted to centralize union power
with the international president,
and those who wanted more
autonomy for districts.
Under longtime President John
L. Lewis, he said, union members
were allowed to vote for district
officers "only when he was sure
how it would turn out." His suc-

$499
(Formerly Western
Location)
753-2244

SiZZittl

of the district's 2,400 students left
school Friday with their parents'
permission after hearing rumors
of cats and dogs that had been
selaughtered on or near school
property.
A related rumor held "that a
group of devil worshipers from
nearby Christian County were expected to arrive at the high school
and either massacre anyone in
their path or selectively kill only
blonde, blue-eyed students, said
Princeton's acting ptsishief,
John Dunning.
"There's been rumors like this
before," Dunning said. "But Fricy
ala
authoritiess
npyt nli:
thgantlgik. •atsh
hheas ir t ftriom e
this
happened
before, as far as mass panic."
neighboring counties and the Kentucky State Police all said they
had found no evidence to back up
the stories. Dunning said the only
dead animal found near a school
was a black cat that apparently
had been struck by a car in a roadway near the high school.
School attendance was reported
about 10 percent lower than
average on Monday but had
returned to normal Tuesday, after
members of the Caldwell County
Board of Education attempted to
calm about 150 worried residents
during an emotional meeting Monday night.
Several parents sought

assurances from board members
that security would be stepped up
at the school. Principal Ray
Wilson announced Tuesday that a
system was being implemented to
increase surveillance of halls and
restrooms at the school.
"We've got names," one high
school girl cried out in near
hysteria before she slammed a list
on a table where the school board
chairman was sitting Monday
night. "How do we know we'll be
safe."
Another student, Sharlene
Dusich, demanded that board
members seek police protection
for the school starting .Tuesday.
She said she doubted police were
taking the rumors seriously.
- "When a person can worship the
devil like we worship God, it's
pretty bad," said Ms. Dusich, who
added that regardless of what
others thought, she believed Satan
worshipers were in the area.
Several parents and local
ministers at the meeting offered to
help put down the rumors or
volunteered to aid surveillance efforts for the schools.
Dunning said news coverage of
widespread cult rumors recently
in eastern Kentucky might have
fueled the rumors in Caldwell
County, about 65 miles southwest
of Evansville, Ind.
Rumors spread into at least 25

Ministry official who informed
The Associated Press its correspondent was-being barred from
making a scheduled visit to the
region, would say only that the city "is closed for temporary
—reasons."
He refused to be more specific

Business facts
Consumer electronics
Market perletradon
In percent of all U.S. households

rv
Videocassette recorder
85
'Boom box'
48
Audio speakers
140
Headphone stereo
140
Telephone answering device
24
Home computer
IMM 18
Compact disc player
Camcorder
Zi8

g5a

aci

=110=1
0o
a0

Chicago Tribune Graphic:
Source: Consomme Electronics Croup

Dellr Advertiser

LOOSE CASE
24:12 OZ. CANS
TAX INCLUDED

LIMIT 10 CASES
PER CUSTOMER

We think we have found a way to improve the quality of our newspaper and
provide you more accurate advertising We will implement the following
advertising deadlines October I, 1988, to enable us more time to produce,
check and proof your ads and eliminate needless errors
Day of Publication

Deadline

Monday

3 p.m. Thursday

Tuesday

3 p.m. Friday

'Wednesday

3 p.m. Monday

Thursday

3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday

3 p.m Wednesday

Saturday

10 a.m Thursday

Weekly Shopping Guide

S p.m Friday or
10 a.m MaAnday (Camera-Ready ads)

PRICES EFFECTIVE
THRU WED., SEPT. 28TH

"Paducah's Most Interesting Store"

ihe Party Mart
509 Lone Oak Rd
Hannan Shopping Plaza
OPEN 8 A M. to 10 P.M • Frt. & Sat 'Wit P.M.

1

eastern Kentuckl counties during
August and early September that
a group of Satan worshipers were
seeking blqnde, blue-eyed children
to sacrifice.
Some of the rumors implicated
vacuum cleaner salesmen while
tales spreading in other areas said
the devil worshipers must round
up several children for sacrifice
before Halloween.
Edwin Segal, a professor of anthropology at the University of
Louisville, said Tuesday that
rumors and hysteria about devil
worshipers have a long history in
the United States, beginning with
the infamous witch trials at
Salem, Mass., in 1692 that led to
the executions of 19 people.
"I don't think Kentuckians are
any more prone ( than others ) to
believe that type of thing," Segal
said.
Many people use rumors to "externalize" difficulties, including
troubled cultural and economic
conditions, Segal said.
Rumors are spread and believed
in both urban and rural areas a.nd
among people with all types of
educational backgrounds, he said.
"You find these kinds of
phenomena when people are
reaching for explanations for,
typically, events that are beyond
their control and, typically, where
they do not have an explanation,"
Segal said.

Foreign journalists barred from Armenia
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet
government today barred foreign
journalists from Armenia, where/
tensions were reported rising
following the renewal of ethnic
unrest and violence in the troubled
southern republic.
Andrei Silantiev, the Foreign

Your account representative will work with you and answer any questions
you may have regarding these deadlines
We are excited about the opportunity to improve the quality of our product
And becoming a better service to you.
•

sincere!).

Mary Ann Orr
sdvertising Managr

holiirray Ledger & Times

ACROSS

or to say that the resurgence of
ethnic unrest was behind the
government's action. He said a
group of foreign journalists
waiting in the nearby Georgian
capital of Tbilisi waiting for a
flight to Yerevan would be
stopped.
An Armenian activist reached
by telephone in Yerevan described
the situation in the republic's
capital as "very, very tense."
Telephone operators meanwhile
told The AP in Moscow that calls
to Stepanakert, the main city in a
predominantly Armenian enclave
of Nagorno-Karabakh in neighboring Azerbaijan, would mit be put
through for several hours. Some
numbers reportedly were cut off
at a central sWitchboard.
Rafael Popoyan, an activist
reached at his home in Yerevan,
said a crowd of thousands had
gathered in the town square to
await an announcement on the
convening of the republic's parliament, which repeatedly has
demanded annexation of NagornoKarabakh, a move rebuffed by the
national legislature, the Supreme
Soviet.
Popoyan said a strict curfew
continues in Nagorno-Karabakh.
He said some reports from the
area say that water has been cut
off, but he has been unable to get
telephone calls through for details
on the situation.
He and Dmitri Volchek, an
editor of the unofficial Moscow
journal Glasnost, reported that a
bomb exploded Monday at a dormitory housing Armenian construction workers in the town of
Abovyan, a few miles from
Stepanakert.
Popoyan said no one was was
hurt, but a,leaflet was found at the
site, saying the explosion was "a
present to residents of
Karabakh."
He said Soviet troops are in
Yerevan, but "they aren't very
visible, and they don't interfere."
Police also have not attempted to
break up crowds or meetings, he
said.
But "the situation is very, very
tense," Popoyan said.
Meanwhile, thousands of
Yerevan residents who walked off
their jobs this weekend apparently
continued their strike. When telephone calls were placed to the state-owned television
station in Yerevan and the local
newspaper, Communist, a
Yerevan operator told a Moscow
operator no one answered because
everyone was on strike.
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CLASSIFIEDS
otice

Missed
Your
Paper?
753-1916
5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon -Fri.
3:30 to 4

p.m.

Sat
TN, Potatoboods In Brazil

Tax Commissions
State Receipts
Executions
Auto Inspections
Court fees - arrest, security, etc
Deliquent tax
Sheriff Sale
Fiscal Court - Social Security
Miscellaneous

$118,792.16
71,292.68
12,443.00
11,554.00
11,179.50
1,652.60
3,126.00
7,912.95
1,427.45

GROSS RECEIPTS

$239,380.34

1 Tom Hanks
him
4 Wheel tooth
8 Decays
12 Miss Lupin()
13 Crippled
14 Mine
entrance
15 "Six Million
— Man"
17 Vigor
19 As far as
20 Cover
21 Hurry
22 In what
manner?
23 Traffic sign
25 Pee —
Herman
26 Old pronoun
27 Sea eagle
28 Chart
29 — meringue
pie
32 Greek letter
33 Spanish
gentlemen
35 -- man

Answer to Previous Puzzle

(strong
person)
'36 Doctrine
38 Little —
Riding Hood
39 Key lime —
40 Asner ID
41 "— a
Living"
42 Urge on
43 Indefinite
amount
45 Those
holding
office
46 Durocher of
baseball
47 Chaldean city
48 Speck
49 Answerable
52 Prevalent
54 Short jacket
56 Vast age
57 Spare
58 Rant
59 Distress
signal

[11OD UR AS liE A
ORA LEASE CIDD
PANDA OETARDS
CUSP ROB
WRESTED NEVER
RA TGARS TILE
Mil E DREAR ABA
UIME LAVES OR
HOUEIE MELLOWS
ASP SAAR
EILAUSES TWEED
OIL ELOPE ARA
D E G DENTS DOPY
2 Wedding
words
3 Ten — hat
4 Merry
5 Hearing
organ
6 "I — a
Camera"
7 Song and
dance act
8 L A player

1 Proposition
1

2

12
15

3

UU

4

10

8

UU
28

22

32

.

33
37

38

40
45
48

52

53

57

UUU

UU

30

31

35

UU
UUU
UU
42

UU
54

UU

39

at

44

47

29

11

UUU

26

UU

10

9

19

21

25

27

43

7

13UUU
17 18

24

36.

6

14

20
23

5

55

48

50

49UUU
58

58UUU

ALL THE MOTHERS ARE MAD
AT YOU SIR .Ti-lEY SAY
YOUR WIG SPOILED OUR
CLASS PICTURE...

59

51

UU
UU

9 Hypothetical
force
10 Josip Broz
11 Pack away
16 Brim
18 At home
21 Rumors
22 Skirt edge
23 Dispatched
24 Exact
25 Pale
26 Affirmative
28 Encountered
29 Conducted
30 Columbus is
its capital
31 Want
33 Ocean
34 Legal
matter
37 Recent
39 Surgical
instruments
41 Bury
42 Edible seed
43 Roll tightly
44 Great Lake
45 Maiden loved
by Zeus
46 Boundary
48 Lair
49 Ship's
record
50 Game at
cards
51 Abstract
being
53 Note of scale
55 Tantalum
Symbol

I5NT JEALOUSY 'STRANGE'
7
JUST FOR THAT, I'M GOING
TO WEAR IT EVERY PAY..

Deputy Salaries
Auto Expenses
Repayment of Advancements
Sheriff's Sale
Supplies and Equipment
Miscellaneous

$ 81,274.21
21,106.98
65,685.26
3.181.16
1,951.83
9,607.32

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

$182,806.76

NET INCOME

56,573.58

Sheriff's Compensation

33,397.02

Net Income in Excess of Limitations
(paid to Calloway County Fiscal Court)

23,176.56

AS of this date, I will nof
be responsible for any
debts, other than my
own
September 15,
1988. Nancy Jane Shaw.

SANTA
HELPERS
Professional
chimney cleaner offering
fire
box
repair, damper installation, custom
hood
and
bird
screens

436-5355

INVEST IN YOUR
FIGURE
Obtain &
KEEP your structure
weight, firm and tighten
tissue at any age. Free
figure analysis. Murray
Hot Tubs & The Body
Designer, 115 S. 13th St.,
Murray, KY 753-3492.

THAT'S THE LAST TIME ILL.t.
EVER SEE THE CHALKBOARD.,

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS. Decorated
sweatshirts, wall
hangings, folk art,
pillows, quilts and old
baby cradle. Open Sat.
10-6, Sun. 12-6. Located
on Hwy 121 South near
Cherry Corner.
Granny's Country
Crafts.
GLASS Repair & Replacement work for
homes, autos and
businesses, window
glass, plate glass, insulated glass, tempered
safety glass, mirrors,
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors repaired, patio
door glass and store
fronts. M&G Complete
Glass, Dixieland Center, 753-0180

Make
55$
$85
5555585$$55
SSSSSSMSSSSSSSS
$US
Sit
MS
$SSS
$55
$SSS
SSS
SSSSSSSSSSSSS
. SSSSMSSSSSS
Sit
MS
$555
SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSS
555$
SSS
SiSSSSSMSSSSSSS
SSSSSSSSSSS
$85
sss
With Classified

753-1916

RULE NUA115ER ONE, A TIE IS
THE EXTENSION OF ONE'S
PERSONALITY

AS SOON AS SOMETHING
EXCITING HAPPENS

wit JuST
To A mosiii
Anio A
RES'AuRANT
AFTEMMAOS

cow'. PLAY
041.1. win; u5„
'Mora Ou A
RICH AWC.CNERNIGHT

*ELL, WHAT CAD
•*:xxa oars .-4AVE
Al' Tisa PIESTURAirtr
-

Jody Gardner is now
associated with
Kut 'N Kurl
Beauty Shoup*
Perms . .

122.50

Hair Cuts. ,5,O0

Shampoo Sots'6.00

Statement of Operations

e4

THE GENERAL IS
WRITING THE EXCITING
STORY OF HIS 30-YEAR
ARMY CAREER

753-1682
Monday thru Saturday
7.30om•Spm
So./thud, Shopping Clem.,

,
1 1c)

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

HAIR CARE
SPECIAL
KUT 'N KURL

J.D. Williams, Mei* • Calloway County, Kentuck
Statement of hseesseia Excess of Limitations
For Oalsodisr Year • 11187
Saalissmiat of Income

RULE NUMBER TWO,
NEVER TUCK vale
514181 INTO YOUR
uNPERWEAR

GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99.
Get 'at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S. 4th
St., Murray.
GOING out of business
sale. John's Saving Center, 2206 Coldwater Rd.
All merchandise sale
priced. Cash sales only

FIND
IT
FAST
in the
classified
Our Private
Party ads are
full of
bargains. No
Matter what
you need,
read our
classified!
LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
Plus Shop 2 miles west
of Hazel on State Line
Road 893 is the place to
shop for all your Punch
Embroidery supplies.
including the guaran
teed for life Dial a Loop
needle. Receive a free
pattern with each visit
and free catalog with
purchase of kit Try our
Glu n Wash for easy
Adult
application
sweatshirts available
from 14-66, sizes Small10(KLar9e, children's
S.3. See our new line of
leather iind snakeskin.
492 11560

W Post 6291 is having
Christmas Around The
World at their post
home on 94 East. The
dates are September 27
and October 4,7,25 at
7p m. October 22 will be
an Open House from
10a.m. to 3p.m. The
public is invited to this
social event.
WOULD the party thaf
purchased the couch at
the H.O.S.A yard sale
on 9-10-88 please call
753 1870 and (.D. couch
and amount paid
Please reply within 5
days.

6

Help

Wanted

APPRENTICE for local
heating and A/C Ex
per ience preferred Call
753 81111 between
7 30a m and 4 30p m
ASSEMBLERS Earn
money assembling
Musical Teddy Bears
Materials supplied.
Writ•: Jo El Enterprises, P 0 Box
2203, Kissimmee, FL
32712 2203.
DR IVERS"Teams
wanted. Minimum age
23, (1) year cross
country experience, in•
surance, clean record,
weekly settlement, bonus program, loading /
unloading Kroblin Refrigerated Xpress, Inc
1 800 331 3995.
DRY cleaning presser.
Good hours, good
wages. Apply in person:
Boone's Laundry, 605
Main
GET Paid for reading
books! $10000 per title,
Write PASE 187V, 161
S
Lincolnway, N.
Aurora, IL 60542.
LICENSED plumber
needed in Lexington
Call Collect,
606-293 6123.
LOCAL retail clothing
store needs full-time
female sales person.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-C, Murray, KY
42071

6

Help

Wanted

MANAGEMENT Watt
Street firm now hiring
Management Trainees
1615) 269 7448 0
Thomas
NEED a babysitter in
home part time 753
3035

WE generate-17i7s7
Need part time or full
time people to help us
follow up
Enioy a
career with guaranteed
income plans and full
benefits or work- 15
hours per week and
earn up to $140 or more
For information phone
(901) 6,42 165_5, or write
District Manager, 404
N. College St , Paris.
TN 38242
DRIVERS What's 1m
portant? Is It? 'Mileage
Pay up to 25.6 cent
s/MI to start depend
ing on experience,
'Paid Insurance, 'One
on One Dispatch, 'Time
at Home At Stoops
Express we can offer all
of that and more to
single drivers and
teams (husband and
wife welcome) who are
at least 23 years old
with 1 year OTR frac
tor/trailer experience
in the last 4 years. Give
Us A Call! Stoops
Express, Sellersburg,
IN. Nationwide 800 457
6418.

NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify - 9 Situation Wanted
if: (1)you do not have
MEDICARE
GED or your high BABYSITTING during
3 Card of Thanks
school diploma, (2) you the day, Pirates Cove
SUPPLEMENT
have been out of school area 354-8295
INSURANCE
9
months or more, (3) I will keep and care for
Card of
No age limit
you are between ages 16 a lady or man and wife
to apply.
Thanks
& 21. We are a EOE. in my home in Hazel
Our most popular
This project is funded Experience, good re
The
family
of
by
the Western Ky. ferences. *92-8510.
plan pays up to
Morgan
David
Private Industry WILL clean houses or
100% of Medicare
would like to thank
Council- JTPA2 Call offices. References
Approved charges
Dr. Harris and the
J.T.P.A. Out Of School available. 247-0449 or
(many policies pay
753-9378 between 8 30- 382.268-4.
Murray-Calloway
12:00 5 days a week.
WILL do babysitting in
only 20%). We even
Co. Hospital staff.
NEED auto clean up my house. Reasonable
pay on office calls
We would especialman to work for lease rates. 759 993.4,
and other out of
ly like to thank the
company located in
10. Business Opportunity
hospital expenses.
Columbus, Ohio. Ex
Westview Nursing
For free information
perienced only. 502-436Sale- lawn mowing
Ho,me for their
2248 or 614-497-1225.
business. Equipment
call:
kindness and care.
P ROFESSIONAL and customers Excel
Jerry McConnell
Thanks to Blalockdrivers wanted!!! If lent income. 753-8083.
In aura nce
Coleman for their
you are an experienced, NATIONAL franchise
753-4199
service.
over the road, tractor restaurant with
trailer driver, Sam equipment / leasehold
"free local
We appreciate
Tanksley Trucking, Inc. improvements less than
claim service".
the food, flowers,
immediate openings for $80,000. Located high
cards, visits and
First, Second and Team traffic area Murray.
phone calls.
Drivers. New fleet dis- Call Mary Jane at
MENNONITE Bake
patch operations. Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Sale at Flippen's
us today at: 606-525-4144 Realtors 753-1492.
Hillbilly Barn, Saturor 1 -800-527-TEAM.
day, September 24,
RESTAURANT and
9 : 30 a.m. 5p.m.
Kitchen Managers with
Homemade breads and
Open your awn beautiful
The family of Mary
experience in full serpastries. Grandma
discount retail store
Ruth Bell wishes to
vice restaurant. ComMiller's Country Bacon.
Choice
of
lean petitive salary with
MORE SiSS for white
acknowledge
with
sportswear. large lady.
resume:
Send
benefits.
oak cooperage logs,
sincere appreciation
infant-preteen or family
T. W. Lee's Ltd. Attn.
haul to Independent
all the kindness shown
shoe store. First quality
Bahaman Fakharpour,
Stave Company, Wingo,
name brands
us during the passing
2560 Richmond Toad, top
Kentucky, Phone: 502
$14,900.00
to
Lexington, KY 40509.
of our loved one. We
328-8584.
$26,900.00 investment
SALES lady needed in
P REGNANT?
will always remember
cosmetic department.
includes fixtures, invenWorried? There is
the
many
calls,
Apply at Bright's.
tory, training and more
somebody who cares!
flowers and food we
Call Opportunities For
THE Courier-Journal is
Prestige
received from our
Life, toll-free 1-800-822looking for a Sunday
Fashions..
friends, relatives and
5824 for personal,
only carrier to serve the
confidential help! ,
Murray area. Es
neighbors. A special
1-800-247-9127
WE cleanyour rings,
timated gross profit
thanks to our church,
free. We discount
$320 a month. 5 hours a SELECTING dealers
families
and
to
Bro.
jewelry, every day. We
week. Cash bond and for sensational patented`
Henry Hargis and
buy 'Old gold. We sell for
automobile required. brick product. Sells on
Bro. John Dale for
less, we guarantee it.
Call 1-800 292-6568, sight to contractorsGold, diamonds and
Leave name., phone architects their words of comfort
Black Hills gold. If we
number and make of homeowners. Ideal for
and to Jerry Bolls for
don't have what you
car.
exterior interior. Inthe beautiful song serwant we will get it for
TRUCK Drivers vestment required. 1vice. Also to the
you. Gold Nugget, 106
Needed Immediately. 800-777-5701.
E . South Street,
Critical Care Unit, Dr.
Best pay_ and benefits STEEL building de
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
program in the indus alership with major
Howard,
Dr.
502-247-6762.
try. Start at 23 cents per manufacturer- sales &
Williams, Dr. Hughes
TRANSFER your 8MAA
mite with regular' in- engineering support
and the Blalock home movies to video
creases to 27 cents. Starter ads furnished
Coleman
Funeral
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
Minimum of 2100 miles Some areas taken Call
reel, tape included.
Home for their kind
per week guaranteed. 23 (303) 759 3200 Ext 2401
Also, slides, negatives
years old with 1 year
and efficient service.
Instruction
and photographs. Free
OTR experience, Good 11
May God bless each of
pick-up and delivery
record required. In
you always.
Call Donna Darnell,
experienced? Ask for
Video Production
J.B. Hunt approved
Sadly Missed By
Specialties 759-9246.
Glen, Pam, Gary,/ driving schools. Financial assistance availaSteve and Families
ble. Call .J.B. Hunt
1-800-643-3331.
For All Your
TRAVEL AGENT
TRUCK -Drivers. Poole
Roofing Needs
5 Lost and Found
Truck Line offers 23
TOUR GUIDE
Call...
FOUND White fuzzy cents per mile to start to
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
drivers
one
OTR
with
adult dog with collar in
vicinity of Northwood year of verifiable em
Start locally full tunr par
time Train on live airline corn
Dr., Mur Cal Apart- ployment with one em
in
yearly
puttrs Home study and real
ployer
ments, 753 3455
dent training Financial aid
creases and excellent
available Job placement
Help Wanted
6
benefits package
(901)498-8995
assistance National Htiqutrs
Drivers with less than
Poinpano Etch FL
AMERICAN
Republic
No Job Too Big
year experience
Insurance is looking for one
apply as a Pool
Or TOO Small
A.C.T. TRAVEL ACM01.
a general agent to may
Free Estiehates
handle our outstanding Driver Trainee or for
Poole
Train
Driver
the
1-800-327 7 7 28
health products in this
All Work Guaranteed
ing Scool. Apply in
H S
Acr rerinteil member
area 1 800 456 4277.
Poole Truck
person
Driver,
Crest
one
Line,
NEED your GtD
Henderson, Kentucky Study at home with
502-126 8719 or 1408 KET's GED on TV.
L ebanon Road, Enroll today. Call
Nashville, Tennessee 1 (900) 538 4.433
615 255 4082, 1 800 225 TRUCK 6river
5000. EOE.
Training 3 week train
WANTED • All levels of ing DOT Certification
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
restaurant manage
Training in Mur
'Medicare pays less than 2%
ment for the Murray freesboro, TN
Com
•Medicare supplement policies pay even
mercial Driver In
'and Hopkinsville areas
Experience, training stitute, Inc Toll free
less
and benefits. Please 1 800 821 1416.
'An estimated one in four Americans over
Wes
send resume to
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
tern Restaurants DBA
W endy's, 10000
'In our area, costs average over $18,000
Shelbyville Rd., Suite
per year.
MA I\
100, Louisville, KY
HE A
•Medicaid, the government program for
40223,
EROEESSR).\.41.
WANTED
the "poor" only provides help after you
Man for
i,SECRET4R1
general maintenance
literally impoverish yourself.
*SEC.. RECEPTIO\IST
work at local shopping
•L\E(111VE
If you are concerned, give us a caN for a
center. Knowledge of
roofing, carpentry,
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Wu wiser 1611 Ulm poet
painting and grounds
mom Tema en U.S airl=ini.
el
Long Term Care Insurance."
rdpra Mae MOW sea
work Must be able to
waines Plnissal
avellaile
plan and . work without
Jab plansamil andolres
trust Negen. Pempier Sit
supervision
Workers
SPInuitil
comp provided, hours
1.0111,
%.,e1.1••••
flexible Starting wage
$4.50 per hour Applica
14110-327-77
3111V IOW 5(11001
lion forms Monday
*One 111.01.
through Friday at M&G
Nopkinssille Fed. Savings Building
MOW,
FON.
Glass in Dixieland
C4,
C
Shopping Center on
Chestnut

FOR

Thank You

STEVE
BROWN

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

,

?AOC 10113

twin

EDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER ti

CLAss_rFrEDs
11

Instruction

16

BE a tractor trailer
driver or heavy equip
ment operator Men and
women start today on a
new high paying career
No experience neces
sary or need to quit iob
to start training
Financial aid availabfe
Job placement assis
lance
Cor
respondence/ resident
training
Superior
Training Services, call
1 BOO 527 9502 for inter
view in your area Ask
for free career booklet
Headquarters
Phoenix, Al. Call
anytime!
inis-nuc TioN
• it, /
1
4-4
6r. LEARN TO DRIVE
0
TRACTOR • TRAtlER
•hie •••/••••nc• /
05
needed'
•OUT canaioseen
•Ei••••• 01•14.“.•
.1vmmis
•••••••••••
•

ALLIANCE
TT n TIIAAJE PI
TRAAMING CE

WS

MANO0a.
Cal lel E•••

14

Want to
,Buy

JUNK cars and trucks
753 3633 ask for Larry
OLD quilts wanted top
dollar paid Any condi
hoot Send photos. Shelly
Zegart, 12 Z River Hill
Road, Louisville, KY
40207 502-897-3819.
WANT to buy two horse
,trail3or
oo vith good floor_
753
15. Articles for

16

Home

17

Sale

1000 SUNBEDS, 'toning
tables Sunal WOLFF
tanning beds, SlenderQuest passive ex
ercisers, SunQu'est
quality spas. Call for
Free color cataiogue.
Save to 50% 1 800 228
6292.
1971 CAMPER trailer
and a flat bed trailer.
753 9368 after 2p m.
26 DRAIN tiles 3x18 plus
3 small ones. These tiles
are for ditches. An
extension ladder, 1 old
barrell shotgun.
Also, tree climbers.
753-1922.
5' DELI case, electronic
scales, and seat wrap
mdchine. Quick Check,
Hwy 641 N.
AMERICAN Tourister
garment bag, blue
vinyl, $25. Horizontal
patio door mini blinds
almond vinyl, $45. 759
9788 after 610pm.
BABY basinet, infanf
carrier, infant car seat.
435-4327.
CLOTHES, size 12,
sweaters, suits, 2 winter
coats, jeans. Call 759
9768 after 6:00p.m.
FIBERGLASS topper
for S 10 pick up, black,
$220. 436 2268.
KITCHEN Aide porta
ble dishwasher $200.
Also a Fisher wood
stove, like new. 753 3076
after 5p.m. LARGE collection of
baseball cards, brass
bell, hide-a.bed, console
stereo. 753-089.
POLE buildings
33.x40'x9' eave corn
pletely erected, $5,195.
Entrance door and
.10'x8' end slider, many
colors. Other sizes
available. Blitz
Builders, Inc 1 800 428
4009
ROCKWELL wood
lathe, 14" band saw,
table jig saw, drill
press, wood shaper.
Call after 5 p.m. 753.
9862.
STORE fixtures coun
ters, tables, chairs,
track lights, mirrors,
glass, display cubicles,
step ladders, metal
shelving and many,
many other items. Con
tact Howard Brandon
for information. 753
4389
Furnishings

13 COUCH, floral, good
condition, $65. 759 1565
ANTIQUE drop leaf
maple dining table and
chairs. Call after 7p m
435-4356.
ANTIQUE oak bed and
dresser 753-6553.

Home Furnishings

CARPET Siete Free
installation
Be i Air
Decor Store. 753 3042
MAPLE dining Table.
chairs, like new, $250
Call 753-942.4 after 5p m
MOVING
Must -Sell
Queen sized waterbed
Bookcase headboard
with etched gla,is
mirror 6 drawer
pedestal base Beau,'
NI, excellent condition
$150 G.E
portable
dishwasher. works
great, looks good $25.
Alid, hickory and brass
coffee table with sliding
door compartment, $20
or best offer. 753 7522
PAINT Sale Check our
prices Bel -Air Decor
Store 753 3042
'STOREWIDE re
ductions through Sept.
Save on all bedroom,
living room and dining
room groups
Big
Savings on bedding. We
appreciate your bust
ness. Carraway Furni
ture, 105 N. 3rd St.,
753-1502.
TEN. Dollar Per Pair
Like New Sheer ruffle
curtains, different col
ors. 759.10.48.
WALLPAPER Sale In
stock and special order
paper greatly reduced.
Bel Air Decor Store.
753-5738
Vacuum

Cleaners

VACUUM Cleaners
Ever see Kirby de
monstrated?
Impressed? Sure but
not enough to pay $850
How about $199. That's
right! Kirbys still in the
carton. Heritage (gray)
$299. Prior models $199.
1 year guarantee, free
delivery, credit cards,
COD
315 593 8755.
Exchange only

24

Miscellaneous

27 Noble Homes for Safe

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

Chlm Chim
Chimney
Sweeps

IftttIDCY &

Winter is nea,
Have your

tv

DOOf

T4.06 Vinyl Skirting,
- .64ng koors ceoa.,eo
it Mel Seeled

chimney
cleaned &
inspected

P,.ces qua.',
FIV 1 Camper Repair
Factory Exporioncir
Building A aoryicing
Mobile Moines
• PolONE‘5021492-8488

Call 753-3445
for tree estimates
FIREWOOD tor Sale.
Tree removal and
complete lawn service.
Free estimate 436 2758
FO1? sale
Sharp
copiers and fax
machines Demo units
also available
Call
1 800 248 4319.
FOR sale Maple dining
table with 2 leaves, just
refinished. Days 753
1953, nights 753 0870
GO Carts, go carts, go
carts. 5 hp. single &
double seat. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor Center,
Industrial Rd. Call 759
9831.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery_
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
LOG Homes, Over 46
standard models. Free
brochure. Honest Abe
Log Homes, Route One,
Box BACK, Moss, Ten
nessee 38575. 1 800 231
3695.
PUSH, pull, or drag in
your old pushmower &
get $50 off on a new
Toro. Keith's Lawn &
Tractor Center:- In
dustrial Rd. Call 7599831.
SIDE of beef for sale
753 7457
USED mowers for sale,
Gilson 16 hp., John
Deere 8 hp., Sears Ilhp.
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
Center, Industrial Rd.
759-9831.
WATER heaters, elec
tric, 40 gallon, double
heating elements, 5
years, glass lined tank,
$119.99. Wallin Hardware, Downtown Paris,

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Quality Mobile
Home Repair
•Vinyl Underpinning
*Cool Sealed Roofs
•Plumbing
•Doors •WIndows
•Floors
•Treated Decks
•Also Chimney Kits
Installed

436-2189

34

Houses for

Rent

GATLINGBURC
Summit Breath's-king
views of Gatlingburg
and Mountains Private
Ctubhouse
balcony
with indoor pool and
iaCuzzis
Weekend
specials. Free brochure
1 800 242 4853
NICE 2 bedroom house
8 miles southeast of
Murray. Unfurnished,
electric or wood heat.
Married couples only.
References, deposit.
492 8594.
NICE 2 bedroom house,
526 Broad Street, stove
and refrigerator fur
nised, WD hookup,
electric heat and air
conditioner. $300 per
month, ;Hui deposit
753-1772.
36

For Rent or Lease

PRIVATE shaded lot
for small mobile home,
travel trailer or motor
home. 489-2595.
RENT to Own a Heavy
Duty Washer and
Dryer, $18 per week
Call Movie World at
751/663.
37. Livestock-Supplies
REGISTERED 4 year
old quarter horse mare,
excellent show pros
pect, sorell with 4 white
socks and blaze. 15 1
hands tall. 436-5867 after
7p.m.
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent qual
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522 8794.

Carpet &
Vinyl Store

Yard Sale

Thurs. & Fri.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Effective October 1, 1988
For Classified Display and Line Ads.
Day of Publication
Monday
Tuesday

Deadline
3 p.m. Thursday

34

Houses for

Rent

I BEDROOM house,
garden spot in the
country, 4 miles south of
Murray
Married
couples only, no chil
dren
753 0463 after
5p.m
AVAILABLE October
1st 2 bedroom, stove,
refrigerator, Cherry
Corner
No pets/ chil
dren, references/ de
posit required. 753 3187
after 4p m

Sigma Delta

Garage
Sale
Saturday
September 24
1207 Dogwood
Dr.

3 p.m. Friday

(All Toarsoiey damnified* ang.ennesicelly
go Into the Shopping Guide}

Wednesday

Creekview
Storage

753-6734

Attention Classified Advertisers
New Deadline

Effective October 1, 1988

Thursday

3 p.m. Monday
3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday
Saturday

3 p.m. Wednesday
10 a.m. Thursday

If you have any questions, please contact the
Classified Advertising Department.
753-1916

Yard Sale
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
Mul-Cal Apartments
641 N. behind Cain's
Jeep Northwood Dr.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sheets bed end tablestereo children's & adu
clothing and much mci.

5 Party
Yard Sale
Sept. 22. 23, 24
at the home of
Mrs. Edward Lee
3 miles off Hwy. 94
East on Palestine
Church Rd. Also 3
miles off Hwy. 80
turn east at Unity

Church sign.
of items too numerous
to mention, some over
1 00 years old
No Sales Before
Sale Date
Phone 474-2384

43. Real Estate
LOT for sale single
family dwelling, restr icted, joins
Gatesborough, water,
sewer and gas 753-5541.

43

Real Estate

*New Classified
Advertising Policy*
All Classified
Yard Sales, Birthdays
Valentines, Grandparent's Photos
will be sold on a
CASH IN ADVANCE BASIS.

43

Real Estate

16
BUILDING 5 apart I BAY clean up shop
ments with 25x40 store ,miles north on 121 on 1
ups
front plus lana for apii acre with all hook
proximately 50 apart for a trailer. 753 0318
ment units 1303 Chestnut 44 Lots tor Sale
St , adjoining MSU. 615
10 ACRES, 7 miles easf
262-0000.
of Murray on blacktop
FLORIDA Condomi
nium. Kentucky Club road. $9,950 15 acres, 7
Condominiums join 44 miles east of Murray
other Lexington and With pond and some
Kentucky owners on the fruit trees, $14,950. 436'
beach on Vero Beach, 2165
Indian River County, on BUILDING Lots • 1/4
Florida's Gold Coast. mile of Ky Lake. Call
Two bedrooms, two evenings (502) 354-8060.
436ths, Florida room. A SHADY lot in Sherwood
great family place with Forest All Services 759
9268
excellent winter re
ntals. Furnished units
46
Homes for Sale
for sale form $108-5135,
000 30 year loans to 2 BEbROOM house, S
qualified buyers. (606) miles south on Hwy 641
Newly redecorated
252.0703.
FOR Sale: Good rental throughout. large deck.
Must see inside to
property, four apart
ments, 1 block from appreciate 492 8465
campus. $42,000, call after 6p.m
) BEDROOM, living
753 1703.
room, den in Lynn
kENTUCKY Lake Grove, 525,000. 759 4449
property for sale. 4 or 753 8859
BEDROOM cabin, lot
bedroom house, 1 1/2
bath, central heat and 100' x 300', near Ken
tucky Lake off 280,
air, 8 lots, 436 2994 Or
$10,000. Also, 2 bedroom
436'2821. Price $39,500.
brick in Sedalia 247
KENTUCKY Lake-17,
6989.
12x60 mobile home,
septic, well, lot goes to I BEDROOM home in
survey line. $16,500. country, 2 extra sleep
ing room upstairs, large
442 1770 or 442 3632.
living room and dining
KOPPERUD Realty room. Central gas
heat
offers a complete range and air. 12 miles east
of
of Real Estate services Murray. $50,000. Call
with a wide selection of 753-1203.
quality homes, all
prices. 753.1222, toll free
1 800-251 HOME Ext
711 L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you.

38. Pets-Supplies

AKC Registered cocker
Spaniel puppies. Owner
19 Farm Equipment
retains rights to refuse
30 Business Rentals
Sales. 753-6716.
650 JOHN Deere tractor
THE -Fourth Exposition AKC registered Golden
with 60 inch mower
and Trade Fair in Retriever pups, 8 weeks
Like new, 135 hours.
Masville, KY. October old. $125. Call 642 2541.
$6,000 753-13673.
13-16, 1988. 80,000 AKC schnauzer pup
20. Sports Equipment
potential customers in 4 pies, salt and pepper
days. 10x12 booth only color, male or female,
BUSINESSES Caps,
$300. Nationally known show quality, shots,
jackets, T•shirts, golf
wormed and docked,
entertainment, Satyr
shirts for employees
day night. Contact John $150. 352-2009.
and advertisement. Cain
Penrose, Executive BEAUTIFUL AKC re
be embroidered or
Director, Expd '88. gistered cocker spaniel
printed. Faye's, 5,14
606 564-9001.
puppies. 8 weeks old,
Main St., 753-7743.
buff colored. Have shots
bP BodyTone 300, con•
and wormed, $100. 489
verts from horizontal to
2676 after 6p.m.
vertical position, like
XOTIC birds of all
new, $50. Call 759-9788
after 6:00p.m.
• kinds, puppies
dachshunds, dash
Center Dr.
hounds, Boston terriers,
2 2 . Musical
pornaranians and
5'8" BALDWIN grand
Off 641 N.
others. Also some young
piano, like new.
adult dogs. (90}4-1 . 642
•Carpet *Vinyl
Private Bays
437-4432.
7067.
•Tile *Plywood
PIANO For Sale RekENNEL SELL OUT.
A size for
sponSible party to take
'
,Floor Work
Good breeders and dis
up low monthly
every need
position, Bassetts
•Restretch.
payments on beautiful
Springers, Cockers,
•Remodeling
console piano. Call toll
Dachshund pups $125
free 1 800-346.2450.
add-ons
and Springer pups $100.
RECENTLY retired to
Call 527 9370 nightly.
*Kitchens
this area. Closed music
SHELTIES, (Toy Col
32 Apts for Rent
*Baths
store. Have brand new
lies), sable and white,
1 BEDROOM apart- 354.8211.
Jasper American and
*Formica
Kimball pianos and
ment for rent, 800 S. 4th
WESTrEs Champion
We do it all!!
organs for sale at
St. 759 1164.
line AKC, satisfaction
drastically reduced
2 BEDROOM duplex, guarantee
$300.$600_
prices. EZ play organs,
available October ), no 759-4556.
consoles, spinet and 1
children, no pets. Ho
petite -baby grand
ward Brandon, 753 4389
40.Produce
piano. Call for appoinor 753 5960.
753-0074
tment 362-4077, 362 4170.
APPLES: Gold and Red
2 BEDROOM apart
Delicious, Winesaps,
ment, no pets. 753 0521.
24 Miscellaneous
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
FOR Rent: 4 room Ultra Gold, Rome
QUALIFIE 13 12x60, 2 BEDROOM, apartment / washer Beauty and Mutsu.
753
homeowner.'to display good condition, ap• dryer hookup. Stove Cider. Damsons
thermally sealed re- pliances and utility refrigerator furnished. 4725, McKenzie
Orchards.
placement windows. pole. S3,500. Call 759. Couple or single person
grimes
Deluxe package $79.88 4805.
No pets. Deposit( re- APPLES
golden, sweet cider.
per window. 7 windows 12x65 MOBILE
home on quired. 753-2863 dfter 489-2467
to reserve or
$49 monthly. Financing approximately
4 acres. 5:00 p.m.
der. Tucker Orchards,
aivailable. 12 miles out of Murray, mu R. Cal apts. Nor
1.800 422-9872.
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. Murray Landfill Rd.
$12,800. (901) 247 3957.
Now renting. Equal PURPLE hull peas, $8 a
FIREWOOD for sale
14x60 MOBILE home,
437 4667.
Housing Opportunity. bushel. 437-4620_
bedroom, 2 baths, on
759.4984.
WE are having a derpinned, A/ C
and NICE one bedroom 41. Public Sales
Clearace Sale. Yes, a central heat $7,500.
furnished apartment,
Clearance Sale! We 489.2816.
Maplewood Dr., $235
have apartment size
1971- 12x60, 2 Bedrooms, per month. Wofk 762
stereos, refrigerators,
stove and refrigerator, 2446; Home 753.6824.
microwave, dis$4,000. 753-8311 or 753
NOW taking ap
hwasher, fireplace in
2259.
plications on site for
serf and a. 1974 Pinto
wagon for $425, and 1974 12x50, 2 Bedroom, Section 8 rent sub
much more Come see mobile home, central sidized apartments, 1
Gibbs Store Rd.,
gas heat, window A/C, and 2 bedroom, Souths
at Bellew's Used Mer
chandise and Small washer, dryer, re- ide Manor Apartments,
8th house on right
Engine Repair at 800 frigerator, stove, good 9 11A.M. and 11-2P.M.,
Stove,
stereo.
Monday through friday.
condition, $3,850 437
South 4th
clothes,
en753 8221. Equal Housing
WE service all brands 4931 after 4p.m.
Opportunity.
cyclopedias. lots of
of lawn mowers & chain 1979 TRAILER, 2 bed
saws We also have room, 1 1/2 baths, TAKING applications
miscellaneous
parts for Murray lawn central air and heat, for Section 8. Rent
items
mowers. Keith's Lawn 6,800 furnished, 5,800 Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
8. Tractor, Industrial unfurnished. Call after
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
3:30p.m. 753 6640
Rd Call 759 9831
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

Carpet &
Vinyl
Installation

Public Sales

Antiques and 1000's

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
MOBILE homes,
completely furnished,
on Highway 641, 1 mile
from Hazel One trailer
$175 per month with $200
deposit. One trailer $200
per month with $200
deposit. For sale- 3
storage sheds (like
houses), complete electric in every way, 2 TVs,
washer and dryer. Call
for an appointment.
492 8806
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioaed. Shady Oaks
753-5209.

41

FARM FOR SALE
11 00 ACRES - 850 in cultivation, 2 grain bins, 2 wells, equipment building. A beautiful 2500
sq. ft. brick home located on
Hwy. 69 between Paris and
Mayfield. Owner financing
available. Call for details

R.H. Hickman
Realty Co., Inc.

46

Homes for

Sale

I BEDROOM. 2 bath,
brick nome Can be seen
at 217 S 15th St Call
435 1531 after 8p m
APPROX

3 acres of
house, separ
ate garage, out building, Penny comMunity.
535,000. Call after 5p m.
753 7224.
BY Owner 3 bedroom,
full basement on 1 acre
within 1/4 mile of Ky
Lake on State Hwy Call
evenings (502) 354-8060
FARMINGTON 2 story
Victorian with ginger
bread and iron fence.
Well maintained, 2 4
0e0rooms, den, dining,
and living room, garage, new roof on approximately 1 acre
3-45-2159.
HOUSE located at 724
Fairlane Dr. 3 bedroom,
1 bath, nice location,
several fruit trees on
lot. Moving, must sell
Just reduced $40,000
753-8445 or 753 3540.
OLDER 4 BR, 1 bath
frame house, 1 acre lot
with 290 ft of road
frontage, good well. 8
miles north of town,
$22,000. Call James or
Neva Rickman 759 4059
YEAR round lake
home, year round water
with boat dock, 2 story,
furnished. Will trade for
property in Murray or
farmland. 753 3672 after
5p.m.
land

with

RENT ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE FOR
LYNN GROVE
APARTMENTS

Apartments are now available
at Lynn Grove for qualified
persons needing a one (1)
bedroom dwelling. Eligibility is
determined on the basis of income and family composition,
For further information, contact
the Purchase Area Housing
Corporation at 753-8325 or
247-7171.
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Homes for. Sa

I BEDROOM, brick
baths, den wi
fireplace insert,
room, 2 car garage,
paved drive, 2 m
south of Murray.
1084.
7 ROOM house will
bath. 204 N. 12th
Zoned for busine
$40,000 753 5833 or
5422.

C.

Quail

"Best Pri

Stainmast
Anso \

SMI
JOE
641
Hwy

Nor

Reduced
500 Dom
Cash or Trade
$5,265.64

1985 LeBaro
GTS
Turlio full pow•r
AM 'FM ;Woo.

'17457

API Term SI mead* T,s 1••••
ti•• foe otialtAmei

$500 Dow
Cash or Trade
$7,592.12

1987 Dodge
D-100

Full size, P/S, 225 sic
six,

Jack Murphree
901-686-3341
Milan, Tenn.

An Equal Housing
Opportunity Provider

11140AtmOwpoic

er POPITIMTV

Monthl

10.1 mil. rk• .1.••'. .
1 14
porn•roll pol.“ haw per•••• 1.1

AN/FM cossett.

1991$ Month
too
niyinno.
APS Tone
'Si. he

'ow

p__ ih
aloaihs. Taprooms

Poeni Written by Floette Parker Noel
Wife and Mother, April 28, 1960

M117131.81,

God is always close beside me,.
When my burdens seem hard to bear,
And-he knows how much I miss you,
And I know he always careS. '

zDfl
-1332
Pa

And my darlings, God in heaven,
Knows the pain that's in my heart.
How I long to be beside you,
Where I know we'll never part.

)642-56E

Cal

I can't understand why He called y
Why He left me here ak)ne,
But Sweethearts some day I'll join
Where we'll gather around the Ihro
There we'll all be oh, so happy,
All together once "in.
No more heartaches, no more
sorrows,

No more tears will come again.
How I long to hear my children.
Call me "Mother" just once more,
Just to hear them say "I love you",
And to kiss and kiss me more.
As they left for school each mornin
I would breathe a little prayer.
-Oh, Dear God. pleae. protect them
Keep them in your loving care."
Now they've gone to live in heaven
Where I'll meet them some sweet d
When my life on earth is over,
And my tears are wiped away. '
Thank you God for the few years
'Together,
With my family that I loved.
I know now they'll have no worries
In that happy home above.
And when my life on earth is over,
When my race has been run,
I know that I will meet them,
When my Work on earth is done. .

Clar(
wit
On April 1, 1959, the
Parker family of _Rex, Floette,
Louise (11-) and Geneva (8)
were on their usual Wednesday night drive to the Kirksey
Baptist Church for prayer
meeting. Little did they know
that only. two miles &OM
home they would meet a
drunken driver head on. This
horrible and unnecessary accident took the lives of Rex,
Louise and Geneva. Floette
was not ,expected .to ever
walk again. Like. other concerned citizens, Flame lives
in the county and will not be
alleWedtb-Foie-Tn-the wet/dry
election. We hope and pray
'that you, as citizens of
will vote 12RY and help prevent our .family-and- 71F.
families from becoming "just
. another StatigiC".

Paid for by Friends and Family of Floette Burkeen Noel

From
For Rental
Our Rf
From

We inst(

A

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER H,11168

CLASSIFIEDS
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Homes for. Sale

46. Homes for Sale

1982 185 YAMAHA Ex
citer, extra nice, $350
1979 175 Yamaha trail
bike, nice, $300
489 2697.

CARPET

Quality Carpet

'Best Prices In Town"
Stainmaster, Stainblocker,
Anso V Worry-Free

JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy 641 North

753-6660

Reduced!
500 Down '500 Down
'
Cash or Trade

Cash or Trade

65,265.64

$5,3117.92

1986 Subaru
.
DL

Turbo, full power $ air,
silver. air.
AM/FM stereo. ---------- 4 dr..

14602 Monthly

17457 ,4.thly
,row solo pm., ogools torsi of

Total solo pm. equals Wel of

porno*. phoo down payment 111 AS%
API Tomo 36 month. Tor to.... orwl

poyenonts pho down pontont Ill 33%
API Tom AI months Tar 6oros on4

Am Is. odillTionol

do, hos csoidifio.ol

$500 Down '500 Down
Cash or Trade

Cash or Trade

$7,592.12

$7,015.42

1987 Dodge
D-100

1984 Camaro
Z-28

Full size, P/S, 225 slant

Auto., cir, AM/EM,local
1 -owner, adult owned,
57,000 miles.

six. AM/FM cassette.

19918 Monthly, 24197 Monthly

Tool solo vitt equals WO ...

aec hoe adddinil.
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
Cars

Used

YJLQJjjA

T_,

of
Murray. Int

Now it's

'N Chevy Cade

sett1

'87 fledge Oemi

1987

87 Fad Ranger IIT P

IN/

'87 Ford Anna Van

110111

87 Toyota Ctrolia LE

'9417

'86 Chary Ceisonly

14117

if Car*? to choose

'7917
'12,98/

'16 Honda Prelude
'86 Toyota Corolla ti

'6987

'86 Nissan 200 SI

'6487

'86 Toyota 1

lrm

Truck

'7987

'86 Toyota 414 PU

'8487

'85 Dodge Arm

'4487
'6987

'85 VW .letla

'10,487

'85 Bud Pak AN

'5487

'15 Cavalier Type 10
115 Toyota Camry

.... '8787

'65 Chevrolet P.U. 414._ '9887
'II Dock). Convertible... '6487
'6987

'84 Mazda 626
'84 Corrotte

'14.987

'84 kid Century Sr1ri

'7887

84 Toyota Cenci CT

'6487

'14 Ford Ranger 404 .

'698/

-44 Vey

'8487

'83.Mazda ROT

'698/

'83 Olds Toranado

'8487

'13 Buick_ LeSabre

'8487

Dan Taylor

'3487

Tali Free 1,900-325-322

'82 Pontiac Tians Am

'648/

50.Used

'82 Nissan Sentra

'2387

'79 Chrysler Labron

'148/

1972 FORD pick up, like
new. 1981 Mazda with
air 1987 El Camino pick
up, 8,000 miles. 1978
T-Birti: 13 & B Broker,
Inc. 753-4389.
1973 INTERNATIONAL
bus, auto transmission,
PS, $1,250 or will trade
for truck of equal value.
759 1379.
1984 FORD Ranger XL,
auto, air, $3,300. 7599698.

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Pans, TN
New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles
901-042-3000
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
1986 FORD Ranger, 4x4,
never mudded, 39,000
miles, new Pioneer
AM/FM cassette, slide
rear window, extra
clean, $7,350. 435-4433
after 5p.m.

'79 Toyota Cressida

'2987

'79 1-Bird

'2887

'79 Audi Fox

'1287

'78 Mazda GLC

'887

Price & Payment
Displayed
on each vehicle
515 S

12th

753-4961

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!
Fall Yard Sale

"

l'aris
(904)642-f)664--(800)345-3821-

8:30 AM - 5:00 PM
Table Items
Hanger Items
Maternity

3 for '1.00
1.00 each 0113 for
1,2

0.00
price

Friday and Saturday
September 23 and 24
Also clothes 0-14 plus nursery equipment.

Carpet & Vinyl Store
Clarence Goforth is no longer associated
with Uncle Jeff's Carpet Outlet Store.
He is now located at his

New Location
on' 4th Street (next to Myer's Lumber)
• we do our own in-store installation
• we stand behind our carpet installation
Bringing You the Same

Big Savings
For Example:

Carpet

Trucks

5 1 . Campers
AIRSTREAM Travel
Trailers, pre- owned.
Charles Cochran,
753 0114.
FIBERGLASS topper
for small short wheel
base truck with sliding
glass windows on front
and sides. 489-2873.
52. Boats-Motors

759-4577

a ••

1986 REGAL Summerset, charcoal grey, light
grey velour, multi-port
V-6, loaded, moon roof,
36,000 actual miles, like
new. 753-0509 or
759-1543. 1986 VOLKSWAGON
Jetta, 4 door, air, 5
speed, AM/FM cassette, excellent condition, $5,950. 527-8477.
1987 MAZDA 323, 38,006
miles, good condition.
753 4919 or 753-6095, ask
for Keith.
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers, Guide.
(1) 805.687 6000. Ext:
S-8155.,

'7987

804 Coldwater Rd.

-.411.1111111

CUTLASS

12 Chevy Van

--.•,* ,..,•,4

..........-getoirt

1984 PONTIAC 1000, 4
speed manual, new
tires, excellent condi
tion, $2,100. 753-3166.
1985 FORD Escort high
milage, in very good
shape, $2,200 or best
offer. 753 2249 after
53).rh•
1985 WHITE on white
Oldsmobile 98 Regency
Brougham, bought new
in Murray, extra sharp,
47,000 miles, $9,800.
753 6855 after 6p.m.
1986 CAVALIER RS,
door, white and blue
2 tone, dark blue velour,
A/C, PS, PB, auto
matic, tilt, cruise,
AM/FM stereo, 30,000
actual miles, extra nice
75305099r 759-1543.
1986
Ciera,
door, V6, 18, xxx, char
coal. S7,950. 753-1701.

'82 VI. Quantum SW

, APR Tom St =Whs.Tar *us end

du. he sidifted.

Rent From Gene Al

502-753 2617

Used Cars

1969 CHRYSLER 440,
good mechanically,
body destroyed. $150
complete or trade for
350 Chevrolet engine in
good condition. Route
444, Box 50, New
Concord.
1975 FORD LTD, 4 door,
low mileage, extra
clean, 436-2427.
1979 BUICK Regal, 2
door, spoke wheels, new
paint, automatic, $995.
759.9593.
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, high mileage,
but extra nice. $2,450
759-9698.
1980 VW Rabbit, white
with red interior, $1,100.
Call 492 8884. Will
finance.
1981 CUTLASS
Supreme, good condi,
tion, new tires. Will
trade for small 1983-86
4x4. 759-9818.
1 98 I FORD Escorf
stationwagon, 87,000
miles, 4 speed, new
tires, $1,000. 753 6865
after 4p.m.
1982 RELIANT wagon,
A/C, FM, tape. $2,500.
7519371.
1983 GMC van
customized by Gladiator of Elkhart, 35,000
actual miles, front..2.nd
rear air and heat,,4
Michelin tires, garage
kept, mint condition,
$10,500. 492-8658.

Cars

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
DWAIN TAYLOR

Financing oh the
49

49.Used

CNEVIROI ET, INC.

Ulla solo pm. ovoids Wel .4
papowas Ow 4...peanut 11 13%

pop000ts pha away pommel NAP%
Alt Tem.311~11116. Tar.hues imil
,

Motorcycles

1 BEDROOM, 2 bath, BORDERS Cycle and
brick home, nice ATV Center
Used
neighborhood, $58,500
ATVs, parts, service,
753 7629
accessories and tires
200 North Main, Benton,
Ky. 502-527 1680
47.Motorcycles

1 BEDROOM, brick, 2
baths, den with
fireplace insert, rec
room, 2 car garage, new
paved drive, 2 miles
south of Murray. 759
1064
7 ROOM house with T
bath 204 N. 12th St
Zoned for business.
$40,000 753 5833 or 753
5422.

1985 LeBaron
GTS ,

47

14' POLOR Craft with 23
HP Johnson motor,
LCR 3004, mini-koto 10
trolling mO1or, new 12V.
marine battery, 2
swivel chairs, 6 pole
stands mounted, trailer.
•$1 , 5 0 0 . Call after
5:00p.m. 753-0434.
1988 BOMBER bass
boat with matcing
Classic trailer, Johnson
trolling and 85 HP
motors. 753-6552 after
5p.m. weekdays or
leave message anytime.
MARINE batteries, 24
series, 85 amp, $29.99. 27
series, 105 amp, $39.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Paris.
MOODY, tilt boat
trailer. Will-carry up to
16 ft. boat. New pads
and sipe guides.
753-7291.
53. Services Offered
A 1 TREE ,Service and
stump removal Your
professional tree service. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chipper. Call 753-0906.
ACE Lawn Services:
Mowing, Landscaping,
any type of yard work.
Call 492 8650.

:--*Four Star*
Treated
Decks & Porches
4x6-25" rails $200
6x10-25" rails $310
10x16-25" rails $1520

Nylon Plush
with Stain Blocker

*CALL 502)492-8488*

70 Oz. 92"
'& Up
From $2#0118
For Rental & Commercial Use
Our Residential Price
Will Start
From '4.99 84 Up

PAGE 115
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Services Offered

APPLIANCE SER
VICE
Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 28 years
experience Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
753 4872 or 436 5848
BETTER BUILT por
table buildings, treated
decks and general home
improvements Quality
work for less Free
estimates. L E
Williams 489 2663
BRICK block & concrete
driveways, sidewalks,
patios, house foundations,
chimneys. New and rep,
air 27 years experience.
Free estimates. Large or
small lobs. Charles Bar
nett 753-5476.
CONCRETE work,
driveways, patios, etc.
Call Joe Chambers,
247 7294.
DAVE'S window cleaning. Commercial - re
sidential. Free es
timates. 753-9873.
FAMILY Lawn Care
Specialize in lawn
mowing including
shrubbery and hedges.
Servicing city and
county. Lower rates for
Senior Citizens. Call
now and register with a
dependable Lawn Service. 753 , 3534 or
753-3455.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel-,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or,
753-6763.

All Typos Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by do SOO ow showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - Mowino Bunny

Ekwice
********wwwsr**********

kip

An excellent business opportunity is knocking don't let it slip away Building, equipment, supplies, well established customers and even
TRAINING go with possession Let us put you
to work for YOU today.

MTG BETTER HOMES & GARDENS
753-4000

Murray Paving Co. Inc.
Specializing in all Types of Commerciale&

Serve

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.

16 Two large lots in industrial area of Murray. All city utilities available
Owner financing possible to qualified buyer $15,000.00.
17. Owner wants Offer on four bedroom, two bath brick with full basement
Excellent location with easy walking to shopping, schools, church and
hospital Well built family home X56,000.00
We have buyers waiting for unto find them the perfect home. If you would
consider seUin
.
ticur property please sive us a call and let us help you.

20 Colors to Choose From

We install carpet even if you buy it somewhere else.
•Remodeling and add-ons

QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations
Free estimates Call G
8. A 436 2617
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete
Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6973
SANTA HELPERS
Professional Chimney
Cleaner offering fire
box repair, damper
installation, custom
hood and bird screens
436-5355.
SEWING machine rep
air. All makes and
models, home and industry. Call Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436 2811.
SUREWAY Tree
Service Topping, prun
ing, tree removal. Ae
rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your protection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.
THWEATT'S Alternator, Generator and
Starter Service, Old
Hwy. 641, Almo. Pulloffs. and repairs, farm,
industrial and marine
753-8742.

NOW OPEN

New Scene 91250
Added Touch $164°
35 Oz. 9795

We are doing installation now.
753-9074-

Services Offered

WET 4ASEMENT? We
Residential Asphalt Paving & Excavation
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
Protect Your Asphalt Investment
write Morgan ConWith Seal Coating &Crack Repair
struction Co. Rt. 1, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
Locally Owned & Operated
WHITE rock, sand,
Hers to meet your needs today & in the future.
rip-rap, dirt, mulch,
bank, wash, slabs,
810 Coldwater Rd.
Murray
753-0411
sawdust and cleanup.Key Mm?Will haul anything.
Warehouses
753-0467.
WILL do plumbing inHwy. 121 South
stallation 8, repairs. All
Sizes from SioC to 10x3()
guaranteed. Free es
753-5562 If no answer:
timates. Phone 492 8899
753-6078, 753-0996 „
or 753-1308.
WILL do roofing,
plumbing, painting,
GUTTERING by Sears. yard
work. Call
Sears continuous gut- 753-4370.
ters installed for your
SINCE 1938
specifications. Call YARD landscaping.
"QUALITY CONCRETE-ON-TIMESears 753-2310 for free Leveling driveways arid
bushhogging. 436-5430
estimate.
or 753-0659.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
55. Feed and Seed
to
the
INSULATION blown in 10,000 BALES of third
Murray & Calloway Co. Area
by Sears. TVA ap• and fourth cutting of
proved. Save on those Alfalfa $170 a ton dehigh heating • sad <,00l- livered. 10,008 bales of
ing bills. Call Sears wheat straw, $120 a ton
753 - 2310 for free delivered. Call 606-498estimate.
6649 late evenings.
DUNCAN S landscap- GOOD quality baled
ing and lawn service hay for sale. 753-8673
provided for the Murray
area. For free es- 56 Free Column
•CONCRETE BLOCKS •CEMENT •SAND
timates phone 753-3266.
FREE puppies. Black
•ORAVEL •CRUSNED STONE
LEE'S CARPET
with _white stocking
"MASONRY CEMENT "LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL
CL EA N114-Gz.-J-Fer alt
1/2
beagle.
492
feet.
your carpet & upholst8861 evenings.
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827. FREE puppies, 4
months old, white with
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355
Satisfied references.
black spots. 753-3868.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and cornmercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
ROBERTS REALTV,independently owned and operated for over :35 years
Gas installation and
presents new listings for your inspection.
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7531. Unique, well built home in excellent location near Murray State. Three
7203.
bedrooms, two baths. Fireplace, stove, refrigerator. Built-in storage anti
LICENSED Electricloset space galore as well as outside storage. A value at $48,000 00.
cian, Doug Jones Elec2. Zoned business and located at heavily traveled intersection. Large lot
tric. Residential wiring
with good three bedroom, full basement home. Location and structure with
and electrical and electric motor repairs. No
lots,.of potential. $65,000.00
rewinding. Call
3. Approximately 140 acres in west part of county. Land now in soil bank
759-4751.
would be assigned to Purchaser. Four bedroom frame house newjented.
L&L Roofing & General
An excellent investment at $68,000.00..
Repair.. Also, gutter
repair and painting.
4. Nice residential lot near Murray State. Multi-family dwellings in area
Free estimates. 10%
for possible rezoning. If interested in.income property or nice residential
discount for Senior
home site. Take a look!
citizens. 474-8057.
MAX W. Parker,
- 5. Recently remodeled inside as well as new roof in 1986. Three bedroom'
Attorney at Law. Forhome with gas heat near shopping with easy access to schools and hospital
mer County Attorney;
A well cared for home for only $35,000.00
former District Judge.
Office, 104 _N. 4th St.,
6. Nice basement home with range, refrigerator & drapes. Located on 514
Murray, 7 5 3 - 3 1 5 3.;
acres with 40' x 30' garage,'clean-up shop Within three miles of city limits.,
Home, 753-7900.
Home plus business possibilities $38,900.00.
MITCHELL Paving Driveways, parking
7. Small town living in well kept two bedroom home. Gas heat, garage,
lots, seal coating and
workshop, two baths Ideal retirement or starter home for only $24,500.00.
striping. Also,
8. Brick home located on approximately six acres of land. Formal dining
limestone, gravel, top
area; above ground pool; garage: fenced, concrete dog pen and much more.
soil and grading. Phone
753-1537.
$45,000.00.
MOBILE home specia
9.
Inexpensive but livable! Three bedroom siding home with storm doors
list' for all your mobile
and windows located on 414 shaded acres. Beautiful setting for nice counhome repairs. 759 4850.
try home. $16,000.00.
NEW business in town
Plumbing and carpen
10. Interested in owning your own business' Check out this three bay shop
ter work, odd jobs. No
for large truck and equipment use. Lifts, racks and compressor included.
lobs are to bi0 or to
Office area. Approximately 1.8 acres of land.
small. 10 years ex
per ience. 753 2887 or
11. Well constructed home on approximately 17 acres. 24' x 32'
,753 8568.
garage.. storage building as well as other Outbuildings* gas pumps with
onferior,
PAINTING
underground tank: fruit trees and grape vines. $35,000.00
exterior. Free es
timates. Call Craig,
12. For only $18,000.00 you can purchase the• two story borne in city Private.
436-2292.
outside entrance for upstairs for rental possibilities Shaded. deep lot.
P.A. ROSE carpet and
-13 Approximately 23 acres with lots of road frontage. Dark-fired and burley
upholstery cleaning
Quality results and
.bases. Tobacco barn and nice home building site. Kirksey area $20,000.00.
satisfaction. 759 4450.
14 Trees galore on the five acre tract near Kentucky Lake. Beautiful
PLUMBING repairman
building sites. Black-topped road. $7,000.00.
with same day service.
Call 759 4850.
15. One of the few waterfront lots left! Located on main channel of Ken-1U-cliy"take rn restricted area. 141 /Aro Wate ron
, .

Alexander Smith

NOW OPEN

53

JUST RIGHT - Nestled in this wooded
hillside setting rests a tastefully finished
brick & stone home. 3 BR, 114 baths, large
den w/fireplace. 5 acre mil lot w/appx. 3
acres wooded. Attractive,location 2 miles
weht of Lynn Grove

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
The Village'

754I 9b,RA

Prentice Dunn
Randal Scott
Vicki Todd
Bob Haley

753-5725
739-4A00
7534039
489-4710

Joe Kennon
Max Dodd
Tina Tripp
rAnna Requarth

f

olLfrap
il

South 12th at Sycatotote
753-1SS1
Murray'. KY 42071

4311-5076
753-3204
414-9778
753 2477
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Howard still active member of Goshen church
GOSHEN, Ky. ( AP ) — Only
horses, mules and people on foot
were able-to use the narrow gravel
road that passed in front of the Little Vine Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church when Addle
Howard joined the congregation in
1913.
Now, the church is nestled in a
grove on a rise off U.S. 42 in
Goshen and the 88-year-old Ms.
Howard is its only active member.
The church once housed a thriving black congregation, but its
numbers declined as members
grew old and died and their
children went to Louisville to find
work, Ms. Howard said.
"Changes? I've seen quite a few
... but the church has stayed the
same," she said.
Ms. Howard turned 88 on Aug. 9,
months after the death of Deacon
Thornton Brown and the disability
of his brother. Theodore, left her
the only member in the little
chapel's oak pews on most first
and third Sundays, when the Rev.

Lawrence Anderson comes from
Indianapolis to hold serwces
"I don't know what will happen
to the church, but it will be in good
hands. I'm sure of that," Ms.
Howard said.
The church is going nowhere,
said Anderson, who also holds
weekly services at Muir Chapel
C.M.E. Church in nearby
Eastwood, commuting from
Indianapolis.
"We know for a fact that, as long
as there is a single member, this
will be a church," he said. "And
after that, we're hoping it can be a
historical monument of some
kind."
The church traces its roots to
Oldham County's first black congregation, which met in the old
Sinking Fork primary school in
1845.
Records of the chapel indicate it
goes back at least to 1884, but
tradition holds that it was built as
early as the 1870s.

"We used to have coal-oil
lamps." Ms. Howard said, recalling that the installation of electric
lights in the church many decades
ago was cause for great
celebration.

YES.
YES.
YES.
YES.
YES.

Ms. Howard stood erect, holding
a cane but rarely using it, greeting
friends with laughs and hugs.
A lot of people named Brown
and Howard were there, and folks
from Muir Chapel came, and a
crowd of Baptists from nearby
Green Castle Church at Primp, *
joined in, donning their choir
robes to sing, "I just can't thank
you, Lord, for what you've done
for me."

"A long time ago. this was a fullgrown church, you know," she
said. "We had deacons, and
stewards and stewardesses, and
we had a choir a long time ago.
"And we had an organ, but it
was played out many years ago. It
played out, and we got a piano,"
she said.

Ms. Howard, who lives near
Prospect, said she hopes she can
keep coming to church for quite a
while.

"We used to have revivals in the
spring and fall, but it's been a long
time ... and we'd always have
Homecoming Day."
Homecoming Day came Sunday. delayed from July to avoid
the summer heat, and the crowd
that filed into the bright, white
sanctuary and filled its space with
hymns made the place look as it
must have been before the
youngsters moved away.

"As long as I'm able, I'll be
coming," she said. "Sometimes,
when I'm not feeling good, the
pastor comes down to my house
and preaches and prays, but it's
not the same.
"It's a different thing," she added. "It's the grace of God. He's
always with you, you know, but
there's something special about
the church."

Now the questions.
1. Does Republic offer No Service Charge on my
business account with a low minimum balanceat
$500?

River troubles topic of Waterways Conference

2. Does Republic have a night depository?
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The drought that dried the
Mississippi River and left barges
grounded on its mud banks has
also left users of the waterway
divided over the weather's effect
on the industry.
"The drought was a devastating
blow to the industry." said Harry
N. Cook, president of the National
Waterways Conference in
Washington, D.C. The group is to
meet this week, beginning today,
at the Opryland Hotel.
A major barge maker disagrees
with Cook.
"I don't think the drought will
have that great of an impact on the
industry," said Allen Zang, president of Nashville Bridge Co., the
only domestic maker of river
barges.
"I think it's a ploy on the part of
people to increase the prices of
commodities in order to get out of
the recession," Zang said.
But Cook said the drought had a
definite negative effect.
—It hit immediately on the heels
of a six-year recession caused by a
change in the American industries
that have traditionally Used waterway transportation," he said.
Smaller companies that were
barely hanging on were hurt worst
and "many did not survive." he
said.

•

PSIblki*.X

"The barge business was beginning to ease cait of the recession
(and) rates were finally coming
up when we received a kick from
Mother Nature," said Orrin Ingram, assistant vice president at
Ingram Barge, one of the nation's
three largest river transport
companies.
Ingram said the drought forced
his company to reroute much of its
traffic from the Mississippi River
to the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway.
Zang, on the other hand, said the
industry's problems are the result
of the decline in demand for commodities transported by water
combined with independent
economic and political factors.
They both blamed fierce price
competition from the excess
capacity of equipment that floated
in the market during the
recession.
"The industry has been hurting
since 1980-1981," Cook said. "A
great deal of excess capacity caused competition to be fierce and
kept ,rates way down.
"The typical rates only a few
months ago were only slightly
higher than those in 1975."
He says many small companies
that have limited capital
resources and no tax incentives
are "hanging on by the skin of

Magic
Chef

4. Can I access my Republic account by check,
telephone, or pre-authorized transfers?

Project
ChfltIA' f

5. Does my money stay right here in Kentucky to
build our economy?

I

90MI5..
SIWE S CASH

----Republic has the-business answersyou need. Cali us!

NonwancsOlArter IF PAID WITHIN 90 DAYS

2-BUTTON,5-CYCLE
UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER

REPUBLIC

• Dura 10 tub and door line,
with 10-year warranty
•2-level wash system
• Rinse and hold
• Rinse agent dispense,
• Soft food dispose,
•9 standard features

Savings Bank
1201 Main-Street
Murray, Kentucky 420-'1
75g-1630

Now only

Blue Bonnet

Margarine
1 Lb. Pkg.

FSLIC
'?"Magic Che(.

Our
Say
acr
solk
Nee

in

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance

th,
U.S.SAVINGS BONDS

Village Shopping Center
Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 N.

759-1505

1A.A(1-!

THE GREAT AMERICAN INVESTMENT

MEWS SUPER
Prairie
Farms

Orange
Juice

RC Cola,
Diet RC,Diet Ritel
& Sundrop
6 oz./8 Btl. Crtn.ki

ruff
Pull
riKAOrdier.#
tuiCIF
_

"

Member

ou

1.74-"f"
.0'10Fani/Cf.47141W174.

Price. hood Noon 9-21 thru Not

"A

Special Child,
Special Needs,
Special Education

3. Is my account insured up to $100,000 by the
FSLIC?

••

Downtown Murray 753-5825
Store Hours. Open 7 a.m.; Close 8 p.m.

Ne*.

cargo or will operate in areas
unattractive to the larger companies," Zang said.

their teeth."
Those that survive the current
crunch "will either have a captive

•

P
• ••

-11 Tomato
Campbell's

Sunflower

Coca Cola, Diet (ampkh.
Coke, Sprite,
ab & Mello Yello Tomato

awe Flour

"4 -3

Plain or Self-Rising
5 Lb. Bag

12 Gal Cr in

Wall Ea, h Slf, 00 Purchase Excluchng
Dairy Tobacco & Drinks On Special

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Listen to WS.IP for our daily specials.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC Vouchers ,

2 Liter Bottle

sour_;„1

Soup
104 oz. Can

.
913/990
1.39 1,1.49J-1990 11.0
With Bottles or Deposit

Dinty Moore
Hyde Park 15 oz, can

Yogur
"
•

8 oz. Crtnk.
Asst. Flavors

Brawny

"Nevi' Breyers Lite_

Paper
Towels

Ice
Cream

Jumbo Roll

1,42 Gal, Crtn. Asst, Flavors

II

Delicatesqen
/

*Jo

Lettuce
Radishes. 3/1.00
Celery
head

Ruby Red 6 oz. pkg.

Fresh Michigan30 ct size

stalk 590

New Crop Red or
Golden Delicious

79e

Apples
Seedless Grapes.th. 890
3 lb. bag
Thompson White

,ZZ-aytj*Vit,Vihncl
4 %,t"":A
.
)
)
61C:e

15 oz can

41.14-TUCK/AN
l'..roGOLD4o.„,
Ky. Gold Cooked

Boffetess
Ham

10---1 4

.

lb -3Kahn's Old Fashion

Loaf
Souse
Cheese
noverblooniCheese

lb.

Metzger Hot

lb.
Cloverbloom Mozzarella
lb
Provolone
lb

3.19
1.69
2.79
2.79

litV{,WtMr
‘
ik4;7:-WatfOrigVe:
:InkMV..
:
:
WID.X4
65112MtiVr

nn
UU0

Reelfoot Ole Fashion

1 1.491.,

1.69

Produce

New! Hunts

Hormel Beef

3/99e
Fresh Crisp
Ic.e.berg

Pork 'n Beans 3/990 Beef Stew
Tamales
790 Teashcaentti Sauce

24 oz can 1.69

Light'N Lively

ff• - '

USDA Choice Boneless

Bacon
12 oz. pkg.

Chuck Roast

1.29

USDA Choice

Williams C,ountry

USDA Choice

Sausage
Pork Steak

Arm Roast lb 1.59
Swiss Steak lb 1.79
USDA Choice

Chuck
Steak it, 1.69
Extra Lean

lb pkg

Family Pack

lb

1.59
1.19

Mr. Emge Jumbo

Franks
1.29
Ground Chuck 1.69 Chopped Sirloit 1.59
lb

Our t,
pant
style
yoke

MATEli

lb

30

lb

Our 9.
Norndy
tops oi
pants

USDA Choice

anJAIri4
iaigtirlaatrWrifir4P
ifiriaglitiaMeel
AYMNWAVIOMNIA/Cttirtnikill4
Pt.

389(4-51

•

HELP SUPPORT THE U.S. OLYMPIC TEAM
Funcis mama by purcniamig U S Oryrnpic coons woi
be used to develop train U S Olympic athletes
$11
5-pc.Ohirnpic ProofSot
$29
Olympic Whom Golfer
lassrDollw And
2-pc.Olympic Proof Sirt
$260
$6Gold Piece

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE 4988

OLYMPIC TEAM

nue
WHITE SALE • WHITE SALE • WHITE SALE • WHITE SALE

COTTON BATH TOWELS
AT BUY-NOW PRICES
Our 4.97 La.25x46""Charm" bath towels
in a fanfare of colors that are sure to
brighten your bath. Quality-constructed
of heavy-weight looped cotton terry for
extra absorbency. Luxurious, low priced!

Our 5.97,"Elogancii"Ud Cowl' . 3.99
Our 16.37,24x40"BathRug .. 10.99

Our 17.97 Each."Country Time"
shower curtain of Drylon,polyester
in choice of colors. 70x7r size.

•21x36
.or 21x2r contour *Du Pont Reg TM

*Du Pont Reg TM

Our 11.37 Ea. Bath rugs* in colors

Pc
'
nt
0Save *c(XlltlScolon
3e/0 mon,
Our 1.44 Skein.4-ply
Sayelle* yarn of Orlon
acrylic. 3.5-oz.-net-wt
solids Of 3-oz. net ombres.
Mo may sKyy •Du Pont Reg TM

Our 1.97,13x13""Charm"Washcloth .. 1.29
Our 3.97, 16x26""Charm" Hand Towel, 2.29

2For$7(-AA
11

Sole Price. Desk/wallmount phone with 32number memory, redial.
Tone/pulse switchable.

Sale Price. Microwave
oven with 15-min. timer,
450-watts cooking power,.4-cu.-ft. capacity.

2-9285

E935101R4010 Style. .*,
9de4 ma* *c**

Sale Price. Liquid Tide
laundry detergent in
handy drain-back bottle.
Generous 6441.-oz. size.

Sale Price Ea. Dawn
dish detergent in regular o: mountain spring
scent. 22-fl.-oz. size.

DON'T MISS THIS 7-DAY SAVINGS EVENT
IAA(1-5 EXC. FLA. & 7-14) AD*1153 PROG 6

Our 9.99 Ea. Knit
pants in choice of
styles; some with
yoke front. S-M-L.

Our 14.99 Ea. Longsleeved tops keep up
with your active lifestyle; in colors. S-M-L.

Sweaters For Her*, 10.47-16.09
Wornen's Sizes 38-44, 9.7713.97
Men's Sweaters In Colors, 18.87
Boys'S-M-L, Fit 8-18, 11.87-13.27
Jr. Boys'Sizes 4-7 . . 6.97-9.79
Girls' 4-6X, Styles, 6.29-9.09
Girls' N.G. Kids, 7-14, 8.39-11.89

Our 16.99 Ea. Fleece
tops of polyester/cotton with sweater trim.
Color choice S-M-L.

'5,:es $ ML Stv.es .*.av
toy stow
*eat
Doted so Peg TM ot Monson.° corNxiny

MATE
Everyday

30%OFF 6.99 WS
Our 9.99-16.99. Maternitywear. Knit
tops or cotton denim
pants .. 6.99-11.89

Gowns In elegant
styles. some with lace
accents Sizes S-M-L

Wornsn's 22W-28W,7.99

85

WWII%
Savo 37%
'
4°'

Our 7.99 Ea. Beverly
Hills Blues fashion
bogs In popular styles
with shoulder straps

Our

8.66

25% OFF 10

Our 10.97-11.99 Ea. Spring Creek
separates. Choice of tops, leans
or skirts for the little ones. 4-6X

casualwear in choice of
bock-to-school styles Sizes 7-14

99

Polyostorlcotton Floisco bps, 8.24-9.74
100% Cotton Donlm Jeans,9.74-15.74
stne,
%Num -"nv

ice 014/0ifftyke
388(4-5

12-135 18-20) AD•1153 PROG 6

Hurry in while these great prices last!

1
Sale Pf
ter in si
many t
cars. H
engine

25%T035% OFF

Our 24.9759.97 Pair

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF MEN'S OUTDOOR BOOTS
We have as many outdoor boots as there are things to do outdoors. Comfortable styles from top names like Texas Steer and Northwest Territory.
Styles shown ale representative Of styles ovollable

25% OFF

24.97 httbearo?ot

Our 7.97-49.97. Outenvear. Infant
boys', girls' 12-24 mos.; toddlers 2-4;
boys' 4-18; men's sizes. 5.97-37.47
Boys',Olds'Headwear*
2For SS
,
/ by mops Vexes' Iodates' gm
Wee ant:1001m rraY WM

Our 34.97 Set. MacGregor 2-pc.
sets for workouts or relaxing. Zippered top and elastic-waist pants
in basic colors. At a buy-now price!

34

Sale P
pump,
Carton
•urrelooi

Sa
32%
Our 13.99. Men's
novelty fleece shirts*
of cotton/polyester.
CottonJeans ...9.97
• -vies and odors may vary by Pore

9•44
s

6.97

7.44E0

5.47

Our 8.57. Men's
long-sleeved shirts
In color-rich plaids.
Our 12.99, Jeans,9.97

Oar 9.97.11frti•neck or 100% cotton flannel shirts.
Our 12.99,Shirts,9.44

Our 6.57 Pkg.3pock briefs or Ashirts; 100% cotton
Boys'Briefs* ... 3.97

Our 9.97 Set. Boys',
girls'suspender sets
in infants' 12-24 mos.
Our 10.97,bte*,Set,$S

Colors may vary by store

•3 pock S-0.4-1.-Xl. el boys sizes 416

'Sizes 2 4

Save
30%
Our 9.97 Set. Boys',
girls' play sets; infants' sizes 12-24 mos.
Toddlers'2-4,Set, 7.1111

6•88

meriersf

Salo P
shot s
20 or.

28B 148 12-13) AD#1153 PROG 6

7AA-1 (4-4

AT GA

AZ

41011i PI\

Save 40%.Out9.97. Twin-size sheet set* in
fashion colors or bright prints. Polyester/cotton.
12.97
Our 16.97,Full-stze SheetSet**
16.97
Our23.97,Queen-stz•Sheet$e**
19.97
26.97,10ng-stze SheetSet**
'Omit 4 sett Includes 1 %at 1 filled sheet I pelorrecas• **Includes 1 at 1 *fled
sheet 2 pillowcases

TASTEMAKER B'

13.97

16.97 szz

19.99

3
S 47
Our 21.97."Gumboil"twinsize shoot sot* of 50% cotton/ 50% polyester Value!
Our 26.97,Full-slze $ee*,19.97
Our 34.97,'hviri Comforter,29.97
Our 42.97,FuN Comtoder,34.47

Our 29.97. Super-single
sheet set* for waterbeds
Our 29.97,Queen- Or King-size
Waterbed SheetSet** ... 19.97
Our 49.97, Queen/King-size
Waterbed Comforter .. 29.97

Our 9.97 Ea. Super-singlesize mattress pod of polyester. For waterbeds.
Our 9.97, Queen- Of King-size
Waterbed Mattress Pod,7.97
4-11.oz.Water Condttioner,664

Includes 1 Oat I sled sheet I plicesmass
"Inokeiss I Ant I Sited sheet 2 allowcorsel

Inauches I lop sheer ollactsed lo bottom SWIM
pelawcose

Me may vans

Sale Price Ea."Dresden"
cotton bedspread In twin,
full, or queen size. Features
beautifully designed pattern with complementary
fringed border. Soft colors.

2 $7

For
Save
37%
Our 5.57 Fa. 22x42""China
Rose" bath tale& of polyester/cotton with Cotton terry
loops, dobby
rder Colors
Our 1.97,
Our 3.57, Nand
•Iblr -16x25.

WHITE SALE • WHITE SALE • WHITE SALE • WHITE SALE • WH
4/5AAr1 (4 6)AD*1153 PROG 6

scesea
rcZ
CR THE

CIYYPIC RAM

SPARVOMATIC

1.57

17.97

Sale Price. Oil
ter in sizes to fit
many U.S., import
cars. Helps keep
engine clean

Sale Price Pkg.
Velour seat CoyefS for 2-, 4-door
bench& bucket
seats Quality'

Sale Price. RR
AMITM cassette
car stereo with 3
band equalizer
6x9"lipealosis,Pr.,$24
ET I COO (stereo) 9(-693 tspeakeisl

:
wpm

2-pc.
I. LIDpants
plc&

Coleman.,
Sale-Pitci.Coleman 1%tagaborwf'steeping bag
with waim fining, 3-1b. polyester insulation, nylon outer shell. Roomy 33x75" bag is ideal for camping.

Sale Price. Crosman pellet/B8 dile with single
pump, bolt action. 21-shot BB magazine. Save.
Pkg,1.77*
CartonOf1500Coppswheod BB's
10 gigs

Saki In rrce Spoiling Goads Degls

Not sold whim proNnited by low

ColOrs may vory

KoLPin

moo Roan.and
Soossillan POO.
Slimsso tossess
sc.essbs•
.1••• Doe cps
sone
.1111..Pas
we.less

flit

rtiVAC

23.977---

Boys',
s; in!4 mos.
et,7.88

Sale Price. Singleshot shotgun* in 12,
20 or .410 gauge.

Sale Price Ea. Gun case
in 46", 48" or szo sizes.
Rifle or shotgun models

7AA-1 (4-o& 1O-14& 17) AD41153 PROG 6

9.97

16.97

Sale Price. Insulated
rain jacket in choice of
orange or camouflage

Sale Price. Insulated hooded sweat
shirts in camouflage colors.
CargoPants YRIll6Pockets
17 97

7VINCJI757711.

Sale Price. Lantern
with battery. Shatterproof construction

GIN OUR AVM AtilYWORTING aioos DEPTS.
iC=IN 111—*
-the Sowsivokre

AT GREAT K MART PRICES
mien N-mkvtgsm
,

.

"IVINC/fiffilt.

PROLE SPONSOR Of THE 1088

U S A

OLYMPIC TEAM

•

9.97

40

Sal* Price. Twin-size percale sheet set* in solid colors or decorative prints. Polyester/cotton.
16.97
Full-size Percale SheetSet"
23.97
QUIHNI-size Percale SheetSet"
29.97
King-size Percale SheetSet"
*Lire 3 sets on sped color sheets oNy.Includes 1 fiat 1 NOW sheet 1
Pillowcase —Includes I Rat 1 need ineet 2 plioirceses

st•sf.of

$
For

sole

37%
Our 5.57 Ea. 22x42""China
Rose" bath tolltiti of polyester/cotton with Cotton terry
loops, dobby • • der. Colors
*, 2 For $3
Our 1.97, • he
*, 2For $4
Our 3.57, Hand
•!21ir

••16s25'

12

CMI

33%
OP ORA.,1410
Our 17.97 Ea. Matching
70x72""China Rose" shower curtain of fast-drying
Drylon* polyester. In an array of popular colors. Give
tc
,:ur bath a decorator look!
Pont Reg MA

Savo
.
25%-37% „
Our 5.37-6.37 Ea."Renowned"70x72"vinyl
shower curtain/liner In
clear Of colors to complement every bath decor
Our 2.57, 12 Rings, Pkg., 1.59

save
1.1.32% AM:.
Our 7.37 Ea. "Terrazzo"
rugs of Antron /' II nylon in
fashion colors With nonsIdd
backing 21x24" or 21x36"
$4
Our 4.97,Lid Cover
Our 12.37,24x42"Itug
$8
'Ti Pont Peg MA

Save
25%
Our 3.99. 10tchen towel*.
0Yr tin, 12Xir Dishcloth, 1.99
Our 2.09, 7x7 Potholder, 1.99
Our 3.99,0ven MIR
2.99
Our 3.99,12x18"Place Mal,2.99
Our 4.99, 6x16" Ile-towel, 3.09

iTsA

16.25*

LE • WHITE SALE • WHITE SALE • WHITE SALE * WHITE SALE

Save 33%
Our 14.97 Ia.
anc•s.

When Fan Blades Are Rotating Normally For Summer
Cool Au
Be More Fvenry Crrcukrted Thereby Helpto Reduce Cooing Costs

Sale Price. 42"ceiling fan with 4
wooden blades and 3-speed
chain control. Light adaptable.*`\
Style and mit may vary 9003f11,12 Night kit not wtcluded

Sale Price.9"schoolhouse lite kit in styles

—
_

Glidden

8.97

19.88

69.88

59.88

79.88

5.57

Sale Price. GE
phone in desk or
wall-mount style

Sale Price. GE
cordless phone;
full range. Value;

Sale Price. Answering machine with
call screen morel

Sale Price. Answering machine with
phone, redial, morel

Sale Price Gal. Interior
flat paint in whites, decorator colors, ceiling white.

29040 Tone purse sertchable CS
along

2-9522 Tonerpukse sertchable

5000

KXF 2385

Sale Price Gal. Interior Lo
Lustre paint in whites or
decorator colors. Save.

SP'

3'

Career dr
trOM 0
WW1
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1.47

9

Our 2.29 Pkg. Doritos tortilla chips in your
choice of tasty flavors 11-oz -net-wt. bag Delicious and crunchy with meals or for snacks

Sale Price. Treats.
C.cndy*or cockles**.
10-packGium .. 8114
•10-13-oz net wit ••2 it net et

° Pkg
7

asartt.trt

Sale Price. Chocolate covered peanuts, raisins, more.
26 50-oz net et

Sale Price Pkg. 18
S.O.S pads* or 50
Sta-Puf sheets**.
'5 39

•Iirlt 4PO

Sale Price. Scotts
liquid gold or Bissell
upholstery cleaner.
11-02 -net-et each

Imre 3 Parcit

111CriC,

•i m
hAelopa

al?'AYA

usA
.

•.tatta-

()Doe

DD:ie

—

DOUBLE
PRINTS
2 color prints of eoch negative Original rolls of C-41
Process disc, 110, 126 and
VI-frame 35mm film

6 pie. men's socks.
458
Fit10-13
6Prs.iloys'* ... 4.17
Parity Nose**, $1-1.17
ezes 0 I I ...Misses
and Queen rims MP may vcry

•LI-

1.18

3.9723;47

1.44

2.18

Sal* Price. Pkg. of
50 party cups. Disposable 9-oz. size.

Our 4.97. Simmering
potpourri; aromatic.
6-oz.-net-wt. size.

Sale Price Ea.
Men's hair spray.
Formula chaise 13 oz *

Sale Price Picg. 250
packets Sweet'N
Low Sugcr substitute

Net et

tgolt 2 pkQs

2.49 „

12 Exp.
24 Prints

15 E xps
30 Prints
24 Exps
48 Prints
36 Exps
72 Prints

3.69
5.49
7.69

Sdiiz.ond,$d suf
lace pcfnts Solo pfices
OWN 10 procofeing or
den left of Itie glom frorn
Sept 21 Ihni'um
Sept 27 1 hr sen•We
nof Included

ekt,

1.37

7.77pkg

Sale Price.Pkg. of
3 Dial bath soap
bars. 15 or net wt

Sale Price. 3-pack
color print film.
135/24* or 110/24"
•iso

•••0 203

8.88'25%
Our 11.97. Cushioned toilet seat
bp-mount hinges
•

.5
271Z

3.97

Our 3.97. 16-qt. professional mix potting soli Save now'

Sale Price Pkg.
Wash bogs. 100, 13
gal or 50, 20-30 gal
kith may "XV

Mk. mar vat/

s=a rllir
Dusty Lenscap - Goodwill
Ambassador For K mart
FIlm Developing

•
AAA-6(4 & lop AD # 1163 PROG 6

Regular Prices May Vary At
Same Stases Due to Local Compeleton
layaway Not Available In NI Stoma

Iry SibelfPlea
PROUD SPONSOR Of TNI

OtYkAPiC T1 AM
c I 955 1 mot?. CcOporrrnon

SPECIAL BUY

or lo
Or

.99

takes you
dressing that
From
evening.
Career
to
trom otticeCollection . mock
dresses
Rhodes
sleeve
misses
turtleneck long
In
polyester.
ot
sizes 6-16.

OFF
30%iewelni.
Our

saver
chains.
All sterling includes
collection
necklaces and
aracelets
earrings.

TES
COORDINA
DAYWEARRomantic
Feelings Collection is in silky

Reg. $9418. Our
Antron nylon tricot trimmed with lace.
Camisole,32-38, Orig. $10 Sale 4.99
Tap pant;Ong.49 Sale 3.99 Full slip, Orig. $18 Sale 8.99
Half-slip, Ong. $10 Sale 4.99 Teddy, Ong. $18 Sale 8.99
Donner coordinates on sole through November 21st

JEA
offs
llama
NNW

ESO

SALE 3.93
String bikini in nylon
O Reg. 5.25.

SALE $6-hook nylon bra
Reg. $8. Front

SALE 7.13

litute

•

0, 13
I cri

SALE 9.38
I Rog. 12.50. Nylon lace and tncot
underwire bra 32-3813,Q0
elloorionie lelernielleto monolimune wry Peeve Mee Moo on origin,'
urine
ble Wrenn elleriere &POMO siikomisp,Implearaew
ropreemi ovringe en regulor prima
Sob preen eil onparrier bleed itooneenbeellbree
gene le nee kebob JCPenney bent Volume Pereeniegse
Ileo
bubo
obellieet
Mete
,paved IMOMIM010 enOCOM
Paillimenne from oNigne
,
Peso

2O°-25°

OFF

0,yop
cooliciAteTs.ES
mORPisses

REE
wonhi.ngton
R-,\,a
P lm
S
E
liecti
F
CArom
Cardigan, Reg. $28 Sale 21.99 Mock turtle, Reg $25 Sale 19.99
Easy-fitting slacks in polyester, viscose, wool blend Reg $38 Sale 29.99
Jacket of wool,polyester. Reg $68 Sale 49.99
Blouse in crinkle polyester Reg. $32 Sale 24.99
Belted skirt of polyester/wool. Reg. $32 Sale 24.99

25% OFF
Entire line of petite sportswear. From the collection
Blouse in silky polyester faille. Reg. $28 Sale $21
Worthington' belted skirt in polyester/rayon. Reg. $28 Sale $21

AU ST1

25% OFF
All women's size sportswear. From the collection:
Cheddex" acrylic sweater. Reg. $28 Sale $21
Worthingtont. rayon challis skirt. Reg. $30 Sale 22.50

25% OFF PETITES AND WOMEN'S SIZE SPORTSWEAR

OFF

TH

&
vAtnC
leaItlh :Y
r taoSoIRRegEE
s2T5S
5:
41 18.75

DacrEons
E F9
p yX
es;:r
•
PParR
FouF
rs spoil slack
*s
O Par Four" pleated dress slacks in seasonless polyester wool. Reg. $2Q,Sale $21
•The Fox'" tn-blend flannel slacks, coordinating belt. Polyester/Orlon" acrylic7rayon. Fleg $30 Sale 22.50
City Streets' pleated gabardine slacks in polyester/rayon. Reg. 21.99 Sale 16.49

CITY STREETS

PAR FOUR

9.99

OF
F
20

•

AUSTIN MANOR'JACKETS

Shetland sportcoat looks as great *nth a shirt and be as it does with a sport shah.
Polyester'wool. Saes 36-46. Reg. 89.99 Sale 69.99
Saxony sportcoat is the right choice for the career minded Polyester wool
SUM 36-46. Reg 89.99 Sale 69.99
Austin Manor4. slacks are polyester wool, pleated or pla.n fronts Only 29.99
Si pikes eibrailve
through Ocilebar

SALE 89.99
Suited separates. Single-breasted jacket, poly'wool.
Reg. $85 Sale 64.99
Slacks of poly/wool, peg. $35 Sale $25

SOB prior

*Ip

•

25% OFF
Sale 11.99 Reg. $16. Gentry' solids in poly.cotton broadcloth
Sale 13.50 Reg. $18. Stafford° button-downs in poly .cotton
oxford cloth.
Stafford' silk ties in assorted patterns, Reg. $15 Sale 11.25

5

cy

SAVE

le 22.50

INFANTS'

TODDLERS' PLAY EAR

Sal..99-7.5O fleg. 3
to $10. Infants' cotton knitall-in-ones, polfester
.trleepers, flee oversleepers, diaper sets.
Smart Value 3.66 everyday. Infant Toddler cord boxers and boys' polo&
Sale 6.74-7.49 Reg. 8.99-9.99. Toddlers' twill pants sets and polyester
fleece oversleepers.

71111111w
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SAVE 25%
On intants'Itoddlers' jog sets.
Sale 6.74 Reg 8 99 Infants polyester cotton fleece
Sale 7.49 Reg 999 Toddlers acrylic fleece pog sets

OUR BABY-YOUR-BABY SALE CONTINUES
7

14••••

1•••

roN1

50,

ALL SWEATERS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

0 Sale 10.50 to 16.50 Reg. $14 to $22. Boys Credentials® and Barrel® acrylic
sweaters in school-age and pre-school sizes.
Sale $9 to $12 Reg. $12 to $16. Girls' Fun Connecttorts® and Croquet Club®
sweaters in jacquard and nb-knits in acrylic or ramie COttOrt. School-age and
pre-school sizes.

SAVE 25%

Sale 5.24-7.49 Reg. 6.99-$10. Girls' and boys' long sleeve shirts.
Compass®, Credentials® and Fun Connections® turtlenecks, screen
pnnts, stripes and more in poly/cotton.

CREDENTIALS', BARREL', CROQUET CLUB®, FUN CONNECTIONS.,COMPASS'
6

1
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Sale 27..99
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Glonus® collection of nappa leather bags. Smart Value 21.99
Worthington - leather hobos. Reg. $40 Sale 29.99
Sale prices effective through October 1St.

•
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CABIN CREEK

.
"6

ALABAMA
SELMA
JASPER
ENTERPRISE
ANDALUSIA
AUBURN
GEORGIA

DUBLIN
LA GRANGE
DALTON
GRIFFIN
STATESBORO
MILLEDGEVILLE
BRUNSWICK
CARROLLTON
KENTUCKY
MURRAY

MADISONVILLE
FRANKFORT
SOMERSET
MIDDLESBORO
ELIZABETHTOWN,
CORBIN
RICHMOND
MISSISSIPPI
LAUREL

EVENT NOW IN PROGRESS,
BURLINGTON
WILKESBORO
NORTH CAROLINA
GREENWOOD
ROANOKE RAPIDS HENDERSONVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA
GREENVILLE
SUMTER
SANFORD
SHELBY
NATCHEZ
ROCK HILL
ELIZABETH CITY
ASHEVILLE
COLUMBUS
GREENWOOD
JACKSONVILLE
STATESVILLE
OXFORD
MYRTLE BEACH
SALISBURY
MONROE
VICKSBURG
ORANGE BURG
ASHEBORO
ROCKINGHAM
CORINTH
TENNESSEE
CONCORD
LUMBERTON
HATTIESBURG
COOKEVILLE
ALBEMARLE
BOONE
MCCOMB

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY. SEP -EMBER 24, 1988 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
NEWSPAPER ADVERTI3ING SUPPLEMENT
the Penney idea If you re not
Your satisfaction is our goal To serve the public as nearly as we can to its satisfaction That's
satisfy you completely.
satisfied with your purchase after a reasonable time let us know, and we II try to

COLUMBIA
CLEVELAND
MC MINNVILLE
TULLAHOMA

